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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, February 14, 1933

A BUSY WINTER

KIPPY KARNIVAL

WAS A SHORT TERM

Their Class Play “Automatic And If You Doubt It Just Big Event of Year At Rock One Trial, 12 Divorces and
Butler" To Be Presented
See What the Red Cross
Five Naturalizations In
land High — Junior Play
Thursday
Has Done
Thursday Night
Superior Court
The Junluor class of Rockland High
School will present its first official
play. "The Automatic Butler" ln the
auditorium. Peb. 16, at 8.15. The cast
consists of six boys and six girls and
the plot centers around an “auto
matic butler" who is not automatic
at ail. Charles Ellis is thoroughly
wooden in his part. Ruth Dondis. who
last year won first prize for girls In
the Spear Prize Speaking Contest,
capably fills the part of the pretty
heroine. Thc comedy relief is fur
nished by Esther Chapman as the
overbearing wife, and Hervey Allen
as the hen-pecked husband. Anna
Winchenbach as Lily, the family pest,
also gives many mirthful moments.
Vincent Pelicane, Lucille Rankin.
Russell Bartlett. Howard Chase,
Charles Havener. Esther Nickerson
and Helen Pietroski also have im
portant parts.
Many new features accompany the
presenting of "The Automatic But
ler." The "depression" prices of 40
and 25 cents are only one attraction.
There will be a parade of members of
the Junior play cast on Thursday at
4 o'clock.

Mrs. David McCarty has been elect- i The event of Rockland High School
The February term of Knox County
ed president of the nursing activities will take place Thursday and Friday Superior Court finally adjourned at
committee, taking the place of Mis I
Richard Booth who moved to Port of this week, when the annual Klppv 12.30 Saturday noon having been m
land. The nursing work during the Karnival will hold forth. The p'a" j session five days, at a total cost of
month ot January was heavy, due tc I “The Automatic Butler," a three-act $986.80. The grand jurors received
•>
comedy, will be presented the open cne day’s pay, the first traverse jury
grippe epidemic.
—
There Is always work, and tools —
It is thus summarized: 118 nursing ing night, under the auspices of th? lecelved two days' pay, and the other
•» to work withal, for those who ♦
visits to acutely ill patients: 46 nursing Junior Class. In the cast will be
•— will.—Beecher.
«.
visits to mothers, following delivery, Esther Nickerson. Anna Winchen ; Jurors one day's pay. It was a busy
52 nursing visits to newborn babies. bach, Helen Pietrosky, Lucille Ran I .‘mooth-werking term, and the presid-» -1
31 visits to prospective mothers. As kin, Ruth Dondis, Charles Havener. j ing justicF Mr. Powers made many
Saturday's storm left a foot of
sistance was given to doctors at live ! Charles Ellis, Esther Chapman. Her ' new friends.
snow In Rockland and vicinity, and
vey Allen, Vincent Pellicane. Russell
deliveries.
the young folks took advantage of it
There were 62 visits to infants Bartlett, and Howard Chase. The
Justice Powers affixed his signature J
under one year of age. for health play Is being coached by MLss Doro
Sunday by fetching out skis, sleds,
to an even dozen divorce decrees, thc I
thy
Parker
of
the
English
depart

supervision:
96
visits
for
health
su

snowshoes and bewildering variety ol
pervision pre-schools: 39 visits for ment. which guarantees an excellent wife being the libellant in ten of thc 1
winter sport costumes. Rosy cheeks
health supervision of school children: performance from the youthful ca s The list follows:
Stanley W. Newbury of Thomaston |
<au naturellei were everywhere to be
two visits to adults for health super actors.
seen; and everybody seemed to be
Ushers for the play wil! include from Jennie E. Newbury of Reck-'
vision-making a total of 451 visits for
feeling the effects of a typical win
Eleanor Tibbetts, Ruth Gregory, land, cruel and abusive treatment, j
the month.
ter day. It is doubtful if anybody
Sophie
Cohen, Elzada North. Con Custody of Stanley W. Jr. and Norma J
One social service case was investi
had more fun, however, than May
stance Snow. Luella Snow, Julia J., minor children granted to Stan- j
gated:
one
well
baby
conference
was
ley W. Newbury until further order
nard Wiggin and Randall Marshall
held; 16 children were taken to ocu Smith, Haael Vasso and Virginia Con of Court. Butler for libellant.
who were towed on skis by a fast
non.
list
for
advice
and
examination
on
moving automobile.
Mildred M. Wellman of Camden
The Karnival opens Friday after
eyes; 9 dental clinics were held, at
from Raymond L. Wellman of Rock-,
which 116 children attended: 1164 noon in the gymnasium. The months land, adultery. Custody of Norman, j
children were inspected tn school; 14 of the year form the central scheme minor child, granted to Mildred M.;
SPRUCE GUM
parents were consulted in regard to de of decoration and entertainment. Wellman until further order of
The Real Northern Maine Kind,
fects of school children: 35 visits were Each booth will be decorated to rep Court. Libellee to pay to libellant for
mailed anywhere in the United State*
made to schools; 64 people were given resent one month, and one act for the support of minor $5 a week until '
The
amount
of
arms-r
eduction
entertainment will be furnished by
at 50 Centa Per Ounce.
nursing service during the month.
further order of Court. Sin Ulcy for
achieved
at
Oeneva
just
about
equals
C. H. MOOR Sl CO., Druggists
The local Chapter has distributed each booth. The decorating commit libellant.
|
the
amount
of
real
beer
thus
far
pro

tee consists of Avis Lovejoy. Mary
322 Main Street,
Rockland
In
Knox
County
575b
yards
of
cotton
J. Lois Maguire of Thomaston
10T&S15 I duced by Congress—San Diego cloth; 97 dozen cotton garments, con Stockbridge, Lyra Cook. Elizabeth from Frank L. Maguire of Thomas
Union.
sisting of men's, women's and chil Clark, Gertrude Blackington. Jane ton. cruel and abusive treatment.
dren's underwear and hose; men's ar.d Wilson. Elzada North. Walter Bars Libellant is allowed to resume her
boys' overalls, men's pants, boy's tow. Virginia Flint. Edwin Edwards. maiden name. J. Lois Clark. Tirrell
knickers; and also 1280 barrels of Rose Flanagan and Dorothv Eovn- for libellant.
ton.
flour.
Ashton I. McLain of Rockland
The general committee includes from Myra B. McLain of Presque
Many cases of children reported by
Alice
Gay.
Stanley
Quinn.
Rose
Whit

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, FEB. 16-17
the school department as unable tc'
Isle, adultery. Smalley for libellant.
THURSDAY. FEB. 16—JUNIOR CLASS PLAY
attend school for lack of clothing more. Carol Gardner. Velzora Look
Addie S. Walter from Charles j
Vivian
Chaples.
Feme
Browne.
Helen
Walter, both of Rockland, cruel and
have been investigated and clothing
“THE AUTOMATIC BUTLER”
Rubenstein.
Caroline
MacAlliste".
abusive treatment.
Burrows for
secured from other agencies.
A Three Act Comedy Curtain 8.15
Admission 25c and 40c
Gladys Overlock. Helen Davis, Mil libellant.
It has been a busy winter.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
dred Sweeney. Howard Crockett and
Flora Katherine Meads from Er
Klppy Karnival
Free Vaudeville
Fortune Telling
nest Meads, both of Rockland, cruel
ADVISORY LOAN COMMITTEES Vernard Crockett.
Country Store
Remembrances
Refreshments
In the evening the grand Kippy ar.d abusive treatment. Libellant Is I
No Games of Chance
Admission Free
Donald Leach Chairman For Knox and Karnival ball will take place, with allowed to resume her maiden name.
FRIDAY EVENING—8 TO 12
Robert Allen and Bernadette Snow ln Flora Katherine Kelley. Tirrell fo:
Lincoln—Other Appointments
GRAND KARNIVAL BALL
charge. Many novel features are be libellant.
ing planned.
Al Rougirr's Music
Favors
Dance Orders
Admission 4Oc
Ada E. Young of Rockland from
The Bangor branch of the Regional
Edwin D. Young of Vinalhaven
} Agricultural Credit Corporation has
Now that Congress is in session, a cruel and abusive treatment. Thomp
; announced the appointment of advis
ory loan committees, the members of number of important matters will re son for libellant.
Thirza M. Gardner of Thomaston 1
which will assist applicants in the ceive immediate attention in a few
from Maynard Gardner of 8t J
JUNIOR CLASS PRESENTS
preparation of crop production forms months.—American Lumberman.
George, cruel and abusive treatment !
for 1933 financing through this Cor
Libellant permitted to resume her i
Ui
poration
The committeemen will
tt
maiden name. Thirza McQuarrie
also act in an advisory capacity tn
8trout for libellant.
assisting the Bangor office in the dis
Evelyn W Wing of Camden from
bursement of the loans. The appoint
Kenneth A Wing of Camden, erne!
ments
tn
this
section
of
the
State
are:
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Oner a year, usually at Christ and abusive treatment. Montgomery 1
Knox and Lincoln—Donald Leach,
mas, Nilo gives thr automobile and Gillmor for libellant.
chairman, Rockland. Rockland Na
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16
owners a Bargain. This year Nlln
Alice R. Rich from Edward S
tional Bank: Raymond E. Thurston,
waited until Erbruary. Here it is; Rich, both of Rockland, non-support
Rockland:
Ralph
W
Davis,
Rockland
25 CENTS
ADMISSION
40 CENTS
Custody of Ernest. Valma. Douglass 1
Waldo—Morris Lord, chairman.
WASHING,
75c
Charles. Carmclita and Edith, minor
Belfast; Ralph Thompson, Belfast,
Scats Checked at CHISHOLM’S Wednesday, Thursday After School
children, granted to thc libellee, un- |
Merrill Trust Company.
GENUINE ALEMITING,
75c
19-20
UI further order of Court. Libellee j
Hancock—O. W. Tapley, chairman,
to pay the libellant $10 weekly for
ALL LABOR, PER HOUR,
75c
Ellsworth, Union Trust Company;
support of minor children. Smalley
Howard S. Young. Ellsworth. Route 5;
HEAD LIGHTS FOCUSSED, 75c for libellant.
C Dewey Smith, Ellsworth. Route 3.
Ethel S. Gray of Camden from
BATTERIES CHARGED.
75c
Charles E. Gray of Camden, cruel |
and abusive treatment. Custody of j
THESE PRICES FOR CASH
Charles E. Jr. and Rodney H., minor
FEBRUARY ONLY
children, granted to Ethel G. Gray
until further order of Court. Perry |
for libellant.
Elizabeth Guilford Oray from
Charles Sumner Gray, both of
Vinalhaven, cruel and abusive treat
ment. Libellant permitted to re
EVERY EVENING
sume her maiden name. Elizabeth
TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
Guilford. Roberts for libellant.
ROUND
TRIP
Ladles 15c. Men 20c

KIPPY KARNIVAL

THE AUTOMATIC BUTLER

NILO

Boston Excursion

Reduced Prices!

NORTHEND
SKATING RINK

FEB. 17

NILO’S GARAGE

$5.50

School Children 10c
Saturday Afternoon Nn Admission

From ROCKLAND
RETURN LIMIT FEBRUARY 24
HALF FARE FOR CHILDREN

JIG SAW PUZZLES

BUY TICKETS IN ADVANCE

For Sale or To Let or Cnt To Youi
Order. Rental 25c per week. Also
Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood
Special Glue, Boxes, Etc.
H. L. MASON, Thomaston, Maine

ONLY

$5.00

MAINE

CRentral
ailroad

Round Trip From
NEWCASTLE
BATH OR
BRUNSWICK
ASK AGENT

Maine
Central

Telephone 104

In the
Good Old
Winter Time

Keep your feet warm in

The “Gunboat”

10tf

Railroad

LEGION DANCE

18-20

Watts Hall, Thomaston

Thursday, Feb. 16

SPECIAL PRICE $1.75 ON CLEANERS

Musty By

Let us overhaul your Vacuum Cleaner and have it ready for spring
homr-rleaning. Parts extra. Is your Electric Refrigerator running
as cheaply as it should, or is it running overtime to do its regular
work. Let us make you an estimate on adjustments.
Remember, an inefficient piece of machinery ts expensive

CLARKE-KALER,

Eastern Serenaders
of Waldoboro
ADMISSION 15 AND 25 CENTS
18-20

Inc.

443 Main Street

Rockland

Send *1

Tel. 903-W

for thc next 5
months of

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

MAGAZINE
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

-»

rt

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Dally Except Sunday
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Coaches Arrive in Rockland Irom Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

STRAND THEATRE
A remarkable transition in charac
ter. both physical and spiritual, is
developed by Ruth Chatterton as
1 “Frisco Jenny" in thc picture of the
same title which comes Wednesday
and Thursday.
This transition covers 25 years of
Frisco Jenny's life, from the time she
is an innocent girl of 17 until she be
comes a woman of maturity. Thcrc
ls no rapid change from innocence to
crime but the character ot Frisco
Jenny is shown to grow gradually
harder as she fights her way to the
leadership of thc vice ring of thc olj
Barbarry Coast of San Francisco.
Concurrent wilh her development
of spiritual callousness comes the
slow aging process ol a woman grow
ing to maturity. To depict this dav
by day change requires the utmost in
skilled artistry and is a tnt ute to
Miss Chatterton's rare talent It also
called for thc greatest skill on thc
part of the make-up department to
show the gradual change in facial
expression and figure.—adv.

Now only—

CERTIFIED REFRIGERATION TECHNICIANS
Radio Repairing
General Wiring
Appliance Repairs

$5.00 pair

FRED FERNALD

Imported Scotch Grain, Water
proofed, Rozinized Double Sole,
Leather lleeL

PAINTING AND

Send $1. (mentioning this ad)
to
House Beautiful, 8 Arlington SL,
Boston

PAPERHANGING
It will pay you to see my 1933
Wall Paper Samplr Books

Make sure of lovely results and
long satisfaction from every dollar
you put Into your home by follow
ing HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, the love
liest of home magazines. Each
month lt offers you countless new
ideas for your house, its rooms, and
the garden that frames it.

Quality Papers

Prices Right

Tel. 575 after 5.30 p. m.
7*9

Ladies Brown “Alligator" Calf

Leather Oxford
Only $3.50

Send *1

for the next 5
months of

THE
ATLANTIC MONTHLY

4> ♦ ♦ ♦

Attention Poultrymen

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip 13.00

Our unlimited outlet for native
poultry enables us to pay you high
est prices. Consult us before you
sell.

Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,

Largest Shippers in Maine
Care of Charles McKellar. TeL 2-3
WARREN, ME.
No lots too large; none too small.
Trucks will be in Warren all winter

COHEN BROS.

ISTStf

These items describe only a
few of the specially de
signed Winter Shoes to
choose from.
♦
#

Make the most of your reading
hours. Enjoy thc wil, the wisdom,
the companionship, the charm that
has made the ATLANTIC, for
seventy-five years, America's most
quoted and most cherished maga
zine.

McLain’s Shoe Store

Send $1. 1 mentioning this ad)
to
The Atlantic Monthly, 8 Arlington
St., Boston

GOOD SHOES
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 88.................. Number 19

HOPE’S GRAND OLD MAN
"ON MY SET"

Albion P. Allen, Only Two Steps Removed From Century
Mark, Remembered On Birthday
The mail man on the R.FD. route bounty Jumpers and from the scum
stopped longer than common at the of New York All had money in
home of Albion P. Allen in Hope yes plenty, also whiskey and rum. Every
terday because hts sack contained co man was on thc watch for a chance
many letters and postcards offering to desert.
congratulations to that patron upon
Soon there was trouble a-plenty
having attained hls 98th birthday.
Allen was ordered to arrest the ringi
The venerable Civil War survivor, leader. Hell broke loose and for the
olacst 111 Knox County, if not the next 10 minutes Allen's life was in
State, also received many callers, two great danger—eight desperate men
of whom carried birthday cakes, bear against one man who stood for order.
An echo of Saturday’s storm
ing a grand assortment of candles,
I was lying on the roof of thr deck
from down Nova Scotia way wax
end there were, of course, many othei house reading, and jumped to my feet
brought by thc Halifax station
gifts as befitted a citizen who ts now In time to look down and see it all.
CRN'S Saturday night. It told of
but two laps from the century mark Allen was unarmed. One fellow held
wire service being paralyzed.
and “going strong."
a long dirk knife in one hand and a.
Although the major portion of Mr. revolver in the other. Hr struck
Thanks to a tip furnished by
Allen's life has been spent amid the 'Allen with the dirk, and Allen has the
Ml?. Bert Witham, who combines
rugged hills of Hope, he was born nt scar today. One blow from Allen's
short wave service with her
W'hite Head, one of the familiar head fist put tliat crook to sleep that last
radio, I listened in Sunday aft
lands of the Knox County shore, and ed half an hour. He then jumped
ernoon while WBZ was given a
even served an apprenticeship on the aside, seized a rifle from a guard who
broadcast of an Interview with
island of Metinic before taking up hls had not had time to help, and then
the captain of the trawler Floe,
long sojourn inland.
tried to bayonet the fellow who had
which was then 180 miles south
He was 9 years old when he came to the revolver. Six of the latter’s com
east of Buxton. The service was
Hope, and for 58 years has occupied panions grasped it and saved the
perfection itself and emphasized
the house where he now resides with fellow's life.
the increasing possibilities of the
one of hls sons. Fred J Allen.
By this time thc Allen temper was
radio.
In the latter 50’s he was in Virginia really started. He fought hls way
cutting timber for thc fine ships clear of the tangle, rushed into the
Who Lx thlx interloper on
which were being built so extensively captain's cabin, wrested the captain's
WI.BZ? You doubtless he?rd thc
in Knox County yards. Mast of hts revolver from him. and came out on
program Sunday night while you
activities, however, have been |n con deck with lt roaring Uke a mad bull.
were trying to enjoy the Waiter
nection with his 100-acre farm grow One look at him and that crowd ot
smith Band. And ir you shifted
ing grain and vegetables where rocks crooks fled Uke scared rabbits. He
to W’NAC you probably found
had no more trouble witji them dur
had formerly predominated.
that not much better. Just as the
While the Grand Army encamp ing the voyage of 37 days to New
concert was closing I discovered
ment was in session at Rockland last Orleans.
that it was coming in perfectly
June he dropped into town, and thc i
over W'CAU.
delegates insisted that he attend the | Again on the ocean hls grit and
convention. He protested that he was J strength were given another trial,
not "dressed up." but finally yielded, i Between decks were 136 horses des
Lincoln programs dominated
and found himself not only the old- tined for our Cavalry In the South,
the ether Sunday, and there were
est man present, but the hero of the j Forty-eight of our company (O. 21st •
some excellent ones.
convention.
I were selected to care for them oil the
• • • •
1 voyage. Allen was one. Rounding
Fred Allen's sightseeing trip
Cape Hatteras we struck a terrible
around New York Sunday night
Mr. Allen belonged to a family of 11 storm. The horses broke loose and
was an amusing feature.
children born to John and Susan for two days and nights pandemo
'Bartlett) Allen. The other survivors nium reigned between decks. No man
of that family are Herbert of Roslin could go down there and live. When
Howell Cullinan, forenoon an
dale. Mass.. Miss Antoinette Allen of the storm abated the hatch cover was
nouncer of Boston Globe news
Newton, Mass , and Mrs. Helen Watts lifted. What a horrible sight! Dead
flashes, was delighted with the
of Thomaston.
horses, horses with broken backs and
shower of congratulations he re
Mr. Allen's wife, who was Julia legs, ribs smashed in. and some un
ceived
from
Courier-Gazette
Payson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. harmed but crazy with fear. Allen
readers in connection with the
Addison Payson of Hope, died sev was sent down to bring order out of
beginning of his seventh year on
eral years ago. Five of their six that chaos. A big hammer was passed
thr air. He writes to one of hls
children are living—Albion. Jr., of to htm, and his first job was to end
Rockland friends that he got let
Lincolnville. Alden P. of Hope. Oeorge the misery of those who were past
ters from most of the New Eng
B. of Portland. Fred J. of Hope and i human help. Later aid was sent to
land States and even beyond,
Miss Mary E. Allen.
mentioning “On My Set” One
him and for five dreary hours he
The grandchildren are Miss Lucy helped and directed the gruesome
card, which came from Harris
Allen preceptress of a private school work, until we on deck had hoisted up
burg, Penn., read: “The Rockland
at Mt. Vernon. N. Y.; Alden and thrown to the sharks 78 dead
Courier-Gazette tells how much
Allen, principal ol Millinocket High horses. Thc number was increased
Maine folks enjoy vour accounts
School; Miss Ina B Allen, a teacher to 104 by another storm, leaving us
of the news. May I say that the
at Newark. N. J.; Mrs. Harold Currier 32 of thc 136 with which we had
“rusticatoi?' during the summer
of California; Mrs. louts Barker of started.
havr also enjoyed your news sum
Portland; MLss Constance Allen, a
maries.
Thank you, and best
Allen came home a physical wreck,
teacher at Stoneham. Mass.; Basil but later regained hts health. For
wishes.”
Alien of Belfast; Roy P. Allen ot some years I lived in Massachusetts
Camden; MLss Doris Allen of Belfast: and lost track of him. When he was
A VALENTINE BALL
Harold Allen of Camden; Forest 96 I visited him on his valuable farm
Thomas of Proctor, Vt.. and Mrs and found him out in his field pulling
Camden Has a Big Event Jerome L. Packard of Brockton. Mass. beans. Not a hill here and there, bu:
C_k_J,,l„J F__ Mr. Allen also has 13 great grandchila man's job of hours of hard work.
□cheduled ror lonight ( d’en ranging from one to 20 years or Later the same year I found him
age.
perched ln one of his famous North
Worthy Cause
Mr. Alten was a charter member of ern Spy apple trees. Uke a schoolboy,
The Valentine ball and party to be Hope Oran’fe and belonged to Georg.' picking apples for winter use. That
hois
o ic
z.
a Cobb Post O A R. of Camden until :ame year he went into the hay field
held tonight at 8.15 oclock at Cam- u surTcndercd ite charter
and pitched on a big load of hay. He
den opera house, promises to be one
He scarcely knows the meaning of wanted to pitch it off old style and
I
the
of thc best events of the season
the word sickness, his last "spell" was hardly kept from doing so. H"
.hia ving been 43 years ago.
was 96 years young then. Even new,
Music will bc furnished by Al Rou
And now turn to what a Civil War at 98. he can swing an axe with a
gier's 10-piece band, and the dances
comrade. Col. F. S. Philbrick, has to strong arm. Such is this old Com
will be interspersed witli clever acts say about him:
rade as I havc known him.
under the direction of Stephen L.
Gusher.
“Uncle Fernando's” Story
Commercial College: The school
A master of ceremonies has been
I had thc privilege or luck to serve will close Friday for a few days,
"Imported" for the occasion and tt is in thc Civil War in the same company
no stretch of Imagination to say he and regiment with this "grand old opening again Feb. 23. During this
is the best ever. Valentine favors will man." and know whereof I write. time Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, principal,
be distributed dunng the evening and In his early manhood he was onc of will visit In Boston. Thc school is
refreshments will bc on sale. Tickets those strong armed men who used open to all graduates
_ ____
_ ,privi___
for _
the
tr5„£e»lnR ™p'dly at 25 cents and. tl,e to go to Virginia in whiter to cut, and lege of "brushing up" in their shortmanagement hope to see many from get out ship timber. Later he was J
. . .,
.
.
_»
Roland
(employed
in shipyards,
' employed in
shipyards, as
as aa ship
ship I hanrt' bookkeeping, etc., free of
charge.
Arrangements
arc
being
The affair is being sponsored by the carpenter, and had the reputation of
C.C.H. Club. Arev-Heal Post. A. L. being tlie best broad -axeman in his made for a Valentine party to be
Friends in Council. Camden Com- BCCtiOn.
given at The Thorndike grill in the
mandery, Knights Templar and the
It Ls told of him that at onc time he near future. Elmer Jameson of
Business Men's Association.
iipplieri for a job in a shipyard where
The proceeds will be donated to thr he was not known. As was the cus- Warren is a new entry in the day
Community Hospital ard the Welfare t< m the bass gave him a broad-axe school. New entries for the evening
A”oclatton's Milk Fund. You may he and stick of wood and told him tc school arc Mildred Robertson of
sure of an evening of fun. and also make a "trunnell,” which is a wooden Vlnalhaven. Arietta Maloney of
blip a worthy cause. Place, Camden pin used to hold p'anks or timbers Cushing, Clarence Smith ol Seal
Opera House; time, tonight at 8 15. together. Either for a joke, or to try
Harbor. Marguerite Gould. Sarah
1 im. mistaking htm for a greenhorn
Maureen Bums. Fiances Dob
the boss led him to a big Iron chop- Block.
ALL ARE WORKING
Avis Blackington. Clemicc Black
------ping block. But Allen was equal io bin,
ington. of Rockland. Oscar Chapman
For the Success of the George the occasion. He went to work and of Camden and Ethel Griffin of
0 made the pin tit was a good one) Warren.
Washington Observance without even touching his axe to the
M
. C
J
lron' Handin8 the pin to thc boss,
ixext Sunday
Allen raised his axe high in thc air, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
-------) and with both hands brought the
If I had to live my life again I would
A meeting of patriotic bodies to j edge of thc axe whack upon the solid
have made a rule to read some poetry
plan the George Washington observ-. iron. The bass yelled, but too late,
and listen to some music at least, once
"For God's sake, why did you do a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
ancc, which will take place at Park
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
i Theatre Sunday afternoon, was held that?" Allen's answer was:
“A good workman always sticks hls
TIIE ENGINE
last night at Grand Army hall. These axe into fhc block before leaving lt
thc gloom of thc deep, dark night.
bodies were represented: G A R. and
keep others from dulling it while Into
With panting breath and a startled
affiliated organizations. Ladies of the |lc j-s awaV from lt "
scream.
Swift as a bird In sudden flight
O A R . Edwin Libby Relief Corps and
"You're hired," said the boss.
Darts
this creature of steel and steam.
Daughters of Union Veterans; Sons 1
of Union Veterans and Auxiliary; I
Awful dangers are lurking nigh.
Rocks and chasms are near the track.
Spanish War Veterans and Auxiliary;
Soon after the Civil War broke out.
by the light of Its great
American Legion and Senior and or to be exact, in 1862. Abion Allen But straight
white eye
Junior Auxiliaries'; Veterans of For-; enlisted tn the army, and was
It speeds through thc shadows, dense
and black.
cign Wars and Auxiliary.
1 assigned to Co. G. 21st Maine VolunThe program, which will embrace tcer rnfantry Regiment, the first nine Terrible thoughts and fierce desires
able speakers, was discussed and this months regiment just forming. He
Trouble Its mad heart many an hour.
program will appear in Thursday's was appointed onc of thc five Ser Where burn and smolder thc hidden
ft res.
issue. I. Leslie Cross is acting as gen geants at that time allowed each Coupled
ever with might and power.
eral chairman and is also In charge company and was later transferred
of the program. The Sunday ■meet to tne color guard, a greatly coveted It hates, as a wild horse hates the rein.
The narrow track by vale and hill;
ing will bc opened at 2 o'clock with a honor.
And shrieks with a cry of startled pain.
half hour concert, while the people
And longs to follow its own wild will.
In hts first battle he saved the
are gathering, thc official program to coiorsat a critical time. Color-bearer Oh. what am I but an engine shod
begin at 2.30.
| no j was
down, but No 2 seized
With muscle and flesh, by the hand of
( HHl
All patriotic citizens are urged to , and -savcd the flag from going into
on through the dense, dark
support this meeting, which is arous- thc dusl He hwever mcl the sam- Speeding
night.
lng much enthusiasm, and lt is fatc
No , Allen now selzed tht
Guided alone by thc soul's white light.
hoped that clubs—service. literary. Colon5 ra,spd ,hem a(o and gl ,hc
Often and often my mad heart tires.
musical etc. w 11 send representa- cnd Qf thp balUc
And hates Its way with a bitter hate.
Uves. Organizations are to meet at f)om th<;
Hp
» And
longs to follow Its own desires,
Legion hail Sunday at 1 45 to attend | ,.nli, &
forccd
tj
And leave thc end In the hands of
fatc.
ln a
_______________
I give lt up.
O. mighty engine of steel uud steaui;
He
had
the
reputation
of
being
the
A VICTIM “BUSTS FORTH"
O. human engine of blood and bone.
strongest man tn his regiment of 1100 Follow the white light’s certain beam There lies safety, and there alone.
men.
and
was
often
selected
as
the
Oh! The snow, thc gol durned xnow.
Blocking everything where wc go;
onc to do a dangerous job. While the The narrow track of fearless truth.
Avalanching down our neck.
ship that took us to New Orleans was
Lit by the soul's great eye of light,
Busting In our hat by heck
lying in New York harbor a squad of O passionate heart of restless youth.
Makes us shiver, stops our flivver
Alone will carry you through the
Sliding, slumping, tumbling, bumping
enlisted men. 41 in number, was sent
night.
Makes ua shovel ere we go
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox (1855-1919).
J. A-T. on board for New Orleans All were

te

<
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Herbert Mann who has been very
ill is reported as improving although
not yet able to be out.
The Rockport High School Band
and Orchestra will hold a musical
entertainment Mareh 2 at Town hall.
This will be followed by a social hour
the music for which will be provided
by the Rockport-Camden Student
Orchestra of nine pieces
The Chatter Club met Thursday
evening at the home of Mr. and Mr.s.
Roland Crockett with Mrs. Ruth
Nash hostess. Cards and other games
were played and 26 guests were pres
ent. Music by Kay Smith and Bing
Crosby.
Harbor Light Chapter will observe
past matrons' and patrons' night and
aho hold their birthday party on the I
evening of Feb. 21.
Mrs. Marion Richards. Mrs. Marie
Bisbee and Mrs. Erline Davis will be
in charge of the dinner at the meeting :
of the Farm Bureau Thursday at the '
home of Mrs. Davis. All interested :
in home flower gardens should plan'
to attend.
Mrs. Mabel Crone who has been In
Camden at the home of her son. Al
ton Crone, for several weeks, is now '
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. B H
Paul, for an indefinite stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Blake of Pitts- '
j
-3^7.,
! brother. Alton Stinson, for the winter,
| At Its next regular meeting Fred A.
Norwood W.R.C. will celebrate Wash
ington's and Lincoln's birthdays, and
also the birthday anniversary of one
of its past presidents, Mrs. Josephine i
Collamore. Members are asked to go
prepared to read something on th“
life of one of the two historic charac
ters and to furnish Either sandwiches
or cake. Patriotic games, songs, etc.,
will be enjoyed.
Mrs. Chloe Young. 80, widow of
| Artemas Young, died Saturday night.
Funeral services will be held today at
2 o'clock from the home of her daugh
ter Mrs. Henry Tominski. Rev. George
F Currier officiating.

When thou passest through the
waters. I will be with thee, and
through the rivers, they shall not
overflow thee.—Is. 43:2.

ia

THE PAI L REVERE BELLS

We extract from a letter from the
editor, "on vacation," the following
paragraph:
"I read with much interest, in the
paper's issue of February 4, the two
articles dealing with the Thomaston
ot a century ago. The gathering up
of these fragments until noting
shall be left unrecorded tjiat relate*
to the history of this ancient mother
town of these regions, I should like to
see become the congenial task of a
wide circle of its citizens.
Perhaps you noticed in the recent
sale at the American-Anderson gal
leries in New York, that among the
rare selections from the estate of the
late Charles Hitchcock Tyler, was a
church bell cast by Paul Revere. It
sold for $1300.
In the belfry of the Old Church on
the Hill at Thomaston there hangs
today, where it has hung for a century
and a quarter, one of these famous
bells, cast by Revere, under order
from his intimate friend. General
Henry Knox, by whom it was donated
to this church, and has now become
the property of tlie Knox Memorial
Association. There are in existence
only a limited nuhiber of these Paul
Revere bells, the money value of
v.hich steadily increases, in a natural

Twentieth Century Club Meeting

Members and guests numbering
38 attended the annual open meeting
of the Twentieth Century Club Fri
j day evening at the Methodist vestry
Under the direction of the entertainment committee. Miss Marion Weid1 man. Mrs. Nellie Magune and Mrs
' ^^tiX^rrSed^th ^caqueta

emulation of the historical value of I of flowers m
and white, napkins
them, which cannot be expressed in bearing valentine motifs and dainty
pink favors at each place. At 6 30 a
terms of dollars.
banquet was served by the Ladies'
Aid of the Thurch. The president
BRISBANE ON BEER
Mrs. Maude Walker then turned the
meeting over to Miss Weidman, after
From that universally circulated extending a cordial welcome to the
daily news column of Arthur Bris guests.
Mrs Mildred Havener of Rockland,
bane's we take this common-sense
guest soloist, delighted the company
paragraph dealing with a much dis with two groups of songs which in
cussed question:
cluded “The Birthday," "The Lass of
A young writer enthusiastically de the Delicate Air," "Believe Me If All
scribes beer, supposed to come back Those Endearing Young Charms."
soon, as "nourishing, consoling and “Mighty Lak a Rose" and "EstreliU."
warming, a great help in fighting off Violin selections by Miss Ruth Dammental depression." Rev. Dr. Phillips, ery of Camden were also enjoyed. Her
of the First Baptist Church in Cleve numbers were "Perpetuo Mobile.
land. says that is wrong. Not beer Ellis Leby. “Gavotte.’’ F J Gossec
but religion has power to take men and “Nachtstuck." Schumann. Mrs.
Nellie Magune was accompanist for 1
through the depression.
One thing is certain, the suggestion the evening. The high light on the
that sale of beer be authorized in program was a lecture by Rev. Leroy
drug stores, with other "soft drinks.” A. Campbell of the Camden Baptist
should be disposed of in the negative Church, who chose for his subject
"Religious Art.” accompanying his|
quickly and permanently.
If it be true that the people intend talk with stereoptlcon views The 1
to rely on beer, for money to run their next meeting of the club will be Fri
government, which seems rather day afternoon at the home of Mrs. E
pathetic, they most arrange to have E. Ingraham with Mrs. Effie Veazie as j
the beer sold somewhere. You can t hostess.
• • • •
collect on beer that isn't sold. Bui
Enjoy Mock Wedding
there should be no question of allow
ing beer to be sold In drug stores to
Following the regular business
which children are sent every day. meeting Friday evening another ol
Thc American Druggist, trade paper
of drug stores, protests energetically those jolly gatherings for which Frew
ar.d rightly against the preposterous A Norwood W.R.C.. is noted took
suggestion that drug stores take the place, this being in the form of a val
place of the old saloon.
entine party with a mock wedding as ■
an added attraction. The hall was ,
In another column appears an ac decorated with red flowers and large
count of the recent resubmission red hearts upon the center of each I
hearing before a State Legislative being an attractive valentine.
committee which lays rather more 1 To the strains of the Lohengrin
emphasis upon the dry ride of the Chorus the bridal party entered the
question than was given in the news hall. Mrs. Vellie Simmons had been
reports. The desire cf the W.C.T.U.. j chosen as the bride due to the fact
and many other followers of the dry that her birthday anniversary falls
on Valentine Day. and dressed in a
cause, to prevent resubmission, is a
white silk gown with pearl trimmings
laudable one, from their viewpoint, and chiffon veil, the outfit in which
but would the action be favorable or her niece Mrs. Emma Torrey was
unfavorable to the prohibitory cause? : married 28 years ago. she certainly
looked the part. She carried a huge
Would the public regard the defeat of bouquet of blush roses The bride
the resubmirsionists as a significant groom. Mrs. Maude Davis, was at
victory for the drys, or would the re- I tired in her husbanefs yachting suit.
action be that it Ls denied an oppor Mrs. Mildred Holmes and Mrs. Ellen
Bohndell acted as bridesmaids wear
tunity to express itself upon a sub ing white dresses of the style of 1900
ject on which the Dcst minds of the Their bouquets were of zinnias. Mrs.
country are debating? There seenis Carrie Oray in a dark suit, played the
part of the best man The ring bearer
to be a fine point involved.
Arethusa Robbins in her costume rep
resented Martha Washington. The
We thoroughly agree with the Press ceremony was performed by Mrs
Herald that it is time to call a spade Cacilda Cain, the double ring service
by its proper name and to no longer being used. She was attired in a
classify as Republican such men a.s tuxedo suit belonging to her son-inSenators LaFollette. Cutting. Norris ,
%%
Torrey.
and Johnson. Because they continue
to use the party designation they man
age to retain their hold of Senatorial
seats, but once elected there is no
visible sign of affiliation with the Re
publican party, and in a crisis like
the recent November election there is
seen a brazen defiance of party lead
ership. Independent thought, and
cdherence to principle, are not to be
discouraged, but if the Republican
party is not good enough for these
men let them get out; the Republi
can party is not going to.

THREE TEAMS FIGHTING
Octavus Roy Cohen

For Championship Of Boys’ Division In Basketball—
Rockland Girls Cannot Be Headed
With Lincoln Academy's victory
over Rockland, and Camden's tri
umph at the expense of Rockport,
the race for the pennant in the Knox
and Lincoln Inter-scholastic Basket
ball League has now developed into a
triangular affair between the two
victorious teams of the past week
and the Rockland club. The Lincoln
quintet, by virtue of its win over the
Limeroek City crew, jumped into
first place, a position it has not oc
cupied since the 1930-31 season, but
whether or not it will be able to re
main in the sunberth for the rest of
the season Is undetermined as it has
several hard boiled opponents to
conquer.
There has been no change in the
standing of the girls' division and
I the Rockland team is still out in
, front with six victories and no de
feats chalk-up after its flame. The
iocal sextet has only one more game
left on its schedule, and if it succeeds
in winning, another Knox and LinIcoln pennant will be brought to the
I local institution. Judging from the
manner in which the local maidens
treated the visiting Lincoln damsels
here the nast week. Rockland should
have no troubi- In winning its re
maining encounter with the Damar
iscotta team. If Rockland should
lose to Lincoln, the best that its
nearest rival could obtain would be
a tie for flrst place.

This talented southern author aud
lawyer has thrilled and entertained
millions of American readers, flis
stories are iu demand in every mag
azine In America.
Mr. Cohen made his first success
with his southern uegro stories.
They met with instant popularity,
aud built circulation for the maga
zine that carried them. But he is
a versatile writer and has created
many characters that are known to
Thomaston and Rockport arc deflAmerican readers. • Among these | nitely out of the race for the penis Jim Hanvey, detective extraor (nant but the two teams will battle in
dinary, and it ls Jim Hanvey around j an attempt to keep out of the cellar.
which is woven the action and the There is also a possibility of having
humor of "The May Day Mystery." a triple tie in the boys' division,
one of the most popular of Mr. with Rockland. Lincoln and Camden
all having equal opportunities to
Cohen's stories.
share in the right to plav off for the
Mr. Cohen Is a native of the South championship At the present writof whicli lie writes. He wns born ing Lincoln appears to have the
ut Charleston, South Carolina, June strongest outfit, but Rockland is not
20, 1S91. and was educated at tlie 1 t'-.rough vet and the locals extoec
Porter Military academy of tliat , to stage a’ comeback when they nSeet
city, and nt tbe Birmingham-South Lincoln, on the latter's floor. March 3
The highlight of th<> week was the
ern college nt Birmingham. Ala
His first work was as a civil en somewhat surprising defeat of Rockgineer. He quit that to engage ln land, as the locals were a big favorAlthough Lincoln was reputea
newspaper work and was employed lte
as being a hard te am to stop, it was
In the editorial department! of such expected that Rockland would be
papers as the Birmingham Ledger, able to accomplish the task with the
the Charleston News and Courier, advantage of its home court. The
the Bayonne (N. J.) Times and visitors took an early lead, as two
Newark (X. J.) Morning Star. He baskets by Ed Tukey, elongated
was admitted to the bar In South pivot man. put Lincoln out in front
Carolina in 1913 and practiced for and although Rockland managed to
two years before devoting himself surge ahfad later in the period, the
entirely to writing. During the war invaders led as the period ended by
he served as a lieutenant In tlie an 8 to 7 tally. Frank Pietroski,
Rockland guard kept his team in the
navy.
running throughout the first canto
His story. “Tlie May Day Mys with his shooting ar.d through the
tery,’’ will ruu serially in these col consistent feeding of Freeman con
umns, and every reader will en- tinued to drop in counters in the
Joy It. It starts In the present issue second quarter which ended with
on pag four and should be followed | Rcckland cn the long end ot a 17 to
15 count.
closely.
..........................

Who was Who?
By

LOUISE M. COMSTOCK

SAM HILL

IKE Sain Hill." is an Inelegant
Li but still current expression.

,,T

And every lime we use it we pay
unconscious und not exactly fitting
tribute to a man whose virtues were
worthy a more dignified fame.
Col. Samuel Hill was a man of
such parts, and so astute a politi
cian. that in over fifty years of pub
lic life he was never once defeated
for office. He wor born in 107S
ln Guilford. Conn. He held the po
sitions of Justice of tlie New Haven
County court: he was town clerk,
clerk of the proprietors of common
and undivided land, clerk of the
Brobnte court: he was re-elected to
the general assembly time and time
again; and held tlie position of
Judge of probate from 1725 until hls
death in 1752. His repeated suc
cesses became a legend and a byWQrd |n t()(, C(„liniunltv. At town
ll)eeljns,3 tj,e moderator would rise
and say: "We are again assembled
to nominate Col. Sum Hill und some
one to go witli him in tlie next gen
eral court." and any other success
ful candidate wns said to have run
“like Sam Hill."
In anil about Guilford “like Sam
Hill" still applies to a successful
candidacy for office. In other parts
of tlie country Hie lerm signifies
an action carried on with that 'Im
ami vigor, which Is a necessary at
tribute. seemingly, of good Ameri
canism.
(©.

WHM -rn .Newspaper Union.)

verses appropriate to the occasion.
A short program of readings by Mrs.
Grant and Mrs Larner and a piano
duet by Mrs. Florence Knight and
Mrs. Rhodes completed the evening's
entertainment. Mrs. Hazel Cain and
Miss Etta Cain served as ushers for
both wedding and reception.

Torrey who wore a white satin gown
trimmed with pearls and a crown set
with many beautiful colored stones.
Among the guests were seen many
ancient and beautiful costumes.
That of Mrs Inez Grant was over 150
years old and came from Scotland,
Cheer up. folks. The zoo-keepers
the shawl and bonnet having been say that ten years is the maximum
I worn at that time by an ancestor on life span for a wolf.—New Haven
| the trip over from that country. Mrs Register.
Etta Carter's costume dated back 100
' years. The beautiful paisley shawl
worn by Mrs Mollie Larner attract| ed a great deal of attention, also the
(lavender brocade satin gown with
train, worn by Mrs. Lula Rhodes. A
reception followed the ceremony [
The lights were then turned off and J
MIAMI, FLORIDA
The most interesting spot In
Thc crowd Ls not always right. screens removed from the back of the
the
Eastern
Hemisphere dur
main hall revealing two candle light
The other night it booed Ernie ed tables laden with refreshments
ing Hie winter months.
Schaff, the Boston heavyweight which included a birthday cake in
boxer for faking a knockout. But he , honor of the bride's anniversary,
In the heart of all activities.
Reautlful rooms and high
was not faking, for this morning's made by her sister Mrs. Cain. Valen
class service.
tines were presented to each member
despatches tell of his death in the by the Corps and also by Mrs Louise
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
hospital whither he was taken alter 1 Melvin, the reading of which fur
Rates: (European Plan,
i'« Single
rooms $250 jper day
the exhibition. This unfortunately Ls nished much amusement.
upwards
Many
gifts
were
received
bv
the
Double
rooms $5.00 per day
not the only instance where “the
upwards
,
bride, among them from her hu1 band,
crowd" has taken too much for Edwin E. Simmons, a service badge
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the ///j
Building
granted.
representing 30 years of membership
| Ownershlp-Manarement j
in the Corps. Senior Vice President
WILLIAM M. URMEY ,
St. Valentine's Dav. Here's hoping Mildred Holmes presented Mrs Torthe letter carrier brought you a nice rev with a large and unique hand
cne with plenty of cupid., on it ar.d painted valentine bearing the bad.tr
‘ of the Corps, thc American flag and
a nice "pome."

HOTEL URMEY

five-point lead, and Lincoln took J
time out in an effort to halt the
.‘coring spree. The lapse worked1 to
great advantage for the visitors, and
Blondy Erskine, the spark plug of I
the Lincoln offense, hit his stride I
and led his teammates on a rally j
that saw them go ahead with a flve-'
point lead. The Orange and Black
tied the count at 38-all. but Erskine
again found the basket twice in sue-1
cession to put the game safely in the '
ice box for the visiting club. Fuller I
of Lincoln and Pietroski of Rock- j
land both sank free throws shortly ]
before the final bell rang, but the 1
latter’s shot was useless, as the game
had been won by Lincoln, with the
final count of 43 to 39.
The first three periods of the girls'
game was a complete rout for visit-1
ors who failed to display any great
ability until the final period. Rock-:
land led at the end of the flrst |
quarter 18 to 1; at the half. 41 to'
1; at the three-quarter mark. 53 to 4; 1
and the Anal score of 53 to 14 left no
doubt as to which team was superior.
AM of the Rockland girls played well.
while Elliot and Leadbetter excelled [
for Lincoln.
Irene Billardo, who has been
holding down a guard post on the
Rockland sextet will not play for
the remainder of the season .it is
thought. She has been playing the
entire season with an ailing side and
did not make any remark concerning
it to the officials at Rockland until
recently. Although nothing definite
has been announced yet regarding
the Lincoln game, it Is expected that
she
. . will
. not participate as the effort
prJ?ve 'ery injurious,
,. Tne Canio*n teams continued
i“e!r wmning streak by downing |
bot“ Rockport crews at Camden the
Past week, with the boys winning by
a ^o f® score while the girls also
away to
,a J °* sf*rt. The Rockport girls
j? one-point lead at the end of
"le "fst
but midway in the
sfoond frame the Megunticook lassk 1 *enl ahead and their lead was
n°l threatened during the remainder
of the evening. Dwight Lord was
a gam the leader of the Camden boys,
E:o;Titg 13 points, while Collamore
was hlgl 'iner ^or Rockport.
The League Standing
Boys' Division
Won Lo

Lincoln Academy ___
Rockland ___
Camden ................
Thomaston ______
Rockport ____ ___

3
5
4
I
1

1
2
2
4
5

FEBRUARY
Such low prices are offered in this sale that we are truly ashamed to mention
them. It is really a pity that any factory should be obliged to sell first quality mer
chandise at these prices. But here it is and if you don’t take advantage of the low
price it is your loss for it will never happen again in your lifetime.

A CHAMBER SUITEAll Pieces, Including Spring and Mattress
Made of walnut and beautifully finished. It is complete. A full size Bed,
Ilres er with big Plate Mirror, Vanity Dresser with Large Mirror and a Six
Drawer Chiffonier.
to fit.

$39.50

$25.00

Hair Inner Spring Mattress

Studio Couch

This wonderful Mattress Ls made with hundreds
of Coil Springs covered with Genuine Hair and
Best Quality Ticking. As many as you want and
any size. Guaranteed—

Can be used as a full sized Bed at night. And
what a luxurious Couch during thr day. Eine»t of
upholstering workmanship and liand-ome Cover
ings. Three Pillows are included Without Extra

$18.75

$16.95

Charge—

BURPEE FURNITURE CO. - ROCKLAND'
NORTH WARREN
Edwin Crawford, a life long resi
dent of this place died Saturday
morning af Ur a short Illness from
pneumonia- He had been tenderly
c-t-ed' for by his daughter Mabel
through his declining years. Fu
neral services were held Monday
from his late home.
The snow storm of Saturday I
brought realization that it is truly
February.
Fred Jameson has been serving on
the jury during the court session.
Mrs. Fred Starrett has been assist
ing in the care of Edwin Crawford i
during his recent illness and death. '
Friend > ln this vicinity of Mrs. I
Annie Morse of Camden are grieved
to learn cf her death from pneu
monia.

LINCOLNVILLE

Schools in town have closed for the
winter vacation.
Rockland ___ _
6
1
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Grey and son
Camden ................... 4
2
Norman have returned from a motor
Lincoln Academy __ 2
2
trip to Boston where they visited rel
Thomaston ..... a..... 2
3
atives for a lew days.
Rockport ......
0
6
School in the Miller district closed
An through the first half the
Feb 3 after a successful term taught |
Roekland team wer.t through the
by Miss Jessie Young. The following
FRIENDSHIP
visitor's defence to score on easy
pupils were not absent during the
pop shots, while Lincoln's tallies
came mostly from remote attempts Mrs. Stanley Poland. R N . is spend term of ten weeks: Maurice Pottle.
around the zone line. The lead ex ing a few days in Portland, where Howard Pottle. Marian Dickey, Gert
changed many times during the she is attending a case at State Street rude McKinney. Everett Bosford and
Harold Athearn. Norman Dickey and
course of the first two period? and Hospital.
0
Ralph Bosford were absent only one
the largest gathering that has witMrs. Edgar Libby and son of Thom
nessed.a game at the local gym this aston are visiting her parents. Mr day. Maurice Pottle and Marian
Dickey received prizes for the most |
season was kept highly interested and Mrs. Harvey C Brown
100's in arithmetic, each getting the
throughout. Tukey and Pietroski
Mrs. William H. Hahn entertained same rumber. Clarence McKinney .
■■.aged a brilliant shooting exhibi
was given a prize for missing, the
center
30 members
of athe
4-H Sunshine
tion. with the Lincoln
Shota wh™
? t he cazinz
S II porkers
Club at
valentilne
party at fewest words in spelling during the ]
some nice long
! term.
land guard scored all of his goals her home Saturday afternoon.
Our pastor. Miss Nellie Wayer has
from underneath the basket.
Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse entertained
j returned from two weeks' vacation in
The lead continued to exchange the ladies- aid last Wednesday.
Bangor and Northeast Harbor
in the third period and although
The Farm Bureau met with Mrs. The Community Church Workers met |
Lincoln was lead.ng shortly before
the chapter closed. Freeman put W. D. Wotton last Tuesday.
with Mrs. Carrie Flagg Dole Thurs- ,
Rockland out in front with a neat
The Aspinet. Capt. Almon M Wal day, and the following members at-'
one-handed shot and the quarter i lace, went to Rockland Sunday for tended in soite of the extreme cola :
finished with Rockland leading 27 to lobsters which were delivered there Mrs. R S Knight. Mrs. Myra Young.
26. In the final frame. Rockland for him from Matinicus, and then Mrs. Don Heald. Mrs. Blanche Lead- .
hopped into the driver's seat with al went to Portland.
better. Miss Etta Merrithew. Mrs
Carrie Hall. Mrs. A H Miller Mrs. j
N. A. Miller. Mrs. Alice Patten. Mrs.
Stanley Cilley and Mrs. Ella Reed ,
A fine lot of work was accomplished, i
Ice cream and assorted cookies was ]
served by the hostess. The meeting |
this week will be Thursday with the
pastor. Miss Nellie Wayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen of Cam- [
den were guests Sunday of Mr. and J
Mrs L S. Russ.
The mail route from Center Lin- j
colnville to Belfast has been award
ed to Lucius S Russ and the Beach
Route from Camden to Belfast to
Donald Heald.
Owing to thc blizzard Saturday eve- '
ning the Grange was postponed. Frb.
22 a social and supper will be held for
tbe benefit of the Orange, supper tick
ets 35 cents per couple. A fine pro
gram under direction of Miss Elsie
Hardy will be pifl. on. admission 10 j
cents. A free dance will follow.

We Just (ouldnt
Jay cood Bye "
Witfjouttfivinj you
LAST FIVE DAYS OF OUR

REM FOOD VMUE
FOR TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY
NEWLY CORNED
MIDDLE RIB

THE FRIENDLY STORE

We Offer Another Low On a Local Product That
You All Know
THE FAMOUS BLACK & GAY

BAKED BEANS
YELLOWEYE

NOW

KIDNEY

2 lbs. Coffee
1-2 lb. Tea

C0FFE

9

“A Real Saving’

AMMONIA, 10 ounce bottles; 2 for
FANCY FLORIDA ORANGES, 2 dozen,
MACHINE SLICED

SAUSAGE PATTIES
STEW BEEF

STEW LAMB
LEAN HAMBURG

BEEF LIVER
LAMB LIVER
BACON
FRANKFORTS

ITS BETTER

WHEN IN BOSTON—You
w.i,
-notes of The Courler-Oaiette. with th»
home news, st the Old sKutn New.
» •pner V'uhtnd’on nt
Old

Judged By Results

Church; also at M. Andelman’i. 284 Tre*

COURIER-GAZETTE

lllllll

OI

MICKIE SAYS—

JOB PRINTING
Sells more. Gets more responses.
Causes more favorable comment.
Letterhead:, brochures, leaflets,
broadsides, handbills, all produce
more results when printed by us.

BRAGS. "WHY SHOULD I RUU
AU AO |U THE PAPFR.7 EVERY
BODV KMOWS ME I •»

SHOE SALE

3

PEA

Tall
Cans

S PEC I AL!

eOMPLAlSEWr eOMPETTOR
who throws our Hts ewEsr'u
US PAT OYF.

‘4 I

lb

IF TWEHE'S AlKTWIMff A UlVft
STORE KEEPER LIKES, its a

7RA0L MARK «CG

lOO

u)

Also you get FREE a splendid Spring and Mattresi

Girls’ Division

'J UIT ONUAOttE
<HANCfcV

zf*

Our Embossed Letter Printing
adds db tinetion, style and char
acter to your Stationery. An
nouncements, Cards, Folders, etc.

HAVE YOU
SUBSCRIBED
■to TOUR. <9
HOME PAPER*

Get Our Slant
On Your Job . . .

$2.95 $3.95 $4.95
01 HER MAKES OF LADIES SHOES

$1.98
MCLA1N SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

RGCKI.ANII

Every-OtKer-Day
1
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Officers and teachers of the Uni
Late bowling results. South Thomversalist Sunday School meet Friday a'ton 3, Kickapoo 2; Texaeos 5,
evening.
South Thomaston 0.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Dav.
Feb 14—Camden—C C H. Club Valen-1
tine Ball at tbe Opera House.
Feb 14—Annual banquet of Past Presi
dents' Association of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps
Feb. 10- Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's Is-ague.
Feb. 16-The Junior Class, R H 8.,
presents "The Automatic Butler," a
farce In three acts.
Feb 17—<3 to 9 301 Meeting of
Woman's Educational Club.
Feb, 17-Kippy Kurnival at Rockland !
High School.
Feb 17—Rubinstein Club meets with'
miscellaneous program In charge of Mrs
Orace Crie.
Feb 19—Celebratlon of Washington's
Birthday at Park Theatre.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Third annual Coast Guard
ball. Temple hell.
Feb 22 Birthday Banquet at the M. E
Church.
Feb 22 Thomaston Adelyn Bushnell ;
and Marshall Bradford present "Gram." I
benefit Public Library book fund.
Feb 22—Quarterly meeting of Lincoln
Baptist Association at Thomaston Bap
tist Church.
Feb. 24—Open meeting of Methebesec
Club at the Universalist vestry.
Feb. 24 — Camden — Fifty-first Annual
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co . at the Opera
House.
Feb 26—Band concert at Strand The
atre benefit of the milk fund
March 6—Warren town meeting
March b— monthly nnetlng of City
Government.
March 7—Second District Council of
the American Legion Auxiliary meets ln
Union.
March 11—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with Pleasant Valley Orange.
June 14-15—Grand Army ana allied
bodies meet ln Bangor.

Once more a dorv has gone through
Almon P. Richardson substituted as
soloist at the First Church of Christ Main street—thLs time in tow of an
Scientist Sunday in the place of Mrs. automobile, a method cf locomotion
Damie Rose Gardner.
which "Doc" Coombs never dreamed

A wireless message from Philadel
Something different awaits tlie
Lions Club tomorrow noon when City phia, intended for Nova Scotia par
Engineer R. H. Britt addresses the ties, was routed through W1BOF,
Kenneth V. White’s station. Need
members on "Orientation.''
less to say the message was quickly
Charles H. Walker, who recently sped on Its way.
retired from the position cf letter
Thc bard concert In Strand The
carrier, underwent a serious operation
atre Sundav. Feb. 26. has a ver’’
at Knox Hospital Friday night.
worthy goal—a fund to supply milk
Register of Deeds Albert Win low j fcr under-nourLsbed children who ar<l» convalescing lrom a threatened at nct included In the regular schoo’
tack of pneumonia during which he | milk fund. To this end permission j
has been granted to charge an ad- 1
was (n the care of a trained nurse
Many patrons of the Spanish Villa I mission of 25 cents.
skating rink will don costumes Friday I
night, when Manager Allen has his | Timothy E. McNamara leaves Sat
flrst masquerade carnival of the sea- urday for Eagle Rock. Va.. where he 1
will visit his brother, James H. Me- i
son.
Namara until the lilacs are again ln
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets blcom back North. In anticipation
Thursday night. Circle supper at 8 of hls vacation Mr. McNamara built
will be in charge of "Mrs. Beulah Lar- | a new hav bam and reconditioned the
rabee, Mrs. Lizzie Peaslee and Mrs hors? rake, but not a step would
stir for the South until that rake had
Amanda Choate.
J
been painted green. That's how loyal
R. V. Stevenscn was downtown yes Tim is.
terday for thc first time this year, a
Stanley Boynton ls at his home in
bit weak on his pins but looking sur
prisingly well after hLs long confine Lexington, Mass., but is looking for
ward to spring when the planes will
ment te the house.
be llying again. He is much pleased
with the recent enlargement of
Members ot tne Auxiliary of Sons the Maine Air Transport Com
of Union Veterans are to meet to pany and is expecting big things foi |
morrow afternoon and sew on quilts it next summer. Mr. Boynton and
and make patchwork. Circle supper Haicld Moon remain on the board of J
at 6 ai.d evening business session.
directors, which gives them an added
interest.
Edward Gonia. who has been occu
pying rooms in the Silsby apartments,
SOUTH WARREN
which were damaged by fire Friday,
I hc stage is all set (or target practice. The magician
has moved into the Camden <V Rock
lifts his bow and aims an arrow at the bull's-eye. His
land Water Co.'s block on Lindsey
lovely assistant then steps in front of the target and
Mrs. Amanda Grafton
he shoots the arrow—apparently through her—and it
street.
The death of Mrs. Amanda tRdbin- i
fixes itself in the very (rater of the bull's-eye! And
son) Grafton marks the closing of a '
she smiles through it all while the audience gasps.
Mrs. Sarah Thomas, Mr.s. Carrie beautiful life, a life of self sacrificing,
WEATIIKIt
House and Mrs Myrtle Perry will be love and devotion to her home and
EXPLANATION:
Until Saturday's storm Roekland in charge of the public supper at St. family. She was bom in 1842. and
The arrow which the marksman “shoots through" his
children had been in almost the same Peter's Undercroft Saturday from 5 had she lived until May she would;
assistant simply folds up into the crossbow 1 The
to
7.
The
usual
excellent
menu
will
have
reached
the
age
of
91
years
plight as the poor little California
arrow which is actually embedded in the target is shot
be
offered.
She
was
in
possession
of
all
her
facul1
beys and girls who never see a snow
by the girl herself from a belt concealed under her
ties and took an active part in the
flake, and who keep their skis and
dress. She releases a little spring, the arrow unfolds,
Miss Katherine Veazie is substitut housework in which she delighted,
snowshoes just to look at. Then what
and shoots straight into the bull's-eye! It is all done in
fun they had! It was tough going ing at the High School for Mrs. Ruth and also in sewing and knitting, and
a flash! So quickly the eye cannot detect the girl's
Saturday but the task of clearing I Brackett Spear who is ill. Miss Marv was interested in all the events of the
movements! To heighten the impression that the ar
Donald day. reading without glasses, never
the streets furnished work for many. I M Pike has returned.
row has gone right through, the girl releases a ribbon
from the front of her dress—the continuation, appar
and the sun ross Sunday cn a Coughlin substituted for a few days having worn any. In 1864 she was
ently, of the ribbon attached to the arrow in the target.
dazzlingly beautiful winter landscape last week for his sister, Mrs. Mary married to Capt Dunbar Grafton of I
Cushing, where they lived until his ,
Yesterday was fair, temperature j Carillo who was ill.
V ranging from near zero in the morn
death 13 years ago. when she came to ;
A stranger who arrived in Rockland live with her daughter Mrs. Anne
ing to 29 at noon, and this morning
at 8 o'clock was 30. cloudy, and wind , Sunday stated that the work of clear Bucklin, and where she received the
scuth. The official United States1 ing the streets had proceeded much most devoted care from both the
weather forecast is occasional rain to- I more raoidlv than It had in the other daughter and her husband.
Nine children were bom to Capt.
day and probably tomorrow; colt'er places he had visited. Credit the
tomorrow night. It will not warm up | lighway department with a good job and Mrs. Grafton: Agnes, wife of
Darius Montgomery of Cushing, who
much today, and the wind will change J
The installation of Golden Rod died in 1888; Anne, wife of L. R Buckfrem the southwest to northeast, ac
cording to Mr. Rideout. The baro Chapter O.ES will take place to ' lin of this plaoe; Ralph, who died in
meter this morning was 30.17 and ! morrow evening and each member is 1916: Stanley, who died early in life;
fluctuating, and temperature was 35: privileged to Invite one. Mrs. Vivian Ward of Thomaston; Lucretia, widow
Hewett, retiring worthy matron, will of Frank McNiel of Thomaston;
highest yesterday. 42.
be installing officer. An informal re Josie, of Rockland, widow of Oliver
Hyler; Emiiv. widow of Ernest Jor
Mike Armata has returned frem an ception. program and refreshments dan of Portland; and Caroline, wife
extended vacation and will reopen will be held in the banquet hall.
of James Packard of Bangor. There
his store Thursday.
The lesson in civics at the meeting are 20 grandchildren and 26 great
of the Educational Club Friday aft grandchildren. Truly can it be said,
There will be a carpenters' meeting i ernoon will be on page 212. Chapter her children and grandchildren rise
at 7.30 tomorrow night in the paint- ' 37. of the text book. Members are up and call her blessed.
« ' hall ever the Boston Shoe Store asked to be prepared to answer these
The funeral was held Sundav and
questions: What is intangible prop neighbors and friends filled the house
Among the junior > on the dean's list erty? How is the money for the sup to pay honor to one whom they loved ,
and respected. Rev. Howard A. j
at Bowdoin Cc'lsve is William D. port of our schools raised?
Welch or Warren conducted the serv
Rounds of Rockland, son of Rev. ard
Mrs. Walter S. Rounds.
It is congratulation day up around ices and spoke in the highest terms
Rankin block, thc happv “victim'’ of the life led by the deceased. The
Cne cf the giant elms in front of be dig Robert McCarty, who will fol remains were placed In the receiving
Mrs. Annie Burkmar's residence was low In dad's footsteps, having suc tomb in Thomaston.
taken down during Saturday's 'torm. cessfully passed the State Ecard of
DIED
Pharmacy examination The vounc
Was creaking ominously.
—At the Marlboro (Mass I Hos
man is a son of Mr. and Mrs. David BOGGS
pital Feb 9 John Boggs, native of
Warren, aged 87 years.
Friends on the mainland of Rev. L. McCarty, and as registered phar
Henry F. Huse. will be well pleased t" macist will be a credit to the profes YOUNG—At Rockport. Feb. 11. Chloe,
widow of Artemus Young, aged >0
learn that the North Haven pastor Ls sion.
vears Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
convalescent after three weeks of
from residence of Henry Tomlnakl.
In observance of Boy Scout Sun NICHOLS—At Thomaston, Feb. 13. Er
grippe and will shortly resume his
WILLIAM H. MAXCV
CHARLES WARREN HEARD
day Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
nest Nichols. Odd Fellow funeral serv- j
pulpit duties.
Ices Wednesday at 3.30 from Cushing's
versalist Church delivered an impres
Funeral scrvicss for William H
Funeral Home.
In the parsing of Charles Warren
sive sermon on "The Great Galilean.'’
The Baptist Men's League has its setting forth therein much of tbe LOVEJOY — At Thomaston. Feb. 12. [ Maxey, the well known Civil War Heard. Ash Poin’ mourns the loss of
Charles H Lovejoy, aged 79 years. 7 I
monthly meeting Thursday night, teachings of Boy Scouting. Tribute
months. 10 davs Funeral Wednesdav veteran, were held at his late resi t ne cf its oldest citizens. Born at A -!i
Point Feb. II. 1849 he died within
ar.d is assured of pleasant entertain was paid to Scoutmaster Walter Kim
at 2 o'clock from Cushing's Funeral
dence 36 Janies street, Sauiiday aft four days of his 84th birthdav. 11“
Home.
ment with Mark Bailey, orator and ball whose faithful service during the
ROBERTSON
—
At
Boston.
Feb.
10.
Lil

ernoon,
Rev.
J.
Charles
MacDonald
was a member of Kncx Lodge F A X'
humorist as the speaker. Special three years he has been in charge ot
lian iTurner), wife of Robert A. Rob
music will be provided.
the troop has borne gratifying fruit.
ertson. a former resident of Vinal- j officiating. Among those who braved r.nd Forget-me-not Chapter O.E S
haven
The President Hoover award for
the severe storm to pay their last re He served the former MX y. ar - •>
Rockland's
volunteer
firemen, meeting membership requirements CRAWFORD—In Warren. Feb. 11. Ed- ’ spects were two Grand Army com- its worshipful master and the ’after
win
S.
Crawford,
aged
07
years.
9
two years as worthy patron.
grown almost rusty by the lack of was made. William Crass, represent
months. 20 days
He will be dcub'.y missed by himan's lized fires, did themselves ing the troop, receiving the beautiful BRADFORD—At Thomaston. Feb. 12, rtdes, with whom Mr. Maxey had
proud at the blaze in the Silsby blue ribbon embossed in gold.
Theodore J Bradford aged 82 years. j long been associated—Col F. S. Fhi’.- relatives and neighbors who hav
10 days
Funeral Wednesday at 2 Lrick and Capt. Henry R. Huntley. kept a most kindlv and loving watch
apartments last Friday. Their work,
o'clock.
under the direction of Chief Engi
The adminLstratlon section of the MARSHALL—At Port Clyde. Feb. 12. The bearers were past masters of cver him during his declining year
He was buried from the heme cf hi.
neer W. S. Pet toe prevented the United States immigration headquar
Lewis L Marshall, aged 80 years 3
The
structure from being destroyed.
months. Funeral Tuesday at 1.30 from Aurora Lodge. FAM . J. E. Steven;-, sister, Mrs. Emma Witham.
ters on Lagauchetlere street. Mont
the Baptist chapel.
A. F. Wisner. Ralph U. Clark and Matcnic brotherhood attended in a
real. is being removed within thc MORSE
—At Camden. Feb. 11. Mrs. Annie
body and officiated at ihe burial
Ten three-minute rounds are to be next few days to a Federal Govern
Young Morse, aged 66 years, 0 John A. Stevens. The burial was in services amid many beautiful floral
fought by Pancho Villa and Uncut ment building in Newport, Vermont
months. 29 days. Funeral Tuesday at Achorn cemetery.
i offerings. He leaves two sifters Mi
2 o'clock.
Ciamcnd at Augusta City Hall Fri Hitherto. Montreal has been thc
The deceased was born in Warren. Emma Witham and Mrs Alice Brow.i
day night and a similar battle will b“ headquarters for territory all the wav FOLSOM—At Camden. Feb. 10. Mrs
Henry Folsom, aged 82 years. 10 Feb. 10, 1841, and was married to both of Ash Point; besides many
.’’aged by Al Bedard cf Lewiston and from the Great Lakes to the New
months. 4 days Burial at Rockport
Young Stewart of Augusta. In tb- Hampshire boundary line and 37 HATCH—At Auburn. Feb. 12. Harry Lenora St. Clair of Hepe. They nieces and nephews.
Hatch, aged 61 years. 6 months. Fu-' moved to Rockland in 1890. and here
semi-finals will appear Al Wilson of offices have been controlled from
neral Tuesday at Auburn.
Mrs. Maxey died 15 years later.
Rcckland and Young Jack of Au there. This will also affect the resi
LIBERTY
GRIEBER—At Rockland. Feb. 12. Lavina
Mr. Maxey enlisted in Co. G. 21st
gusta.
dence of a former Rockland girl.
F wife of John A. Grleber. aged 64
Maine
Infantry
Sept.
10,
1862,
and
years 9 months. 8 days. Funeral Wed
The Sewing Circle will meet F. b.
Miss Ernestine Davies, who has been
nesday at 2 o'clock from 12 State was discharged Aug. 25, 1863. He 21 with Mrs. Ida Baker.
Words of commendation for Thc connected with the U. S. Immigration
street.
re-enlisted
Sept.
21.
1864,
and
was
Courier-Gazette are always appreci Service at Montreal for several years,
Mrs. Lucy Wing who has been ill
—At North Haven. Feb. 13. discharged June 5, 1865.
He was i is slowly improving. Her daughter
ated bv those connected with it and who will now be located in New MARDEN
Flora E. wife of Fred C. Marden.
once
wounded,
suffering
the
loss
of
aged 65 years. 4 months. 28 days. Fu
Mrs. Elizabeth Crocker Boynton oi port.
Mrs. Myrtle Way of Belfast is carin;
neral Thursday at 2 o'clock from the I a finger. In the years that have
Lexington. Mass., writes; “It is good
for her.
church at North Haven.
followed
the
war
he
has
been
one
of
to receive The Courier-Oazette these
Edwin A. Dean, sauerkraut king oi
Fiiends of Allen Moodv will b? triad
the most regular attendants of the to know that his bid for th? Star
days and to hear from dear old Rock Rcckland. thinks the
wav te
IN MEMORIAM
land. Ution its arrival the whole break un depression would be to ’ib””
In loving memory ot our dear husband Grand Army meetings, being a past route stage line to Belfast via North
family make a rush for it. Life witn every citv and town offer so m"e’i and father Blanchard T. Orne. who commander and the oldest member of Searsmont was accepted. Mr. Moody
passed
away Feb 14. 1931.
Edwin Libby Post.
out The Courier-Gazette coming in money for anybody who gets uo tbe
has mad? a fine record for faithful
Just beyond life's curtain
He was raised a Mason in Mt. ness the past four years. Star route
three times a week would not seem best patent or invention, improve
If we could understand
Hope Lodge, later becoming affiliated via Searsmont Village was awarded
the same.”
ment or patents, new puzzles. new
We'd find our loved one waiting
In that far better land.
with the Masonic Lodge in Union. to Campbell McFarland. Centre
music, etc. Let It be decided b”
And Ood ln hls great goodness
June 5, 1895, he was transferred to Montville.
Justice Herbert T. Powers who selectmen cf towns and mayor and
Will lift the veil some day.
Aurora Lodge of this city.
presided over Superior Court last aldermen of cities. Let these patents,
And let us Join the dear one.
Bradstreet Camp. S of U. V., ar.d
Who now is Just away
Faithful in every task assigned to the auxiliary had their regular meet
week, had an important appointment inventions, puzzles, music be,manu
Wife and Daughter.
him. loyal in his friendships, and en ing Feb. 9 A Lincoln program wa
in Augusta Saturday night, but did factured in these cities and towns
joying universal esteem, he will live given and refreshments served.
not keep it for the reason that thc where the patents are invented
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Senla HUI. who long in the affectionate memory of
autemebile in which he was being This would make a lot of extra work
those who knew him. Mr. Maxey's
taken across country broke down and and it would seem like a new world died Feb. 8. 1927.
Six years ago
survivors are two daughters—Mrs.
lie found himself stranded between with all of these improvements, and
Death took our Senla away.
Rockville and West Rockport. Sun everyone would have the same chance
Martha Watts of Warren and Mrs
She left our hearts so desolate
Never can we ever forget
day the journey was completed with to earn a little extra money. So sav;
Rose Watts of Belmont. Mass.; two
Our
loved
one
—
gone
from
us
now.
out incident, His Honors escorts be E. A. Dean, S. K K.
sens, William H. and Frank A
Mother and Sister
ing Deputy Sheriffs Ludwick and
Maxey of Rockland, and eight grand
Officers of Naomi Chapter, OES.,
children.
Webster.
IN MEMORIAM
were installed Friday evening with
In loving memory of George W. Lud-1
MIAMI, FLORIDA
wig.
Jr.,
who
passed
away
Feb.
13.
1922.
The most Interesting spot In
Betters for Knox Hospital—thcre Mrs. Belle Frost, past district deputy
Sunshine
passes,
shadows
fall.
the
Eastern
Hemisphere dur
ere many, and should be more—will grand matron, installing officer. Mrs.
ing the winter months.
Loving memory outlasts all.
be interested and Droud to learn that Frost was assisted by Mrs. Emma
Sadly missed by bis Mother. Brother
new
Er. Frederick T. Hills of Waterville, a Torrey as chaplain, and Mrs. Mildred and Sister.
•
specialist cf distinction and an x-ray Slingsby as marshal, both of Naomi
In thc heart of all activities
CARD OF THANKS
expert, in a recent visit to the in Chapter. Kirk's Orchestra furnished
Beautiful rooms and high
We wish to express our deep apprecia
class service.
i
stitution spoke of the efficiency of music during the ceremonies and tion
and heartfelt thanks to all our
A Modern Fireproof Struc
- by
the operating room and excellency of also contributed several selections in friends and neighbors who sawed and
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)
the x-ray department. He has asked the entertainment which followed. split wood for us.
Single rooms $2.50 per day
Mr and Mrs. Freeman F. Coombs.
to borrow many of the films lo use The retiring worthy matron was pre
upwards
Vinalhaven.
•
TRI
AL
SIZE
I
in his clinic work. Dr. Hills ls to sented with her jewel, also with a
Double rooms $5.00 per day
/•r
upwards
address the Knox Co’i’itv Medical Star ring by her officers. Gifts were
(25f Value)
( ARD OF THANKS
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe in the
HALITOSIS
We wish to express our thanks to our
A;, ociation at its meeting tonight.
also presented to Mrs. Frost and her
Building
many
friends
for
the
beautiful
flowers
MOUTH-WASH
aides. There was a large delegation given ln our recent bereavement; also
• . only
I Ownershlp-Manarement '
CARCI.E
Tickets
for
Kippy
Karnival
Ball
from
Oolden
Rod
Chapter
antf
WILLIAM
M. URMEY
for
the
cars
which
were
offered.
(
Parker Burnett, Russell Reynolds and
are now on sale at the Corner Drug Grace Chapter of Thomaston among
all drufi/risls I
family.
Mrs.
Harold
Lewis
and
family.
Store and ChLsholm's Fruit’Store — the attendants which filled the hell Mrs. Norman Richards and family, Percy
adv.
19-20 to overflowing.
Reynolds and family.
•

!
antiseptic
VICKS

1 OX

HOTEL URMEY

It’s fun to be fooled
...it’s more fun to KNOW
Like lo see through tricks? Then lei’s
look ut another... the illusion in ciga
rette advertising called "Cigarettes
and Your Throat.”
'l he audience is told that by certain
magic processes tobacco can be made
as soothing as cough medicine.
explanation: The easiest cigarette
on your throat is the cigarette that is
made from the choicest ripe tobaccos.
Cheap, raw tobaccos are, as you would
naturally expect, harsh in their effects
upon the throat.

If you have to consider your throat,
the quality of the tobacco in your
cigarette is important.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

Camels arc as non-irritating as a ciga
rette can be because Camels use choice,
ripe, tobaccos.
And because of the matchless blend
ing of these costlier tobaccos (Jamels
have a rich bouquet and aroma... a
cool, delicious flavor.
Keep the air-tight, welded
Humidor Pack on your Camels
...to assure yourself and your
companions a fresh, cool smoke.

NO TRICKS

JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

GLENCOVE
Edwin Hall has recently lP'‘ailed
a ■ new nlow of hls own tnvcr.tion or.
the truck he us-- on the Smith estate
at Warrenton Park, and It was put
i into U‘"» for the first time during the
' storm of last Saturday.
Mason Merrill has finL-hcd chopring wood for Leman Oxton at West
Rockpcrt. He has been employed
there since October.
This community lest another of its
I cider rt indents in the death of Mrs
Chlce Young, which occurred last
Saturday evening at the home of
her daughter Mrs. Henry Tominsky in
I Rcckport.
Las: Thur-day rome of the member; of Pencbreot View Orange met
at the hall in the late afternoon and
tidtee* things up by cleaning curtains,
washing floors ar.d putting new cov
i rings on the officers' stations, these
being made by tlie Grange Flora, Lit
tle Smith. At supper time they en
joyed a fine fish chowder. Tlie regu
lar meeting was held ln the evening

j

Next Thursday evening Pleasant
Valley and Wessawcskeag Granges
will be guests of Penobscot View.
Thanks to the mow plow crew.
Commercial and Warrenton street-.
were cleared of snow early in the last
storm.

TENANT’S HARBOR

soon to enter a new field. Everyone
certainly wishes him success, but tbe
townspeople feel greatly exercised
et er his leaving. He lias had wonder
ful success in hls practice here.
Russell Davis and his mother of
Thcmaston attended the O.ES. in
stallation Friday night.
Sewell Wagie of Attleboro, Mass., is
v biting relatives here.
Mrs. Amelia Taylor who has been
ill Is making good recovery. Her
daughter Mr.s. Edgar Brown of Rock
port Ls caring for her.

Frank Watts arrived here last week
called by the illness of Wilbur Watts.
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles of Cambridge,
Mass., who has been a guest of rela tives in this place returned to her
; home last week.
I am ready to make out your i
Thcre were 40 members present at come tax report. R U. Collins, te
the Odd Fellows meeting last Tues phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main stre
day night. Peter surprised them with
12-tl
a hot clam chowder, pies and coffee
Kcv. Mr. Barton was in Augusta
one day last week.
1835
1933
Mrs. Norma Hocking, who has been
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
ill frem pheumonia ls improving.
, Waldoboro and Rockland
Lincoln Monaghan visited his par
ents Thursday night.
lilghlaoda
The latest report Is that thLs place
Artistic Memorials tn Stone
is to lose Dr. Leroy Grass, ag he is
-------------------------- ----------------- 1*23;

1

Knox County”
We Thank You For Your Enthusiastic Acceptance of

TEXACO

WATER-WHITE RANGE OIL
Within the Last Year Hundreds Have Turned To Texaco

For Better Burner Performance—Less Carbon and More Gallons
Per Dollar—Call 51 or 730 Today. Order Texaco Water-White
Range Oi!—Then Leave It If Your Burner Will Let You.

A. C. McLOON 6 CO.
"EVERYTHING IN OIL BURNERS”
(AT THE FRIGIDAIRE SIGN)
503 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
19.31

r v^rv-k Jtner-uav
Every-Other-Day
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Isn't vpry easy.’ The only tiling I'll
“Yes—it's true."
Bells’ Sweetest Music
say Is this: If you can't tell me
Tony walked very close to him.
Lost in Great Cities?
what you're hinting at. then I'll
"You've got to cut it!"
Most big belli are not rung where
stick with Pat ns long as he wants.”
"Who says so?"
they sound best; nnd that's in the
Tony's eyes flickered to Thayer's
"1 do."
woods or mountains or ncross a lake
sardonic face.
"And what right have you to
"Why don't you do the decent
a few miles in width. A few bells
give orders?"
thing, Pat? Why don't you call it
should lie mounted where they sup
“I liave plenty of rigid. Yon
off?"
plemented the romantic scenery.
know I have, I'm Tliayer. You've
"Why' should he?" Inquired Ivy.
AVe haven't .vet made thrills an exact
got to quit this tiling and quit It
Then she turned toward the man.
science. )flu reiiieniher "The hells
quick. It was had enough when I
“Tell me. Pat—what is there be
of Shandon, they sound so grand ou
thought you were carrying on witli
tween you two?"
the River Dee" (or was that the
a kid. But to let tier think she's enname of thc river? it doesn't mat
gaged to you. . . ."
“Ask Tony," he repeated. "She'll
ter; il was the river that conveyed
"Tony," broke In Ivy. hikI tliere
tell you what she wishes you to
the sense of grandeur).
was real distress In her voice, "I
know.”
It was once thought that when !
wish you'd tell me—"
Jealously. Ivy faced Tony Pey
Big Ben in London tolled out its j
"Oh! I could tell you plenty.
ton. She opened her lips to speak,
Deal Promptly with Bladder
This man Is no good. Ivy. He's . great lvell«.wings it turned all tlie |
and closed them again, for tlie ex
Irregularities
beer sour in the vicinity. Such are j
making a fool of you—"
pression she saw on ilie face of the
Are
you
bothered with blad
ihe commonplace associations tliat <
Thayer's hand closed over Tony's
t
It*
Octaves
CoKerv,
slender senior dasher) a message
der
irregularities;
burning,
city
hell
ringing
can
sometimes
arm.
A. > ' Ay
A-'. Qt fcr„« So, CeSou
A—■ _
a ass.
. aaMa .u* *StSVICfc
* we tr 1
that whatever might exist between
V
scanty or too frequent passage
evoke. It is in the midst of na
"Lay off!" he growled. “I'vestood
Tony and Pat Thayer—it certainly
and getting up at night? Heed
ture's scenes, the wilder the better,
about all I’ui going to stand."
was not akin to love.
promptly these symptoms.
Then there wus silence.
CHAPTER I
tliat the sound of hells is exalted.
His manner was ugly and threat
Tony was staring straight at Pat
They may warn of some dis
Tony was of no mind to interrupt
Tennyson
made
it
so
in
"Ring
out.
ening.
but
Tony
faced
him
defiantand there was no mistaking the
ordered kidney or bladder con
a campus romance. Unless . . .
AY day ls of outstanding Im
wild bells, to the wild sky." and
ly. her cheeks blazing. “You've got
loathing in her glance.
dition. Users everywhere rely
She
remained
motionless
for
sev
porta uce In the srhulaslic
Keats includes it In the apostrophe
me started, Pat—and I warn you
Paterson Thayer was an out
i on Doan’s Pills. Recommended
eral
minutes;
her
face
a
study
In
year of a southern college, tt
to the grand symphony of early twi
I'll carry through if you don't call
standing figure at Marland univer
ar 50 years. Sold everywhere.
marks definitely the end of a long worried concentration. Why didn't
light's natural music In “Lamia";
tilings off right here."
sity. He had entered as a Junior
they speak again? Slie wished to I
grind; It couies quietly anil unobtru
"So tlie unnumbered sounds that
"You haven't the nerve."
the preceding year, and this was
be sure. She thought . . .
sively, and students who—on April
evening stores; the songs of birds—
"No? Try me anil see."
his final senior semester.
And then her doubt vanished. 1
thirtieth—have looked upon the se
the whispering of the leaves—the
"I shall. And gel this. Tony:
He was twenty-three years of
From
behind
the
shelter
of
trees
and
inester as never-ending sre sudden
voice of waters—the great bell that
You can't bluff me. You've tried it
age. He was well over six feet in
vines came a man s voice: rich and
ly awakened to realization that in a
heaves with solemn sound—and
before, and it don’t work. Just one
height; with a slim, well-muscled
very short time there will he an ex soft and freighted with caresses.
thousand others more, that distance I
thing I'll warn you; Iton't you start
figure. His manner was that of a
A Diuretic
"Little sweetheart” he stiid.“you're
odus and the great buildings will
of recognizance bereaves; makes
anything nnlew you're prepared to
man of the world.
for the
tlie most bew itching thing I've ever
become mere hollow shells.
pleasing
music
and
not
wild
up
j
go
through
with
it."
Vague stories hnd trailed Pat to
Kidneys
seen."
And thia May day was perfect. A
roar.
”
Take
more
bells
to
the
coun’
"I'll
carry
It
through
all
right,
the Marland campus. Rumor had it
Tony's lips pressed to a firm,
brilliant sun smiled down from au
try.—F. H. Collier. In the St. Louis
Pat. I've stood a good deal, but I'm
that he had been invited to resign
angry
line.
It
was
Pat
Thayer
all
G lobe- Democ rat.
undecked sky; spring dowers peeped
not going to tolerate this. You've
from the two northern universities
right;
Put
making
love,
in
hls
flirtatiously from the hillsides;
got this poor kid loco, and I lip
PLUCKY GRANGERS
where he had done freshman and
groups of students lolled under the suave, polished, deferentially supe
sooner she knows what sort of rat
sophomore
work.
He
hadn't
been
rior way—to someone.
New Light Thrown on
trees chatting Idly—or not Miking
you are, the sooner she'll come out
expel led exactly, but there were
Turned Out In Saturday
Then the childish voice of Thay
at all. It was a day for dreaming;
of her trance."
Ancient Irish History
ugly
stories
having
to
do
with
cer

er
s
companion
;
a
voice
wliich
tretn1
Storm—Cow Drawing and
for Idly wandering thoughts.
His face was livid. Once again
Harvard scientists, digging into
bled with eagerness of a first girl- I tain social activities which con
he grasped her arm.
Twelve hundred students uf both
scientious
student
councils
felt
the
white-flowered
bogs
and
the
a Cake
"That's enough!"
sexes succumbed to the spell. Wor lsh passion—
their colleges might well dispense
green hills of the Irish couutryslde.
“
Ob,
Pat,"
sti
hl
the
girl,
“
you
—
i
"Take your hand away."
ries were dissipated. Spring had '
with.
uncovered archeological remains
Satui day's storm was not severe
"Are you going lo butt out of
come late to this Jewel-like campus you're so wonderful!"
He bad never been a part of Mar
which open up a new vista of an enough to keep 30 Patrons of Hus
Tony's face grevF stern. She hes- j
here—and stay out?"
of Marland university in mid-Ala
land. He bore himself with a cer
cient Irish li|ptnry and tnay lead to bandry from attending the regular
Itated no longer
Slie circled the
“Not until you promise uie to
bama; hilt had atoned. In the glory
tain
aloof
dignity,
as
though
the
en

establishing definitely the racial meeting of Limerock Valley Pomona,
great oak free and shoved aside the
keep away from Ivy."
ot its coining, for all Its tardiness
thusiasms and excitements of cob
identity of hitherto almost mythical
curtain of honeysuckle vines.
The man hent closer, until hls
lege life were for those younger
early Inhabitants of Erin, Willard he!d with Penobscot View Orange
Over on the hill a scant quarter
The man met her eves. But he
face was on a level with Tony's.
and
less
experienced
than
himself.
de Rue writes. In the Boston Herald, j Bad weather has to work hard to
mile beyond the Bowl stood fhe
continued to hold the girl tightly
His gray eyes nnd her hlaek ones
He
dressed
immaculately
and
ex

women's dormitory, and immediate In hls arms.
Remains of nn early pre-Celtic keep some patrons away, and they
He smiled sardon
clashed like drawn daggers. Ivy
pensively. but disdained the ex
ly before it was a lilac hush in radt- ' ically at the Intruder over the
people, some possibly of 4,000 or were there as usual, and held an
Welch, completely forgotten, stared
tremes of tailoring so popular with
more years ago, have been uncov interesting meeting.
ant blossom. A girl stepped from
fluffy golden hafr of hls comimnlnn.
at them—not understanding what
the campus youth of the day. He
ered In a great series of box-like ' This Pomona feels grateful to the
tlie hallway Into the sunlight and
“And who,” he Inquired with
It was all almut. hut knowing that
had been'elected tn Psi Tau Theta
tombs upon the Hill of Slaughter, l members of Waldo Pomona who
paused hy the lilac bush. Then, with
something very terrible was hap
at one of the other colleges and
In the Shannon valley. With them
the assured deliberation of a senior,
were present and assisted with thc
pening. There was something be
since arriving in the South had
has been found a relic of the Bronze
she proceeded to violate a college
tween
Pat
Thayer
and
this
girl;
lived
at
the
Psi
Tau
fraternityage, which scientists estimate, be program of entertainment. Mrs.
rule.
Ralph Djuthworth, Mis. Lizltie A.
something which her Immature
house.
gun ‘JonO B. C.”
Antoinette Peyton picked a spray
mind knew must be very tragic.
McKean.
Miss Carrie Newcomb
Great
numbers
of
human
bones
:
Apparently
be
had
ample
money,
of lilac, plucked the flower boldly.
She had always been fond of
that had been burned upon funeral j James J Clement, Mr. and Mrs. John
and in the classroom he experienced
Indifferent to any eyes which might
Tony; and looked up to her. But
pyres before the dawn of the Chris Sylvester. These patrons wer.t early
little difficulty. The professors felt
behold her. Then slie gazed across
she loved Pat . . . even though she
tian era. some of them enclosed in I and stayed late, and their aggressive
that Pat Thayer was above the av
a tiny, verdant valley toward the
didn't like his ugly expression, or
pottery urns of remote design, also ness wouid put to shame the timidity
erage student tn worldly experi
knoll upon which were situated the
the harsh sound of Ills voice, or Ihe
reposed in the great underground of some Patrons.
ence; they resented his superior
academic buildings of the unlvur
Scctt Rackliff. the ever reliable
manner in wliich lie grabbed Tony's
mausoleum of the ancients.
manner and his insouciance, yet
sity.
secretary who lives eight miles from
arm. It was a Pat Thayer she had
even
those
who
detested
him
most
Tony Peyton was a pretty girl.
Rockland, walked the greater part of
never before seen, and she felt
heartily could not fail to gke him
She was more than a pretty girl.
the distance, coming and going. Not
From Herring to Cheese
vaguely
disturbed.
excellent
grades.
There was strength of character In !
many Patrons have the real inter
Into
the
north
of
Holland
the
sen
And
finally
Pat
Tliayer
spoke,
his
His campus reputation was nei
est of the order at hcait.
her vivid face with its tiny, scarlet
has
bitten
deep,
making
what
is
words freighted with fury.
ther savory nor downright bad.
The Pomona lecturer. Lucia Hop
mouth nnd great, lustrous black i
known as the Zuider zee. a huge kins. furnished an interesting pro
“Up to now. Tony, I've played
Certain of the students spoke of
eyes. She gave an Impression of
shallow sea, where in past times gram. with the visitors (rom Knox
the game your way. So long as you
him as a wild one. but no one had
gorgeous vitality. She batched the
herring were plentiful and provided and Waldoboro Pomonas assisting
keep out of my affairs. I'll continue
ever caught biin In the act of being
sprig of lilac to her mouth -and
a livelihood for fishermen who lived A 'pecial feature was a contest be
to play it so. But if you want trou
wild. The result was that he was
smiled. She smiled into the sprig,
on the shores. But the herring left tween Waldo and Limerock Valley ■
ble,
you'll
have
It
—
and
plenty.
the
ruler
at
a
court
of
youngsters
mid tlie campus stalled back at her.
and the Dutch decided to build a Pomonas in drawing a cow by secThat's a warning."
who
made
humble
obeisance
to
his
Slie stared off across the tops of
dam across the narrow o|>ening of ■ tions. Thc most difficult part, the
superior wisdom and experience.
“Will you do what I ask?" slie
tlie pine trees toward the knoll
the sea nnd reclaim thc land for ! head, was assigned to Sisters Jack- >
He was mature—yet it was a queer
Inquired steadily:
on which the academic buildings
dairy purposes. After two hundred son of Megunticook and Sylvester of
twist In the man s nature that he
"I'll do as I (I—n well please!"
Equity Grange Much amusement
reared their imimsing forms. All of
years this has at Inst been done, was furnished by the members in
nad little contact with his class
Tony Peyton shook his hand from
a pattern; red brick and white
and when the land is finally drained 1 filling in the remaining parts of the
mates. Thev seemed tn see him
her arm. She stepped hack and
stone; nine of them standing like
there will be 900 square miles, or a cows' anatomy, and the decision of
too clearly for his own pence of
surveyed
the
man.
She
was
a
slim,
Indomitable sentinels about the
whole new province of those rich j the judges. H N. Brazier and Scott
"And Who,” He Inquired With
mind, and so he contented himself
straight,
militant
little
figure
and
natural stndiiuu which had been
grasslands, from whence the Edam ] Rackliff. was also amusing. When
Mocking Politeness—"Who Invit
with the blind idolatry of freshmen
her
eyes
blazed
with
anger
and
converted into the Bowl. Marland
cheese conies. This tremendous sea they returned to the room with their
ed Vou, Tony 7”
ind sophomores—immature, Imaggrim determination.
wasn't a big college—its total en
dyke is 400 feet thick at the sea ! decision written on each cou-, “most
1
inative
youths
and
girls
who
were
“A'ery well," she said coldly,
rollment was less than twelve hun mocking politeness—“Who invited
bottom and towers up out of the ’ profitable" on the Limerock Valley
flattered by the friendship of this
“
that
checks
It
right
up
to
me,
dred—hut It wus proud. Its campus
you, Tony?"
sea to a parapet 23 feet above sea 1 cow. and "most stylish" on the Waldo
!
man
of
the
world.
doesn
t
ltf
cow. the lecturer asked. “Which
There was fierce hostility In the !
was mellow with rich southern tralevel.
Tony knew him. She knew him
“It does," he rasped. "And If 1
wins?" and Brother Brazier an
glance which passed between Tony
dition; its archives yielded records
more thoroughly than anyone else
were you. I'd think twice before I
swered. "Style."
Peyton and the Mil. too-wellof undergraduates who had gone
t on the campus. She knew that he
"Lest Wc Forget.” in honor of Linstarted anything."
groomed young man. The fluffy
off In the first hitter days of *61 to
Of the Multiplicity of Liwi
i coin and Washington, their birthwas arrogant and weak nnd a
Tony turned—nnd was gone wilhlittle girl whom Pat had been cud | poseur.
Join thc Confederate forces; In the
We are prone to regard the multi I days cccuning this month, was
out another word or glance. Ivv
dling in his arms disentangled her
hall of Old Main was Its World war
piicit.v of laws as a distinctly mod
dramatized by thc Nash sisters.!
This affair with Ivy Welch I
Welch crept close to Thayer and
self and turned to face the Inroll of honor. There were records,
ern phenomenon, as though any j Edith and Louise, and Lawrence
Tony liked Ivy Welch. She whs
slipped
her
hand
In
hig.
too. of graduates who had risen to I truder.
thing is ever new. At a dinner party i Hookir.-. u-ing tin pictures of Linwholesome and genuine—but. after
"Pat," she asked tremblingly,
Therc was an air about her which
positions of Importance In the
In the home of Prince Nikolai An- j coin and Wa-hington. thc American
all. she was only seventeen years
"what did she mean? What is It
, amounted to defiance. Of embar ! of age. and tn seventeen the first
fields of science and art.
dreyitch, choleric old character In flag and evergreen wreaths.
“Ways and means of advertising.
all about?"
rassment there was not a trace. Her
Tolstoy's famous novel. “War and
And perhaps tlie students at
amorous palpitations nf the heart
; and the most attractive advertising." ,
For an Instant the man forgot
wide-open blue eyes met Tony's
Peace,"
the
prince
is
made
to
say
:
tached Just a wee bit too much Im
are to he taken very seriously and
himself.
"Yonder in ((St.) Petersburg, every was discussed, and corn flakes were
portancc to the eminence recently ! squarely; her trim little figure whs j not to he lightly Intruded upon.
present in a plenty, "furnished by a
"H
—
1!"
he
said
nastily.
"Forget
taut
with
a
sense
of
outrage
and
body is writing not only 'notes,' but ' local company" demonstrating ad
achieved by the Marland football
As Ivy herself would have exIt
!"
I
slie
made
no
secret
of
the
fact
that
new
laws,
all
the
time.
M.v
An
and track teams. Just a little bit
vertising. ln reality. Past Master J.
' pressed It, Pat Thayer had her run
Ivy drew hack. For that Instant
dryusha has been scribbling a whole Herbert Gould of Megunticcok
too much Importance . . . but this I she was mad clear through.
ning around In circles. She bitterly
she
was
a
little
girl
again,
rather
volume of laws for Russia there." i Orange gave a lengthy talk on "In
“Well.'' asked Ivy Welch sharply,
morning Tony Peyton could underresented Tony and didn't care how
than the mature woman she fondly
This was in the early part of the surance,” ar.d then subjected himself
stand that, because as she looked I "are we Intruding?"
quickly Tony knew II
believed herself to Ive. She was
Nineteenth century, shortly before to answering any questions that
Tony paid no attention to Ivy.
down Into the almost empty Bowl
"I still don’t see where this Is i looking upon Pat Thayer witli new
Napoleon's disastrous invasion of might bc asked. Onc brother who
she saw ln her mind's eye a picture I Slie spoke to tlie man.
| any of your business."
and startled eyes. Tliayer, cosmo Russia, and the lawmakers arc still always wants to know Ihe No and
“Aren't you taking foolish chances,
which hnd Impressed Itself Indel
"It Isn’t—exactly. . . .“
Yes of things look it cn himself to
polite, man of the w-.ral, expert In
at It.—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
ibly upon her eighteen months he : Pat?*' she asked gravely.
"Then good-by. There's Just room
ask questions, but he could not ask
women
—
pulled
himself
together
He smiled and shrugged.
fore when Marland’s greatest grid
any that Brother Gould could not
In the Bower for two."
with a visible effort. The vicious,
"Wliy does that Interest you?"
Iron team, under the leadership of
answer. He furnished much infor
“(Jet this. Ivy—" Tony spoke
steely
light
fled
from
his
cold
gray
Ws,hing
thc
Moon
“Yon know perfectly well why it
Ijtrrv Welch, had smashed and bat
mation in regard to life and firc
rather more sharply than she in
eyes;
his
lips
lost
their
sternness
Nara,
the
ancient
capital
of
Ja

Interests me.”
insurance.
tered Ita way to a legitimate claim
tended. "I don't give a hang what
and he turned hls attention once pan. which Is quickly reached by
Penob cot View furnished its usual
"Jealous?" he mocked.
to the mythical national champion
j Pat Thayer does. Right now I'm
again to the exquisite little crea train or auto from Asako, Kobe or j good beans, coffee, bread, pickles, i
Tony laughed. It was a short, hit- I thinking of you."
ship. That had been a day; twtenty
ture who had been swept from her Yyoto, furnishes much to excite sour krout and salads, the patrons
thousand fanatics gone wild ln the j ter laugh, mid it stung.
"That's a laugh."
feet by his mature suavity and
wonder and interest, especially at ; of other Oranges furnishing the
"ii^ you?"
Bowl; a riot of color and a welter
"1 fancy," interrupted the man.
charm.
He
smiled
gently
and
the Deer park, the temples and the i pies, cakes and other sweet food, as
Hls
face
Hushed.
“
You
better
run
of sound. . . .
"that she's really thinking about
slipped
hls
arm
about
tier
yielding
great
museum, which has no equal done at ail Pomona meetings. A
along, Tony," he advised, "and mind
Tony glanced at her wrist watch
your hrother—Mrry."
In
the
Orient. The golden and sil [biithday cake with 19 candles was
waist.
and sighed. With a conscious ef | your own business."
Tony did not evade the chal
ver pavilions, the summer palaces ! b; ought in by thc waitress Florence
“Scared Honey J"
"I shall. And I'll take Ivy with
fort she rid herself of the spell.
lenge.
of retired princes, set In beautiful Philbrook, and all were anxious to
me."
AVIth a quick, eager stride she
i kr.ow Just who was to receive it.
"Perhaps that’s true. Pat."
gardens, whose beauty Is enhanced This was scon learned, for she took
'To
Be
Contlnuedi
The
younger
girl
stared
incredstarted down the hill Into the val
“Yon see. Ivy." he said, "she flgby
pools
with
goldfish:
and
a
"Wash
it to Louise- Louise Nash, of course,
ley which must be crossed before ; ulouslv.
i ures that as a potential member of
the Moon” cascade. In which the ! fcr she ls Ihe 'only" Louise. Ac-i
"Take me with vou?" she echoed. . your family. It’s up to her tn pro
one could mount the other hill— |
moon
is
reflected
in
the
waterfall,
J cording to the old legend thc unex“Wliat are you talking shout?"
the hill upon which the college
■ tect Innocent you from villainous
which In the days of old Japan was tingulrhed candles will entitle Louise
“You'll understand some time. I me."
buildings stood.
believed to keep the moon bright to remain a maiden lady the rest ol
Ivy," said Tony gently “If you Just
She moved through the tluy val
Ivy smiled with genuine amuse
! her life. The cake was made by the
nnd clenn, are lovely.
ley, head thrown back, sprig of Iliac ' believe me now—”
ment. "Can yon beat it?" she In
Master of Meguntlccck Grange, and
Ivy
stamped
her
foot
impatiently.
held Id her right hand, lips moving
quired. "Can you even tie il? Say
strange as it may seem all Masters
|
"Don
’
t
be
silly,
Tony.
I'm
not
s
cannot make good cake.
slightly as she hummed a popular
Speed
listen, Tony—you don't really think
This report would not be complete
melody.
The magic of the day i child."
A man was driving hls baby car
1 need protection, do you?"
"No-o. But you're only seventeen,
was upon her and she approached
, along a country road when a huge unless It said something in regard
"Yes. From Pat Tliayer, at any
to thc verv efficient and capable '
the Hill with a feeling of reluc I and—”
racing car shot by like a whirlwind
rate.”
which the lecturer. Lucia IIop—"And I'm getting older every
Old-fashioned New England and went out of sight in a cloud of ! work
tance that the spell must be broken.
“
You
kuow
what.
Tony
?
You
kins, is doing. She nnd? thc year
day. Now listen here; I'm trying
And then—quite suddenly—she
dust.
Some
two
hours
later
the
me1-Day Treatment Found
give me a pain io llie neck. What's
! b ok' possible by hard work, and
not to get sore. But my friends
stopped.
Just before her was a
Ing driver, who had stopped for without expense to thc Grange. In
it ali about?"
Best, Quickest Ever
are nobody's business."
huge oak tree. Tony knew that
lunch a few miles down the road, fact they paid for themselves and [
"Pat can explain," said Tony,
"Yes they are. This time."
particular tree; It stood sentinel
If you want to Hvoid influenza and grippe,
was surprised to see the baby car pa'd her expenses lo the lecturer's
"1 didn't ask him. I asked you.”
smash a cold the moment it turns up. Hun
Ivy
turned
to
Thayer.
before a forest nook affectionately
Just arriving. He hailed the driver: conference, and a neat little few dol
"I'd rattier not say anything."
dreds of poor sufferers all around you who
have flu might be walking around if thev
known by all students at Marland
"I passed you s mile or so back, lars beside. At thc lecturer's con
Ivy stamped tier foot. "You've
"What’s the hig I Ten1" she dsbad observed this simple precaution.
as the Bower; a tiny, secluded spot
didn't I? You've been a long time ference in Waterville she alto told
got to say something. I have a
There's onc tried, inexpensive way to break
niauded.
38 copies of the "History of the i
those pestering common colds in a single
sheltered by giant trees, carpeted
| right to know."
getting here.”
"Ask tier." suggested Pal.
day—a way that has been known to our
Grange.' written by Past State Mas
with violets and embowered In
"Well,
”
said
the
other
sheepishly,
New
England
folks
for
>ears.
It
’
s
the
1-Day
"What
right?"
"It Isn't a very hig Idea.” said
ter Obadiah Gardner.
Treatment with Johnson's Anodyne Lini
honeysuckle.
"you
passed
me
so
quickly
that
I
An Incongruous soil of dignity
, Tony. "And I can't explain, except
Pomona meets next time witli'
ment. It costs so little and acta ao swiftly,
Voices came to her from that j to say tliat Pat understands what
you'll be amazed.
thought I'd stopped, and I got out Pica-ant Valley. March 11.
settled about Ivy's girlish shoulders.
At first sign of a cold, stay in the house
nook; voices of a man and a girl. i I'm driving at. I'm asking you to
to see what was the laaltvr."—Lou“Pat and I are engaged," she an
one day. Take hot baths and keep out of
Tony's teeth pressed tight together I take uiy word that It would he nounced.
draughts. Every two or three hours take a i don Ta tier.
lump
(or
teaspoon)
of
sugar,
add
a
few
and a startled, worried expression
A light of genuine fear dawned
lu st for you to keep away from Pat
drops of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment and
| Thayer."
allow it to melt ir. your mouth. This soothes
In Tony's deep, black eyes. Her
leaped Into tier eyes. She was
and heals irritation of the delicate mem
‘
lips
were
without
a
smile;
her
ex

"Why?
Wtiat's
so
terribly
wrong
branes. the cause of much of your suffering
afraid—hut she wasn't sure.
if your throat or chest fa sore, bathe it
pression
stern
and
accusing.
She
with
him?
(Ar
maybe
you
think
I've
SERVICE & REPAIRS
A man in yonder—with a girl,
with water as hot as you can stand Then
spoke directly to Tliayer, ignoring
never been kissed before. Is that
apply a cloth soaked in Johnson's Anodyne
ffvolhlug Id that to dispel the glory
Liniment,
and
wrap
around
sore
area,
cover

ali. makes of SB*Ib
the girl.
lt?"
of the day. It would have been
ing with a dry cloth. Keep bowels open with
"Have
you
really
gone
that
far,
a
good
laxative.
"No.
If
lt
was
anyone
else.
.
.
a matter for more wonder had the
You ought to have Johnson's Anodyne
R. W. TYLER
Pat?”
"But lt Isn't, Tony. It’s Pat. And
Bower been unoccupied. But she
Liniment in the house all the time. If you
haven't it now, get it at the nearest drug or
"You
heard
what
Ivy
said.
”
I'm
asking
you
why
he's
so
danger

fancied that she knew the voices .. .
PHONE M-23
roeery store. It costs leas—and does more tn
“1'in asking you.”
eep you well,
lhe £Lr}'» swgetly shrill answers. ous. I'm trying jo be aJce, and It

^Have to Get Up
at Night ?
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
14-Lord High Admiral
47- Half an em
1-A French painter
(abbr.)
48- Swiss river
7-American (abbr.)
11- Group of islands off 50-To plunder (Scot.) 21-While
23-A head
the coast of Ireland 53-Prefix. Before
25- Rants
56-Brands
12- Kingdom
53-Pertaining to Iran 26- Fast
15-Tower in Italy
27- 1 ron spikes
60- Pitch
16- Gossips
28- Eats
61- To perfume with
17- Rumor
29- Deck below tha
odors
1&-High (Music)
berth deck of a
19- Perfume from rose 62- Girl's name
battleship
63- A Mohammedan
leaves
30- City of Prussia
priest
20- Music (abbr.)
33-lnterjection
64- lncites
21- Near
37- Feminine of taar
22- Depart
38- Allure
24-Treachery
VERTICAL
39- Swerved
28-lndicates
41-Stammerlng
31- Serpent
43-A negative
1- Plural of datum
32- Mad
45-lndefinite article
2- Verbal
34- Residence (abbr.)
48- Town in Italy
3- Clatters
35- An electric unit
Particle
36- And others (Latin, 4- Entomology (abbr.) 4951-Compass point
5- One who makes
abbr.)
(abbr).
6- Came out into view
38-A drug
52- Viscount (abbr.)
40-A diminutive suffix 7- A month (abbr.)
54-Peeled
8- To mate wrongly
42-Agrees
9-Man's name (Bible) 55-Units
44-Molding
— “V
<a■ i •4an *
••
_ -A aU.
(Solution to Previous Puzzlr*

a-

Light Tracking
Parcel Delivery

Family Washings
( ailed F or and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel

r

Convenient to all point* ol interest—Modem in every way
An enjoyable vie* from out spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Manv rooms with private balconies

HOTEL
Booklet
on
Appl cation

GRALYNN

June to
October

( orn*'r «*** S1"**

Hotel
Maselynn

and First Avenue

Z/V me HeA/tr ox
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN

IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
inUr««lln|

ntmntpher* . ,

Cfcnnrful mnmi

Pltnsnnt ••rvi<» . ■ Fine ret*

An

Inuranta . . Moderately Priced . . Arevnd the
corner nre theatre*, clube nnd

fInmerevt Timet

Squnre . . A perfect hetol fnr Ihe vltiler . •.

ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
from »3 Singlt ond M Double
n
JOHN T WIST. Mnsmeer

Now Under New Management . . .WA tehoace Helef**

hotelLI ncoln
44th TO 45»h STREET-8th AVENUE, NEW YORK

May We Sut^est—

HOTEL vELLEVUE
BEACON 51 Kfcfc'l

BOSTON, MASS.

R»<r
Hill Next ij the
Scats Houve
(.oeaied on

Just a few minutes walk to the theatre, financial,
sn<4 -hopping centers.

Nev\ ! osver Rates
Rooms without bath, **

OO up; with bath, ^3.00 up

' omplete Restaurant and Caloteria Service

Every-Other-Day
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TWO POMONAS MET

Seekers of New Plants

Warn Legislature That No
Pork Barrel Palliative Will'
Satisfy Farmer
Feb. 4 thc Patrons of Hutbandry,
popularly known as. Grangers, as
sembled at thc spacious hall of Pio
neer Grange. East Union, for a Joint
session of the two bodies of fifth de
gree members of Knox and Limerock
Valley Pomona Granges, 158 being
present.
The forenoon meeting was called
to order by Master Nathan B. Hop
kins of Limerock Valley Pomona.
With three exceptions the 26 officers
of both organizations were present.
The fifth degree was conferred on
Fred Lennox of White Oak Grange of
North Warren by the officers of Lime
rock Valley Pomona. At noon the
ladies of Pioneer Grange conferred
a splendiferous feed on all present.
After dinner the two lecturers pre
sented this program: Address of
welcome, George H. Davis. Master of
Host Grange; response. Charles E.
Gregory, Penobscot View Grange;
address. Charles E Lord; reading.
Laura Daniels; violin solos. Uncle
Fernando; story, Scott A. Rackllfle;
reading. Jennie Payson; songs. Nor
man Crockett; (piano accompani
ment, Myrtle Gouldi; singing, by
young members of Pioneer Grange.
Elmer E. Light presented this reso
lution. which was adopted by the joint
session;
"Whereas: The Maine Legislature
is now in session at Augusta and the
general welfare of the people and the
Interests of the citizens of this coun
ty are represented there by six Rep
resentatives and one Senator, who
now represent not a party so much as
a people, and present conditions
justifying us in giving expression to
our convictions on certain measures
pending for their decision
"Therefore, Resolved, that Knox
Pomona Grange endorses thc reduc
tions recommended ln appropriations,
by the State Budget committee and
urged by Gov. Brann. and especially
the larger items—Highway Commis
sion. $1,057,000; educational depart
ment. $559,000; agricultural depart
ment. $73,000; University of Maine,
$210,000; a total or $1,899,000.
"Wc further endorse the Governor's
recommendation for the immediate
enactment of legislation, reducing to
a minimum the costs accruing against
worthy and unfortunate delinquent
tax payers, and the reduction of the
exorbitant Interest rate on lax deeds
We admire the courage and heartily
recommend the attitude of our Gov
ernor who said in his message:
“ 'This legislature is under the
solemn duty not to Increase the State
tax. Unless the cities and towns of
the State drastically readjust their
financial setup within the next year
or so they will face financial disor
ganization. The people demand re
form in the policy of public expendi
tures. lower costs of government, the
elimination of waste and all other
frills and non-essentials of govern
ment. That no department, appro
priation or salary is sacred, immune
or untouchable wh-n the financial
condition of the State warrants a
temporary or permanent retrench
ment Today, the State of Maine
marches along the high road of stern
necessity, like one going on a long
Journey, wc must pack only the es
sentials. we must travel light?
"We warn our representatives at
the Capitol that no pork-barrel pal
liative will satisfy. The farmer, the
home owner, the manufacturer, the
merchant has made his sacrifice in
lessened income. We expect those
who represent us to regard our neces
sities."

ATLANTIC
Marion Herrick entertained at
bridge Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. AndTcw Smith recent
ly spent a pleasant evening at the
home of Mrs Roscoe Joyce
Rain, accompanied by a high wind. J
kept many pupils from attending
school Wednesday.
Dr. Cosgrove Is much improved in
health and is now able to attend hls ;
calls.
Mrs. Maynard Herrick entertained
Tuesday those who had given read- (
ings at her parents' golden wedding .
anniversary', and gifts were presented I
to each as a token of appreciation.
Mrs. Myrtis Cotbeth entertained I
"The Tattlers" Friday afterncon.
j
There Is an epidemic of grippe I
about town and nearly half of thc I
pupils arc unable to attend schocl.
A large quantity of Red Cross flour j
lias arrived here.
The weekly song service was held
at the homr of Cleveland Dunham.
The Ladies' Aid met with Mrs. Tina I
Joyce last week. Arrangements were
made for a public dinner Feb 15 at 1
the home of Mrs William Van Horn j
The menu: Baked beans, brown bread,
vegetable soup. cake, pic and ice |
cream.
Mrs. Manic Joyce entertained at
sewing Saturday afternoon. Those j
present were Sylvia Stockbridge. Tina ]
Joyce, Hazel Staples and Nettle
Sprague '
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Smith ot
Minturn were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Seth Stockbridge.
The Four Leaf Clover Club met
with Mrs. Margery Trask last week
Monday.
Roscoe Joyce has nine cords of wood
sawed and split. Charles Stockbridge
also has eight cords nearly manufac
tured. and others are getting theirs
out as opportunity offers.

WASHINGTON
Nineteen mrmtxrs of Evening Star
Grange visited Maple Leaf Grange
at North Waldoboro last Tuesday
night.
Carl Sukeforth has received word
that he ha*- the stage route from
Liberty to Waldoboro. He starts work
July 1.
Mrs Edith Overlook is caring for
Mrs. Winnie Hrtbard who Is gaining
slowly from her last surgical opera
tion.
Miss Marion Mitchell attended
ladies' night at the Waldoboro Lions
Club at Stahl's Tavern Wednesday
night.
Earl Boynton is moving hls grocery
store to a building near his garage .
Dr. Plernonl Is still confined lo Ills ’
home by Illness.
The Ladies' Ouild met with Mrs. j
Ida Hatch last Wednesday afternoon
with 16 members present.
Washington High beat Liberty High
ln the basketball game held ln Wash
ington Orange hall last Tuesday.
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VINALHAVEN

The lowest priced fine tea
you can buy

Find Thrills in Plenty

A Moonlight Dance will be held at
Hunting for new plants Is some Memorial hall Friday night, with
times a risky business. One plan! music by Smith’s orchestra.
explorer, on the track of a new or. j Don't forget, the Legton Valen
SALADA B ROWN LAB EL
i15‘ % Lbchid, found himself In the forest ! tine dance tonight.
W. Adelbert Smith returned tc
home of a cannibal tribe In Mada
gascar. The cannibals weren't quin Augusta Monday, having been in :
. . , A Revelation in Tea Value (30c 1/2 Lb.
sure whether to make friends or tc I town over Sunday.
Mrs.
Albert
Carver
entertained
the
put him In the stewpot, and for a Rainbow Club al hcr home Friday > SALADA RED LAB EL
23c>/4Ux
little while his life hung on a evening.
. . , America's Fined Tea (45‘ i/2U,
thread. But he managed to save j Mr? Charles Chilles spent thi
himself—though he had to marry | weekend with relatives in Waldoboro ,
the chief's sister to do It.
Frank Grimes returned Friday
The quest of Alpine plants In from Rocklar.d.
volves special risks of its own. and | Mr. and Mrs. Ambrcse Peterson
occasionally an attempt to secure a j left Friday for Boston and vicinity
rare specimen growing in nn Inac- J on- a combined business and pleasure
trip.
cessihle place has cost a life.
The girls' game of basketball al
In the wilder regions of the world | Town hall Friday night resulted in _______________________________________________________________________________ 500-A
the possibility of trouble with hos I the score of Nltchevo? 33. Demons
tile natives has always to he reck 21; boys' game. West Side 53. East Leigh and Feiix Turner, also of Mil- , ing basketball game between Wal
For a number of years the doboro High and Rockport High.
oned with. In some parts of China, 3id-e 42. Ore more game between ton.
Robertson family were residents of | the local -boys winning by a score of
during recent years a happy hunt the Wes; ar.d Cut BUM) WlU d ml.' Vlnalhaven. during tbc time Mr. 43-34. In the match between the
ing-ground for tlie plant explorer, the championship. These games Robertson was draughtsman for the girl.-- ti.ims. tin- Rocktxirt girls won
there is considerable prejudice were followed by a Paving Cutters Bodwcll Company. Mrs. Robertson 43-19
against "foreign devils.” and the benefit dance at which thc attend- ' endeared herself to a large circle of
Miss Mildred Slater of Belfast
friends, who extend sympathy to the ! has been guest of Judge and Mrs.
rise of gangs nf bandits adds mate ar.ee was large.
• • * •
bereaved
family.
rially to the dangers of ihe profca
Harold Smith
Mrs. Robert A. Rotierbon
sion.
*
Mr. and- Mrs Merton Wichenbach
News was received Friday of thc
Native porters, too, occasionally
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. David
WALDOBORO
were recently In Portland.
go on strike for higher pay once death of Lillian- i Turner i. wife oi
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Wallace were
their employer Is far from civiliza Robert A Robertson, which occurred
John T. Gay was in Augusta last
week.
tion—or they refuse to go farther or. that day at ner home. 1480 Com Portland visitors recently.
monwealth
avenue,
Boston.
Over
a
[
Dr.
and
Mrs.
John
B.
Nicholson,
because of superstitious fears, (tne
Miss Philomenc Barbour, State
ago the deceased underwent a Miss Frances Simmons and Clifford
plant hunter, deserted hy hls hear year
nurse, of Augusta, -has been
major surgical operation from which Clarke were in Portland Thursday. School
tn town the past week.
ers, who decamped in a body dur she never lu.ly recovered. She had
The Baptist Ladles Social Circle
ing the night, had a nightmare Jour been critically ill for many months.
Friends of Harry Magee will be
had an ali-day session in the vestry
ney over mountains anil through ] Mrs. Robertson was the daughter , Thursday. The time was spent social glad to know that he is making sat
swamps and jungle before he of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jacob i ly and in sewing with dinner served isfactory recovery from a serious
Turner of Millon, Mass. Besides her at noon. A cake and candv sale was operation recently performed at the
reached a settlement.
In spite of all difficulties, how husband she is survived by one also held in the store of the Cen Newton (Mass) Hospital.
ever, the work goes on—and our daughter. Mrs. Kenneth Raymond tral Maine Power Co. Friday after
Miss Abbie Boggs of the Knox Hos
pital staff has been spending a few
gardens grow steadily richer be and granddaughter Shirley Raymond, noon.
also
by
her
stepmother
Mrs.
Turner
Tuesday night Waldoboro Athletic ' days with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
cause of it.
of Milton, and two half brothers hall was the scene of another excit- Walter Boggs.

SALADA’ TEA

THE EAST DEMONSTRATION BEI-OKE
HITLER RODE INTO POWER—Berlin police
responding to a riot rumor emanating from the
Buelow Plat/., headquarters ol the German
Communistic Parly.

QUEEN OE TIIE ENGLISH
SPEEDWAY Is Mrs. II. Stewart
who recently made new interna
tional speed record on the Montlhery Track.

NOW
THAT recent
nutritional
research
has revealed the fact
thnt esnned pineapple
has
greater
health
valve than any other
fruit, Hollywood mo
tion picture stars are
eating the fruit dally.
Here Is Stuart Erwin,
star of the llrst rank,
enjoying
his
dally
pineapple.

Sincere Speaker Wins

Over Mere Eloquence

I like the story of the great
preacher who, when he was con
gratulated on hls sermon hy a com
pan.v of rather foolish people, an
swered them with the words: “Yes.
the devil told me I had preached
well, as I was coming down the pul
pit Rteps.”
No one ever thinks of the most
compelling speaker who ever lived,
the founder of .Christianity, In terms
of his eloquence. He would certain- i
iy not be considered what Is called
a good preacher. He had no rhet
oric or jargon, and made no use of
those tricks of the trade beloved of
rhetoricians.
He spoke In tlie mother tongu
and things happened. Just because ’
he was what he was. and because
of his passionate sincerity. It was
no system that came forth from the
lips of Jestis Christ, but a soul that
revealed Itself, the soul of a man
who was willing to die for his con
visions and bis fellows.
There will always be a crowd to
listen to a sincere man. and there
will always be a crowd to listen to
an eloquent man, hut it is the for
mer. and the former only, who will
get things done.—Itev. H. It. U
Shepperd, tn the London Mail.

NEMESIS ol watch smugglers— Asst. L. s. Illst. Attor
ney W. Prager, who assisted In conviction of Paul Kabkln, leader of International smuggling
ring, demonstrates how watch movements are smuggled in rahlilt furs.
"w

g™

\MI Kl< VS MOST PERFECT MAWEQl'INS, selected at Sew York Fashion

Salon by committee of diattnguiahrd art
and fashionista headed by McClelland Barclay,

NIECE OF FAMOUS
COMPOSER, Margaret
Speakes,
whose
uncle
wrote “Road to Manda
lay" now sings homey,
popular songs of that
type on Barnsdall Oil
radio hour over promi
nent midwest stations.

A New Trip In Norway

lu Norway therc is a new overland
route which in many respects ou!
marvels any oihrr scenic engineering
task in that country. One takes thc
train either from Oslo or Bergen to
Hauijastel, a station in the heart of
the mountain land, via one of the
finest rail trips in the world. At
Haugastel tlie tourist transfers to a
roomy motor car in which he is car
ried past charming lakes, over rush
ing glacial torrents, and beneath the
flanks of the great Hardanger gla
cier to that gorge of terrific beauty,
the Maabodel. The descent to this
canyon gives more thrills to the
minute than any other trip in Norwav
and one feels that one is in the troll
land of the Gods.

Traveling Around America

Origin of “Top Hole”

The origin of the term “Top hole" J
is uncertain, but the following sug- I
gestlon has been made hy a corre
spondent; “I heard the word in
use.” he wrote in 1905, "In the mess
at Sierra Leone. I took it that it
had reference to a game 1 had seen
piayed at fairs; a feat of strength.
It consisted of striking a peg with
a heavy wooden maul, tlie peg being
connected with- an upright. The
hlow caused an indicator to fly up
this upright, on which figures were
marked that indicated the strength
of the blow. When the weight went
right up to the top the attendant
shouted out. ‘top hole.’ which de
lighted the striker, who retired, having expended a lot of energy and a
penny." This appears a very feas
ible solution.—London Answers.
Photo by Grace Lint
PERUVIAN CENTRAL RAILWAY

D

Piltdown Man’, Implement

Sir Arthur Smith Woodward, fa
mous Rritish anth.opologist. Is ex
hibiting a bit of flint, a man-made
implement of chipped stone, found
In Sussex along with fossils of the
Piltdown man, as evidence thnt hu
man beings built fires In England
as early as 1,000.000 yeRrs ago. Sir
Arthur claims this bit of charred
flint is further proof that men lived
in at least two widely separated re
gions on the earth about 1,000,000
years ago, In China and England.

THERE HE IS!
“Oil,

WENS
A

o

\

.Mid Mrs. Ann* E. Jones of
I liinllnxlcm
St. “I drrided to try Dr. P»cht\ Golden
Medical Discovery and die
Hi'crilc Piracriptioif alternately. Almost immediately the
vomiting ceased, my stomach trouble began
to clear up, I could eat regularly again and
t>oon picked up in weight and strength, and
the pains in my side gradually left me. Since
then i have had no trouble whatsoever.”
Dr. Pierce’s medicines have been sold by
druggists for the past 60 years.

Write m

Dr.

Pierce's

Clinic,

Buffalo,

2

Delicious

27‘
NEWIi

BETTER THAN HOME-MADE

?

I

-lERSHEVS

HORMEL
FLAVOR SEALED

COCOA

Vegetable Soup
Nn f
Can

21tM7c

29c

15c - 2

BAKING

Chocolate

15 Vagciablai

*4 Lb c.k,

OATS

Baking Powder

This week wt have two especially niee bargains lor our customers.
And they are dandies, too. First—

1 Lb
Can

CDCC I
InLL >

I

29‘

Largt Packages

25c

A Package of 4 Food Colorings wHh
each Package

For tha Quick Meal

SWANS DOWN

ANGLO
Corned Beef

CAKE FLOUR
il .

—

Pkg

23‘

No 1

Can

SEIDNER'S

17‘

Mad

It's ike Eggs that make It
Ricker

MAYONNAISE

CHEESE

Mixes Well wrth Other .
Ingredients

Genuine Monroe

SPECIAL

Made in Maine

1 Pound

THREE CROW
A Household Remedy
Have a pkg. heisdy in the kitchen and betkeoom

SODA

MEN’S WORK PANTS,

15‘
15”
23”
6C

• Ot
Site

TAYLOR S»

GRAPE JUICE

4I5Kc

QUAKER

RUMFORD

SALE PRICE

1 Lb Ph a

FLAKES or GRANULES

CHIPSO

Odd Will,

Stomach Trouble, Dizzy I'/
quite young I suf
fered a great deal
with a very sensitive
stomach, I had dizzy
spells and vomiting.
Then in later years I
liccame afflicted with
terrible burning pains
in my right side,’*

BROWN BREAD

Many Banana Type,

The banana is not, as generally
believed, limited to two or three va
rieties, but Is really a large family
of fruit, some edible raw and some
requiring cooking. The usual type
sold In this country Is the Mar
Unique, although tlie red banana has
some sale.
The fruit Is believed to he native
to India, but its development tins
been general throughout the tropics.
Practically all the fruit Is picked
green, the export type hecRiise of
the superior keeping qualities nf the
fruit and that which Is used locally
to keep it from the birds.

OWN in the heart of Peru is the riences awaiting travelers who visit
highest broad-gauge railroad in Lima, on the fortnightly cruises
thc world. It is thc Peruvian Centralfrom New York and California which
Railway with a main line running visit Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and
Chile.
from Callao and Lima to Huanca.vo
It is a veritable roller-coaster rail
In Callao it starts out at a height
way-skirting the edge of steep pre
of about 8 feet above sea level and cipices, circling around twenty-one
elimha to a height of more than switchbacks to scale wall-like moun
15,600 feet which is reached at Ticlio. tains. crossing gorges hundreds of
Thia railroad, one of thc marvels ol
feet deep over sixty-seven different
the engineering world, was started bridges, and diving through sixty-five
in 1869 by Henry Meiggs, a man with black tunnels. In the stations along
a genius for accomplishing the seem
the way, colorful Indians—descend
ingly impossible.
ants of the aboriginal races who in
When his engineers shook their
habited the country long before the
heads in doubt, because of thc cliffs white man's arrival—throng to the
of solid rock, thc great yawning station to sell flowers and tropical
caverns, and the straight-up-and
fruit The women are usually dressed
down asc-nts that confronted them in dozens of bright-hued billowing
Meiggs, undaunted, persisted until by
skirts, stiff white Panama-shaped
means of amazing feats of engineer hats, and shawls: the men, in bright
ing the track was finally completed blue and red ponchos. Among them
and road opened in 1893. This rail trip llamas step haughtily about, waiting
is one of the most exciting expe to be loaded with “freight.**

Utica — “VVlici

SPECIALS-FEBRUARY 13-18

NATION-WIDE

OUR IUN1OR PUZZLE

there lie is!” cries lilt
Hetty, pointing to the fence ra
But by thc time wc Itftikcd thc
was not thc slightest sign of hit
If you want to sec him, take
pencil and join al! thc nunihcri
dots together, starting with d
number onc and ending with d
number forty. Betty always pu
some water and food out for hit

—-

Oliver Bright of Tennessee wrote
hls will on a celluloid collar and It
was granted probate and duly exe
cuted. There are many instances of
queer wills written on insignificant
things. The back of a mirror, n road
tnap, a portrait, a railway ticket,
cuffs of dress shirts, nn egg shell
and even the soles of shoes liave
been used for writing wills dealing
with most valuable properties.

These ; r- a wool and cotton mixture, medium heavy, good patterns,
well made and will wear and look well.

-- -- -- -- -- -nnvc» crunni oakttc
BOYS’ SCHOOL PANTS
Corduroy and Wool Knickers and Corduroy laced l.eg Pants—Big
Bargains—Look ihrni over!

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

2 c? 27'

SO MULE TEAM
Nature's Grit lo
Man

BORAX

SALADS

uk i nt
*
»

Pkq.

15‘

LUCKY STRIKE

___ ft,
DJUNIT—SALTED

1 Lb
Pkg

Cigarettes 2

25‘

nna n on Luckv Strife, I oui Ihun night and haar Ihe "Baron” •

Gilchrest
Monumental Woiks

( WILLIS AYER |
I—_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

Main Straat
Thomaaton, Main,
ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS
Talaphona Connaetlon

I

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

___________________________________________________________
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THOMASTON

Mother! when a cold strikes
it’s no time (or experiment
.. it's time for

In Everybody’s Column

Barter Column

The Idea behind this column is to
make pOMlblt the exchange of goods or
services between people who wish to
trade some possession of theirs for other
goods or articles. Simply address the
Classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
J The charge Is 25 cents for one Insertion
T of three lines, 50 cents for three lnser*
• i tions. Larger ud prices on application.
t Phone 770.

!

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three line*, 1-verted once (or ift
| cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Six words
I make a line.

The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will
meet Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
May Williams. Flutter street, for wort
Picnic dinner at noon. Members are
rtqut ted to take dishes and silver.
lhe officers of the Pythian Sisters
are requested to meet for rehearsal
To Taxpayers of 1 homaston, Me.:
at the hall Thursday evening, as the
«
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Wilt
installation will be held Friday eve
»
exchange right. P O BOX 441, City.
ning.
14*16
The books will close on or about March
WANTED at once, long haired kittens,
Robert Starr of Roxbury. Mass., on
Boards for a partition. I'd like soma
good
ones,
seven
weeks
to
one
vear.
Te
’
.
j
a business trip in Maine, called upon
first. All taxes remaining unpaid on that
293-W 111 PLEASANT ST.. City. 18-20' boards to build a partition. Will trade
-------- . for an awning or truck cover. Write
relatives in town Frirday and Satur
GIRL wanted to do general housework. ROCKLAND AWNING CO., 15 Willow
day. His trip will take him to Ban
date will be subject to collection, accord
WINDSOR HOTEL_________ ________ 19-tf St., City.
___________________ 14*1|
gor.
Tlie PROVED
Wanted Return load of furniture or
a two burner Hot Point electric grill,
ing to law.
The American Legion will sponsor
: any other kind of load from Ellsworth, cost $9.50, used one month only, wilt
Method of Treating Colds
I Bar Harbor. Eastport. Machias or Lubec, trade for one-half cord fitted wood, onea dance in Watts hail Thursday eve
1 or from any part of Washington Coun- half ton stove coal Tel. 1005-M
19*21
ning.
j ty to any part of Maine. We are mak- ---------------------------------------- -—--------------...EXTERNALLY!
1 shall be in the office Every Tuesday Eve
lng several
weekly.
Will trade for anything, dry fitted
eraf trips to that section weekly,
William Flinton. 82. had a narrow
and we will figure close on return
hard wood, Trade for cars, horses, catescape from drowning in the storm
for each trip STOVER S CASH ORAIN tie or hens. MURDICK CRAMER. Washning for collection of same, or will call
HE
minute
you
apply
Vicks
VapoRub
STORES
DISTRIBUTORS
for
STOVER
Ington. Me
18-20
Saturday.
Mr. Flinton lives on
FEED MFG CO on track at 86 Park ---- ------------- 7------------------ ------- ~"T
over throat and chest it goes right
Water
street
near
the
C.
A
Mars'*
St.
Rockland
Tel
1200
19-21
Will
accept
one
cord
of
fitted
har<
upon request.
------------------- 1—- wood In exchange for 150 feet of 1 Incfc
A- Son boatshep. He started lo walk
to work to fight a cold —two tiuys at
A RELIABLE man with experience ; or iqo feet of 1‘4 Inch diameter new best
to the Dunn & Elliot store on Wads
wanted,
to
sell
nurserv
stock In the vl quality Manila rope, or 70 feet 1 Inch
once —by Stimulation and Inhalation.
clnlty of Rockland. Write for particu galvanized steel pipe. BICKNELL MFO.
worth street. Becoming bewildered
GEORGE E. REDMAN.
lars
References
required.
THE MT. CO . Rockland. Me.___________ 18-20
Through the skin, it acts like a poultice,
when near the turn in the street h?
DESERT NURSERIES, Bar Harbor. Me.
went to the left Instead of the right. I
Collector.
18-20
will exchange late popular phonoi
“drawing out” tightness and soreness. At
Stainless VICKS—Vicks VapoRub is now ob*
** 1 graph
records for anything
useful. Inand walked of! a half tide wharf into I
Wanted -To hire large trucks with
z,,iLp KiTTRFnnF's
pharmacy
the same time, its medicated vapors are
platform body, or covered Van Type <>ulre
s i marmacy
tamable in Stainless form. Same formula—same
the river. Harold Armstrong, whc
18-23
ireferred
Capable
of
hauling
5
ton
inhaled
direct
to
irritated
air-passages.
All
18-19
effective double-action—same price. Your druggistsaw him fall, tan to his assistance and I
oads for long distance hauling In Maine
Will trade for anything that offers—
night long, it works to help Nature
P enty of work
Apply in person with four
has the original amber form, too, if you prefer it.
pulled him ashore. Mr. Flinton has I
new 30x3*2 tires, tubes,
truck
STOVERS
CASH
GRAIN rims. nearly
not shown any ill effects frcm his I
Have also n 2-horse wagon and a
“throw off” the cold.
STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER
p
.
nt
2-horse
sled
Extra good
condition.
Impromptu bath.
FLED MFO CO on track at
rar ia oi ' Tra(le for wood. beans, potatoes. Would
Rockland Tel 1200
Mr and Mrs Ru- 'll EXi\-s. Mrs
___________________________________
1 like to trade groceries for a 6-cylinder
To Cut Your Family’s “Colds-Tax”
Ideal for Children’s Colds
MAN wanted to take cureof an estab- engine. PACKARD'S STORE. Highlands,
Bernard Robinson and son. Mrs. Wal
’’shed business inthe sale of McConnon City
15-17
The new Vicks Tian for better Control of
Mothers in 70 countries agree that Vicks
ter Hastings. Mrs. E. P Starrett. Mrs. |
Products in Knox County. Good living “7
- ------------Z “““------------------'
right
now
with
increasing
profits
as
you
„
1
exchange
a
Rudd
Instantaneous
Walter Stackpole and William Hast- ,
Colds
can
save
you
money,
time
and
VapoRub is best for children’s colds.
become acquainted with customers and (ias Hot Water Heater, size 4, stvle F,
ir.gs attended the installation of Nabusiness. We finance responsible per- K°°d a* new. for a quantity of wood or
health, ln extensive clinical tests, it has
Being externally applied, it avoids the
cmi Chapter. OES.. at Tenant's Har
sons Experience not necessary. Applv i coal. f°r trucking service or cash,
cut the number, Juration and costs of colds
risks of those digestive upsets that so
bv letter to McCONNON
COMPANY
*oo?„ ** ?Lew
Nel1 S Pprry.
bor Friday evening.
- — —
"
THE COURIER-OAZETTE Office. Cg
J ay
Special A-577.
Winona. Minnesota.
in half. The Plan is fully explained in each
often come from constant dosing. It can
Miss Everol Elwell wa« given a
14*16
19*It I_____________________
package of Vicks VapoRub and Vicks
party at her home Saturday in ob- '
be used freely, and as often as needed,
I WANT to buv a wood lot, hard wood
Will exchange vour Orain and Feed
PHONE 435-W. Rockland.
18-20 sacks subject to our count and inspeceervanee of her tenth birthday. Til* '
Nose St Throat Drops... the new aid
even on the youngest child. And it’s just
A SMALL Radio In good condition tlo nand free from holes for our High
room and table were attractively deco- j
in
preventing
colds.
wanted
SAM
TIMPONE.
24
Front
St.. Grade Poultry Stock and Dairy Feeds.
as good, of course, for adults’ colds.
rated in red and white crepe paper (
City
_____
18*20 We offer you MORE FOR LESS" at all
tlmea. Highest quality feeds at lowest
and hearts. Sandwiches, cocoa, ice |
POSITION as chef or order cook want- prices.
STOVER'S
CASH
ORAIN
cream, cake and candy were served .
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER
FOLLOW VICKS PLAN FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
by Misses Olive and Carolyn Elwell. |
•tf FEED MFO. CO on track at 86 Park 8t.
Grace St.. City.
Tel. 1200
U-16
Mlss Everol received many tjvcly.-pfti. |
The guests were Glenice Lermond.
It
Warren
and
Mrs.
Willard
Anderson
N.
C.,
with
a
cargo
of
ice,
was
4 »•
WARREN
Maxine Chapman. Bertha Condon
drowned during a heavy gale in Feb..
of Fort Jones. Calif.
♦
Price Only Three Dollars Plus Tax
Marie Jordan. Pauline Burnham and
1876.
being
washed
from
the
house
The Baptist Ladies'Circle announce
Lizzie Tuttle.
into
the
sea.
>
9 —■ • ♦ * ■— • ♦ • • * * * * * •
('.olden Wedding Anniversary
ft
Theodore J. Bradford, formerly of that they will hold no meeting or
FOUR room furnished apartment with
Mr. Cogan is the son of the late
Our Vault Control System Insures
The home of Mrs Louie Drewett Mr.
bath $6 week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
East Friendship, died Sundav at his supper next Thursday because of pit
and Mrs. Michael Cogan. and St
PRESSED hay and straw for sale, will
Tel 1080
19tf deliver
ln truck load lots. Write or Tel.
heme on Cress street, aged 82 tears prevalence of the epidemic of grippe wa? the scene Friday afternoon and native of Rockland. At the time
Same Safety As the Large City Banks
THREE
room upstairs
apartment
to
for prices J F BRYANT. Thorndike.
Persons wishing to insert any evenjng of a very happy occasion Hurricane Island was a granite cen*
_
.
.
.
.
i
...
Funeral services will be held Wed
let.
partly
furnished
or
unfurnished.
Me
15*25
article in the town warrant are asked j,er mother and father Mr. and Mrs tre, he was bookkeeper there. Still Rent verv reasonable. RALPH RICH
nesday at 2 o'clock.
WOOD for sale—lunks 18 fitted wood
ARDS.
25
Frankhn
_St
______17-19
John
Cogan.
observing
their
golden
later
he
was
employed
in
the
RockThe Baptist Choral Society will,1 before next Saturday. Feb. 18. This
• 10. O H CRIE. Thomaston Tel. 122-2.
vredding anniversary on that date. ;ancj qUarrjes during which time he
INVESTIGATE Before 't ou INVEST
OFFICE at 69 Park St to let. heated
________ 18*20
meet for rehearsal tonight at tne i Ls in order that articles of the town and
the presence of many neighbors lcit the sight of onp eye whjIf and lighted |3 50 week V F STUDLEY
heme of Mis. J. Walter Strout.
19-tf
| warrant may be published full and and friend . some coming from out handling dynamite.
PRESSED hay and straw for sale, ex
He was a 283 Main St Tel l(Ro
The Y.P.S.C.E. had a social at thr complete in tile town reports for tlie of town, adding to the pleasure of champion checker player, and conThe Officers of the ROCKLAND SAY INGS
ONE ROOM and kitchenette furnished tra line quality, delivered. LUDWIQ
MOTOR SALES Tel
135 Newcastle
Baptist vestry Monday, with good at- convenience of all persons who at the day. During the afternoon and f;uered a good wrestler and boxer in heated and lighted. *5 per week V F Maine
____________________
17-19
STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
tendance and a fine time enjoyed , tend town meeting, March 6.
BANK will analyze and give you the Stand
old
fashioned
----1
_________________________
13-tf
Games, music snd refreshments were | Mrs. Orace Henderson who is em- ££3V“ iX^tafTto. Mte
SINGLE and Double harness for sale
MODERN 5-room apartment, all heat —1-horse sled, two double runner pungs.
or. the orogrant.
p’.oyed by Mrs Frances Vinal as Beatrice Haskell and Mrs. Drewett he jc jecend cousin. Though appar- ed. No ashes Janitor service Oarage A L ROKES Tel 880
ing of your Stocks and Bonds.
19-21
MIKE
ARMATA. The Mens Shop. Park
Ernest Nichols was found dead in housekeeper, had the misfortune to v:olin
, uu„, : with
„4W1 Miss Irene Young oi | ently net a stout man, he had the
SMALL store In Friendship village for
I
SL
________________________________
19-21
his home in the George Crocket break her left wrist Thursday when -fhomaston at the piano; little Bev- reputation of beinz the strongest one
sale.
Address
WESLEY WINCAPAW,
No Securities To Sell
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three Tenant's Harbor Me
house cn Hi-h street Monday noon she slipped and fell upon some let ’ rly Cagan. a granddaughter
...
19-21
of----Mr. about this part of the county when ■ rooms
to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults ------------------------ :-------bv Leroy Whitten. County Medical ln that vicinity. She was taken to tnd Mrs. Cogan sang. "When Your
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock
HORSE sled. pung. hen pen 7x9.
a
young
man.
Fxaminer Frohock was called and de- Knox Hospital where it was found flair Has Turned To Silver" and
19*21 chicken crate, hand drilling machine
Besides the daughter. Mrs. Drew St
tc for sale. 64 MECHANIC ST. Tel. 433-R
cided that the death might have oc- .-tat bones in the hand near the
APARTMENT of flve rooms and bath,
pring-time In the Rockies.” and ett. there are two sons Robert
19-21
second
floor,
at
34
Pleasant
St
Inquire
curred Sunday. Mr. Nichols was sit- wrist joint were also broken sht ' Charie Wilson, baritone, pleasingly Cogan and Allen Cogan and six
^INE v FUNT. Tel. 1013-M
19-tf
LATE popular phonograph recoros. all
returned to Warren the next day £nc.;re(i -Put On Your Old Gray
ting in a chair.
grandchildren, all of whom live in
STORE and equipment to let. West- makes. 15c each, two for 25c at KITand I Were this
Charles H Lovejoy, a lorg time and Ls reported to be doing very well 30nrict" "When You
18-23
town. Ice oream and cake were end Market. Thomaston. 915 month. TREDGES PHARMACY.
Common sehools will close Feb. 17 Yeung Maggie, and, .In the Sweet ,I served.
groeerv
store location for 50 years
icsident of Thomaston, died Sunday,
Mrs. Drewett being assisted
1080
HORSE weight 1200 lbs., work single
for a recess of four, weeks. Warren Long Ago."
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel'
“ ' ----aged
79
by Mrs. Mary Moore. Mrs. Alzada
14-tf or double; pair of Durham steers; also
Deposit
Established
The Community Brotherhood will High School will remain in session
Tne lollowing pcem composed by Simmons and Mrs. Eva Cogan.
one horse sled, for sale
42 HOLMES
MODERN apartment, three rooms and ST.. City. Tel. 1253.
19-21
meet in the Baptist vestrv this Tues- . until March 3. when it, will close for i neighbor, and highly pertinent tc
bath healed. ,14 50 per month. Aoplv
Here
1868
day evening. Sunper will b? served at a vacation of two weeks.
HAY. pressed and loose at my farm In
he ocea^.on. was read:
MIKE ARMATA. The Men’s Shop. Park
SWAN'S ISLAND
St. City.___________________________ 19-21 Northport. Write for prices. L. E.
6 o clock by the ladies' Circle, thc
"’"Y °ordon,15
PITCHER 36 Cedar St . Belfast. Me
friends, forget today the creeping
heu-keepers Mrs James E. Creigh11 J****?1
’Ifc, Deur tide
APARTMENT to let in Blrknen Block ___________________________________ 18*20
Mi’s Maynard Herrick lias enter
of years.
MRS B B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264
ton. Mrs N F. Andrews. Mrs. Charie.
Re' HcWBrd A W lch
tained
several
afternoon
companies
And dreaui of golden memories, as one
HOT WATER heater for automobile.
____________________________________ 1-tf
afternoon at the funeral
who hears
In good condition
Priced at sacrifice.
KC'n'lv. among the guests those wht
M Starrett. Mrs. Lucy Sillery ar.d i Thursday
HEATED apartments, all modern, foul Make an offer MUNSEY GARAGE
services for Edxard S. Spear, held tn winter dreams the bluebird, gayly ro kindlv assisted in the progiam aMi-Eliza Whitney. 1 ieut Cushman ;
home m gauth Warr£n
rooms
Applv at CAMDEN 6c ROCK ____________________________
sing.
19*21
14-tf
cf the State Police will be the speaker Brother niembers of Oeorges River And dreaming, thrills again that it is the co'.den wedding onnivenarv of LAND WATER CO Tel. 634
F W MANN bon? grinder for hand
Spring.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Trask
power or one-half h. p. motor for sale;
i Ledge. K. of P„ A. P. Gray, Jesse
‘UlillllllliltllllllllilliilUlillUIllIllllilllllUllllflllillllllllllllllllllllllllllillllilllllllllillH!^
also Buckeye Incubator. 350 egg self
The MethodLst Ladies’ Aid met Fri
we’1 the house where climb
Maur.r« Sullivan
Mills. Joseph S.ickney and Albert Remember
turning trays. Queen Incubator 350 egg,
ing woodbine grew.
day afternoon with Mrs. Cleveland
two brooder stoves. 500 chick size.
1
Jordan
were
bearers.
The
lovely
orchard
drenched
with
*unTra
e
'k
S3
Prayer over the remains of Maurie”
MARION WILLIAMS. 15 Fluker St,
Superintendent Frank Rowe and
Sullivan, who died Feb. 7 at hl- heme
Thomaston.
15*20
Several
jxung
people
of
this
plac:
Where
blossoms
pink
upon
the
great
Principal
Charles
Dwinal
were
pres******
*
*
>
•»
«in East Bosion. Mars.. was made oy j ent last Tuesday evening at the
Belle’s Early trees
attended a party in At'antic Fridav
TWO INCUBATORS, brooder, piano.
Shared
their
sweets
impartially
with
NEW
YORK
Talior.
cor
Main
and
sewing
machine,
for
sale
C
R
WALRev. Fr. Flynn at the Church o' S’ ; Schoolmen's League dinner held at
evening at the home of Mr. and Mr* Summer Sts. Alterations cleaning and LACE Warren. Me Tel. 1-34
birds and bees.
17*19
We cater to tfie working man. who realizes the value 2 Jam“- Thcmaston. Sunday after- 1 Belfast.
Remember when the bride was lovely C:car Johnson. Refreshments were pres-in - Suits to order 117 50
8-tf
DRY hard fitted wood and Junks
___________________ _________________
tiBttr of renown
®
3 noon. The bearers were C. C. Mc- XV-s. Martha Watts, Maynard
served bv the hostets.
NOTICE- This ls to notify all persons under cover. ,8 T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
bridegroom finest dancer in our
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
rena'd Rcdnev Feyler. Everett Con- Witts and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. And the
Mrs. Laura Stinson is visiting in that I will be responsible for no bills 263-21 or 739-M.____________________ 15-tf
town;
contracted by my wife. Flla Lawrence
don. Oliver Collamore and John De- ' Perry attended the funeral Saturday Think of those children three who Rcckland lor a few days.
1933 CLARION Console Model 10-tube
after this date. FLOYD17*10
B radio •'**
be governed by the limits of his income. We can 5 Winter.
blessed the early years—
for sale,
or w«a,
will awnp
swap iuT
for yOUng
’«*v. w,
Ernest Smith is attending to Frark Berry,
afternoon of William H. Maxey at And now the lusty voices of grandchil
BERRY Rockland Feb 9 1OTI
17
iv
stock
or for lumber planer ALTON O.
Mr. Sullivan was a son of Patrie': | Rockland. Mrs. Watts is one of the
Bridges' lob'ter business while Mr
dren one hears.
17-19
save you money on your dental bills.
_ and
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock* W1NCHENBACH Waldoboro. Me
Jane (Brady i Sullivan of this surviving daughters.
end Mrs Bridges are in Boston for r land Hair Store. 24 Km St. Mall orden
LUMP soft coal. ,7 50; screened. ,9 50;
I How .sweet it Is to be a grandma or few weeks.
town, born June 30. 1862. When 17
aoUclted.
H.
C
RHODES.
Tel.
519-1
hard coal. ,13.50; coke. ,1056
J. B.
William Russell has sold his place
granddad—
HECOLITE
years old he went to Eas: Bo~ton and to Clarence Peabody.
Gas-Oxygen
Examination
Fcrd Morse was in Roeklar.d Satur ___________________________________ 14-tf PAULSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2 18-tf
Amid the childish chattering, one never
WATCH
aud
Clock
Repairing
Grand

worked
at
the
trad;
of
shipsmith
should
be
sad;
PLATES
$30
and Novo-Cain
For
Sale
or
Rent
—
HAUCK
FIRE
GUNS
day.
From Marlboro. Mass., comes
and
father and antlqties. Call and deliver ln four popular sizes. Priced from ,62
March 7. 1886. he wa' married to news of the death of John Boggs. 87. j For children banish alway the lonely
for Painless
S A MACOMBER. 23 Amesburv Rt.. for large size down to ,35 for Junior size.
That new material
days and years.
Estimate
Miss
Susie
Austin
of
East
Bc*»o
”
Rockland.
Me
156*10tf We are agents In southern Maine for
Filling
formerly of Warren, who died And you will >hare their gaiety or wipe
___
____________________________________
light, durable and
CLARK
ISLAND
Gladly
Given
away
their
tears.
NOTICE Seized at Rockland. Me Nov this great disease destroying machine.
For
44
years
he
served
as
a
!
Thursday
at
the
Marlboro
Hospital
A Specialty
Merrill Wall of Wheeler's Bay wa' 20th 1932. for violation of Sec 459 of This machine will disinfect and kill
man on one beat, and was he.a in fouowjng an operation for appenfriends o! your
neighborhood be our't of his father Wednesday.
TA 1930 the boat Virginia number 100 percent all Germs, Lice. Mites and
tl’a', r a rsv <v rva
rod f/w
high f.ttm by the public and hihaving Deen taken ill only Let old
well remembered
too—
A-9858 said to be owned by John Datls that dreaded Coccldln germ that kills
Mi s Margaret McKnight was call of
superior officers He became the head ;he -pje^y Before. Mr. Boggs had Tho' seldom met. they are the same as
Boothbay Harbor. Me any person off thousands of hens and chicks yearever, tried ard true.
ing
cn
people
at
Clark
Island
last
claiming
this property must appear at ly. This Machine Is used and recomcf
a
large
family
consisting
cf
six
,
reoe-ntly
been
installed
commander
TEETH
Painless
Fillings
$1 up
May this day friends and kindred share. Friday afternoon.
the Customs Office at Rockland Me file mended by 10 of the largest experiment
sen- and three daughters, in whom hc
John A Rcillns post q A R . and
Extractions
and if we cannot attend—
claim
and
give bond within twenty davs stations In the U S Including the faA Good Set of
Charles F Chaples store was broker from Feb 7th
tcok great pride and pleasure.
j was one Of ^e si:
1933. otherwise the prop- mous Storrs Agricultural College In
Six surviving mem- , Please accept the golden mem'ries. they
(leaning $1 up
upper or lower
Nevo-Cain
into Thursday night. It is th? secont' ertv will be forfeited to the Government Connecticut Operated at 2000 degrees
Mr. Sullivan never lost his inter bers. He was bom in Warren. May ’
"e *“ we have t0 “nd
F
M
HUME,
Collector
of Customs
Fahrenheit It kills everything
8 It touches.
Bridgrwork,
$6
$15.00
at that store
Gas-Oxygen $2
est in his Thomaston home. When 16. 1846 and during the Civil War
Mr. and Mrs. Cogan received many break
Feb 7-14-25
“
No poultryman should start his brooding
Sunday school is held here evercumm;r came and with it a vacation, joined company B. 24th Maine In- i gifts of gold, among which was a
houses
without
first
using
this
gun
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times for prevention. Call or write forfirecircu
he alwavr spent much of his time fantry, being at that time but 16 hanCome watch chain for the for- Sundav at 2 p. m, led by Miss Mar- Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO lars
m see demonstration Rental
and
PLATE REPAIR SERAICE IN THREE HOURS
at the cld home on Dunn street. He years of age At the close of the war mer. and a dainty gold mesh bag
_____ !______________________ basis If desired
See us at once as we
Harry
Wright has been ill from
have a
waiting list for rentals.
! Ls survived bv a widow, six sons, three he made his home in Lynn, and was; for the latter, both from O. L Ham
- wrtgnt
STOVER'S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
daughters and cne sister Mi's Ellen in the shoe business there, and was ’ Daniels, a cousin who lives at Los pr£?m2,n a .. „ .
__
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG
Sullivan of Thomaston, and 17 grand married to Miss Annie Harvey of i Angeles. Calif. Messages and tokens • The Tenant s Harbor snowp.ow nas
CO. on track at 86 Park St. Rockland.
b'en
through
breaking
tbe
reads
sc
Tel 1200
________
19-21
children. Mr. Sullivan was one that city. He Is survived by Mrs. | w. e also received from Port Clyde
Keys
made
to
order.
Keys
maae
. two sons and three daugh-jand New Hampshire. Out of town cur mailman William Caven can get
among
the
many
men
and
women
who
Boggs.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—>uu van Ouy
359 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 1097-W
to fit locks when original keys are
copies of The Courier-Oazette. with tht
in their youth went out from Thom- ters. It is also interesting to know; guests included Mr. and Mrs. Wil- frcm Clark L.and to Rockland with
home news, st Central News Co '6 Con
lost. House, Office nr Car. Code
OVER PALMER’S JEWELRY STORE
a>tcn and in other States have made that the Allen Y. Boggs of South | lam Harris and Mr. and Mrs. Adel- the mail.
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 tt Conjrmt.
Ml
hooks provide keys for all lock,
Mrs. Wilbur Allen has been ill from
gccd. thus bringing honor to their I Hope. was his brother.
bert Simmons of Martinsville.
without bother.
Selasora and
HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday 8 A. M. to 8 P M.
town. Tnirteen relatives came from
Edwin S Crawford. 87 died Feb
Mrs. Cogan is a descendant cf pneumonia.
For Sale Values: Under our plans of
Knives Sharpened.
:aturday’s ■■newstorm was ‘.he big"MORE FOR LESS" one farmer has been
Evenings By Appointment
Mas achusetts to attend the burial 11. at his home at North Warren. CapL Thomas Henderson, the first
buying his feed for 23c per bog Let us
Prompt “errlce, Reasonable Prices
services.
While
here
they
were
the
;
after
an
Illness
of
pneumonia.
Fu!
settler
in
Warren
and
at
Pleasant
gest
one
for
the
winter.
Feb.
11.
1933,
tell you how you can do the same to
16-lt
guests of Capt. and Mrs. James T. | neral services were held Monday. Point, Cushing. Although bom at, The Sundav School at„ Clark
day We have Just what you WBnt to
.. I'land
^IIIIIIlllllllllllH!lll!llinillHnHllillilllllllllllllillllllllllHI!!llllllllllllllllllllhllll!!llllli^ Fales and Miss Ellen Sullivan.
Offset LOW MILK PRICES and 15 CENT
Rev. Howard lA. Welch officiating Appletcn. most of her life has beer. 1 under direction of Mlss Margare*
EOGS.
MORE FOR LESS FEEDS"
Interment was in the Blake ceme- spent in Warren and she lived for McKnight had an attendance of 3'
made fresh while you wait for 5 bag lots
Wft MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
tery a: North Warren Surviving many years on the place r.ow o?cu- Sunday, with two new members. Folor more.
MORE FOR LESS Chick
Telephone 7(1
Starter ,150; Scratch Feed ,110
Egg
relatives are a daughter Miss Mabel pied by her oldest son Robert at ' lowing the Sunday school session the
mash
with
oil
,1 38 per bag. 20 per
Crawford of Warren, one brother Oyster River. When she was but ten ntwly organized intermediate Chriscent dairy feed ,1.08 per bag. Fine
I Niven C. Crawford of Warren, and years cf age her father, Capt. Jabez tian Endeavor Society held its first
. granulated sugar this week ,4 20 per 100
lbs. Flours 43c per bag up We can
two sisters Mrs. William Lawrv of Henderson, sailing to Wilmington. , meeting with an attendance of 24 new
I solve your feed problems today and
nembtr
The president. Dori.
I every day
You can balance your feed
___________________________________ i Caven. epened the meeting and pre
budget here and bank the difference.
STOVER'S
CASH
GRAIN STORES DIS
sented Marion Larson, chairman o'
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG
the prap°r meeting committee, whc
S? ?™trnck at 86 Park SL, Rockland.
spoke briefly upon the history o'
'■ 1200
16-18
Christian Endeavor, and explained
R—
I the pledge. A candle lighting service
was used in the installation of offi Since 1840 this firm has falthri'he
cers, which made an impressive ap served the families of Knox County
LaAy A’l TENDANT
peal to the young people
.e. ,t. ,e. ... Jg
Day Telephone 450—781-1
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WANTED
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NOTICE TO INVESTMENT OWNERS

Rent a
Safe Deposit Box

J

■

TO LET

FOR SALE

•»

Rockland Savings
Bank

MISCELLANEOUS

3
3
5

Dental Service

3

I

Dr. Dana S. Newman

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS’

Crie Hardware Co.

M-tf

J. J. 4EWBERRY CO e

ll\ll!\ISIH\HI

SPECIALS FEB. 13th TO FEB. 18th

UEiMl
A DDI C Large Can 1
T Li£i Sliced or Crushed L5c
best
TOMA THEQ SOLID
5c
DOLE’S piKI

I vEO

SWEET
MIXED

D ICKLES %uaarrt 1
9c
r

LARGCKT PACKAGE

ROLLED OAT S

10c
BUTTER

PACKED

KED ALASKA

SALMON

Tall Can

1 5C

SUGAR

ATTRACTIVE
Because It’s Expert

3 lbs.

1 0C
BREAD

: EGGS AND CHICKS •

STATE OF MAINE

COURIER-GAZETTE

Legislative Notices

JOB PRINTING

TUESDAY, FEBRI <Y 14, 1933
CLAIMS—2 P M.-K P 186. Resolve
ln favor of Alta M 3xwn of Rock
land —H P 427 Itesoh in favor of Os
P 538. Regood Young of Union,
'
■
H
solve compensating
18-19
Thomas Fuel Company.

Only experts work on your print
ing here . . . men who look upon
each job as a creation. Alert,
dexterous, they -rodvee work
lhat is beautiful, printing tra:
sells for you.
SPECIAL OFFER

FANCY RICE

► EMBALMING!
<nm AMBUIANG

r

One year’s subscription to The
Courier-Gazette Free with each
order of Wedding Invitations or
Announcements.

Get Our Low
Estimates First . . .

MARYLAND INSURANCE COMPANY
80 Maiden Lane, New York
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,394,572 00
Cash in Office and Bank ..
221.544 54
166 279 21
Agents' Balances ...............
Bills Receivable .................
Interest and Rents ..........
9.840 81
Oross Assets ...................... $2,794,857 2G
Deduct Items not admitted
26 751 94
Admitted ............................. <2 768.105 32
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses................. $49,344 59
Unearned Premiums
363 663 16
All other Liabilities ........
923,740 00
Cash Capital
1.000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 431.337 57
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2.7C8 105 32
19-T-25 '

BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
ing eggs, prices to suit the times ALBION
------- WOTTCrON.~ Friendship. Me.
l. - ‘ f
R I. Red chirks from state tested, ac
ROCKLAND, ME.
credited. trapnested stock. 112 per 100
W L MERRIAM. Union, Me_______ 19-tf
8. C. R I Red chicks three years state
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy l<Lc,rc/,lt'‘d' Prlce areordlng to number,
copies of The Courier-Oazette. with the Chickens are now the farmer s best het
Knmo news,
notvc at
of Central
Pontroi News
XL,rare Co.. fiC
ggs fOT
for tlHtChlllg
hatrhlng. Write fOT
for DTlCCS.
prices. E
E.
home
66 fi*..*
Con LggS
gress St.; or Rosa News-stand. 381^ Con- C TEAGUE. Warren. Me Tel. 13-42.
___________________________________ 14-tf
ZTHSA Ht
PRICE of baby chicks reduced. S. C.
R I. Reds, accredited flock, heavy lay
ing strain, hatches each week, one to five
hundred ,12 per hundred, 500 to 1000 ,11.
Orders of a thousand and over. ,10 per
100
C. N. LIGHT, Waldoboro, Me
Tel 17-12______________________
17-38
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
for poultry By bag or ton. Write ALFRED RAWLEY, Long Cove Me
143*145
BABY CHIX. Wyllie s Strain S C. Reds.
State accredited for white diarrhoea.
Bred for eggs, type and color; ,14 per
hundred tor March. Discount on 500
or more F H. WYLLIE & SON, Thom
aston. Me , Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.

BURPEE’S

The Accumulative

* Effect of Good
Advertising

Cannot

Be Overestimated

LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck wilt
call any time
Highest prices paid.
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO., 741 Main
St. Westbrook. Me.
4-27
WHEN you are planning io sell your
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS. Tel. 806-J, Rockland.
14-tf

ler-uay
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THIS TREMENDOUS BARGAIN FESTIVAL IS NOW IN PROGRESS-HIGH QUALITY GOODS
AT THE LOWEST PRICES SINCE 1914-BUY NOW WHILE PRICES ARE LOW

Beat

The
Rise

BED ROOM SUITE,

>49.50 F'"ni.

Walnut Bedroom Suite, selected woods; best work
manship; latest designs. Special at............. $49.50

tllfC

HOUSEHOLD, ATLANTIC RANGES

Prices

Maine’s Favorites for Many Years. Priced at—

*49.50

3 PIECE REED SUITE,

*22.00

Think of a Reed Suite for this price. Useful, com
fortable; pleasing to the eye. Only ................$22.00

*1950

FOUR POSTER BED,

A Beauty. Complete with Comfortable Mattress and
Spring
All Sizes

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

313-325 Main Street,

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

GOODS BOUGHT AT THIS SALE STORED FREE
DELIVERED WHEN DESIRED

Mrs. Annie Alden was hostess at ti : Fred H. Sanborn left yesterday for j
GOLD, IVORY, DIAMONDS
FRANCES WILI AItl) PROGRAM
CAMDEN
card party Friday evening given as a St. Petersburg, Fla., where he will j
benefit for the past presidents' parley ] spend the balance of the winter with The Methebesec Club Considers
cf the American Legion Auxiliary. his son, Dr. Harrison Sar.born.
Them In Its Study Of Africa
Mrs. Annie Young Morse. 66. died W.C.T.U. Session Under I)irn tion (If
Mrs. I.ottip Gregory Very Ir.' rGuests were Mrs Faustina Roberts.
Saturday at her home on upper
Mrs. Adah Roberts, Mrs. Sarah
Edward E. Rankin has gone to St. I The meeting of the Methebesec Mountain street, following a short
(sting
Thcmas, Mrs. Lytllu Wilson, Mrs. Petersburg. Fla., for his annual win- 1 Club Friduy afternoon at the home illness of pneumonia. Mrs. Morse
ot
.:
Ella
Stoddard.
Grove
street,
Mary Rogers, Mis. Bernice Jackson. ter sojourn.
was born ill Camden and always re
Tlie W.CT.U. mil Fridav a‘ Uie
had 22 m *mb?rs present. Mrs. An sided here. She is survived by two
Mrs. Myra Watts. Mr.-. Emma Dick
hem? of Mi>. Fred Klttred i
gelica
Olover,
president,
presented
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spaulding I
Mis.
Flla
Hyland
and
M'-s.
Lillian
brothers.
Alfred
Young
of
Somerville.
In addition to personal notes reitard-1 Rounds Mothers Class meets tOAlden. Honors were won by Mrs. and scii'&onald of Camden spent the j un interesting report of the mid Mass, and Willis Young of this place. picgram a memorial of France i.
mentespeelaHyandesiresV*lnIorrnationarof morrow evening at the home of Mrs Dick and Mrs. Jackson.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel winter meeting of the State Federa She was a member of Megunticook Willard, was under the direction
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc W. Seymour Cameron, who will be
tion of Women's Clubs in Augusta Orarse, Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge Mi ". Lettie Gregory. Tlie devotional
Cole, Gurdy street.
Not? sent bv mall or telephone will be a-slsted by Mrs. Donald G. Cumwhich she and Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood and the Ladies Auxiliary to Canton period led by Miss Mabel Siavey, wa>
Chapin
Class
meets
tonight
at
the
». v race e .
mines, Mrs. Chauncey Keene, Mrs.
MLs Viola Joy is visiting her , attended. The program chairman | Molineaux. Funeral services will be a specially arranged service from t’.vheme of Mrs. C. E. Daniels. Talbot
________ 770 or 794
TELEPHONE
Ralph Smith, Mrs. David S Beach ' avenue.
grandmother, Mrs. W. A. Spurling, ir. ! was Mrs. Mary Overlook, who gave held todav, Tueselav. at 2 o'clock. Rev Union Signal. A poem "Lead, Chi. tand Mis. K. E. Philbrick
an introductory paper on her sub Ralph H. Hayden officiating, ani in tain, Lead," dedicated to ML'.s Will
Islesford.
ject, "Gold, Ivory and Diamonds" (of
ard, tva.; read by Mrs. Clara Emery.
Circle supper at the Universalis*
Mr. ar.d Mrs. T. C. Stone had as ! Africa), and later presented a paper terment will be in Mountain Street I A solo, "When the Organ Played al
Miss Madlene Rowers was hostess vestry tomorrow night will have Mis.
cemetery.
Twilight” was pleasingly sung by
to the S. T Club Friday evening, with i Gtcrge L. St. Clair as chairman. An guests for the weekend Mr. and Mrs. i on "Diamonds" showing extensive
The fun»ral cf Harry Hatch. 61. will I Mrs. Muriel Crie with Mi
study. "Gold and Gold Mining" was
Edna
Mrs. Harold Horrocks. Miss C. Wini- , important special meeting of the Burnham W. Ragon of Augusta.
be
held
today.
Tuesday,
from
the
!
the subject of Mrs. Mabel Crie's ex
Gregory accompanist; also, "A Emia. fred Coughlin and Mrs. Jesse Carroll , parish has been called for 7.30.
heme
of
his
son.
Fred
Hatch,
ln
Au'
Will Or, A I or ■ W
The Bi eakfa-1 Bridge Club was en cellent paper, and Miss Annie Frye
winning honors.
burn and thc body will be brought to [
The Speech Readers Club is omit tertained at luncheon yesterday by read the paper on "Ivory" prepared Camden, birthplace of the deceased. [ A biographical ketch of 1
by Mrs. Annie Stevens, this present
Willard was read by Mi Orcgory.
Mrs. P L. Havener was guest artist ting its regular meeting this week, a Mis. F. L. Weeks.
ing a comprehensive survey of the in the spring for interment. B?sldt . [ An article « ntitlul “Fran
at the annual open meeting of the benefit bridge taking place in tead
th"
son.
he
leave-,
a
ai<tcr
Mrs.
E.
W
There will be relief sewing at the subject. Current events touching
Ml menu!:.' wa 1 id bj
Twentieth Century Club in Rockport Thursday afternoon at 2 30 at the
Congregational vestry Thursday aft- upon tcolcs of the dav attracting Manchester of Camden.
Young. The addris-, given by Me.
Friday evening, delighting her hear- home of Mrs. Freeman F. Brown.
worldwide attention were given by
Tuesday at the Comique Theatre Rainey of Illinois at the dr:l r itim
< moon.
! ers with two groups of songs. Her
Mrs. Irene Walker.
the attraction will be "Rockabye. | ol the .'tutu? of M. . Willard m t i
accompanist was Mrs Nellie Magunr
The BPW Club's weekly card party j
Mrs. Lydia Storer as guest gave featuring Constance Bennett; Wed Hall of Fame. Washington. I). C.
Mif Clara Tuttle Ls the guest of
_____
takes place Thursday evening at the
two groups of songs—“Where My nesday and Tnursday, "Blessed ' was read by Mrs. Evelyn She:man
Thc State Conference of Daughters £°me. of. Mr;: Earl McIntosh, 235 her s ster in Camden, N. J.
Caravan Has Rested*' by Lohr Ever';" Friday, Clive Brook in "Sher- 1 The unveiling of thc marble po/iraii
of American R-volution will take tJIcaawai-_____
Fiiday evening Mrs. Clara Curtis.| "Kashmiri Song" by Amy Woodford- lcok Holmes;" Saturday, Tom Keene bU't cf Mi Willard at Asia y Pa I:
&£*
ln rThr-h"0'
Junior Harmcnv Club is to have It- and Mrs. Phyllis Leach entertained Flnticn. "Nobody Knows the Trouble in “Beyond the Rockies."
N. J. cn Oct. 22. 1932 was de. crib !
n Wadsworth Chap- ‘ annuaI ,.wintcr
this eveni
Word from Dr. Walter P. Con
with two tables of bridge at Mrs. Fve Seen" and "Oospel Train,'
Mrs. Maude Wolcott, organist at the by MTs. Abbie Richardson An account
ley, who with Mrs. Conley, ts on t;r as hostess. Business sessions will 1 at 6 o’clock at Legion hall, with Mrs. Leach’s home on James street. Val- 1 Negro spirituals arranged by H. T. First Congregational Church, is leav ef the Franc:; Willard Memorial
a vacation trip to Florida, corfies in bc held at the Chamber of Commerce, Lecla Noyes and Mrs. Faith O. Berry ermine decorations were used. Prizes Burleigh—her glorious contralto de ing today for a vLsit in Norfolk, Vir Fund for the perpitunlio i and ex
the form of a Leesburg souvenir po t- and tne reception and dinner at the in charge.
wire wen by Mrs. Thelma Snow. Mis. lighting her hearers. She was sym ginia.
tension of (lie work of the W C. T U
card. “Gen. Davis Tilbon founded Eatland, which will be headquarters.
Loris Jordan and Mrs. Anne Donald- pathetically accompanied by Mrs.
The Lend A Hand Club will meet wa« read bv Mrs. Hope Brew tie. a: d
Faith
G.
Berry.
this city,”‘writes the doctor, "and it
„__ ,. ... ..
, _ ,
. ..
The musicale to be given by St ; ren. Other gue'ts were Mrs. Vesta
It was announced that the March this evening at the home of Mr;. "How the Fund Work " w.i d-. -.;b I
ts a fine one. The temperature hei-e
Harold Wafts of Belmont, Mass.. | Jchn Baptist Church of Thomas c,” Kalloch. Mrs. Lettie Cross. Mrs. Anita
reading
by Maude Andrews Lincoln Clive Weaver. 144 Washington street. by Mrs. Kittredge *The V(
who
wain
the
city
Saturday
to
at>
Friday
evenlng
to
be
at
the
parish
• Fruitland Parki tonight is 64 de
Messer and Miss Macrice BlackingThe funeral of Jennie, widow of Today" a a read by M
would be given Thursday. March 2.
th"..flinfral 55
William ] looms instead of at Miss Helen Carr's i ton.
grees." Among the Conleys' callers
Henry Folsom, was held Sunday aft- A .‘ketch of M
instead
of
the
first
Tuesday
as
has
H.
Maxey,
returned
Sunday.
that day was Frank H. Whitney.
heme as first announced. The hour
e rnccn from the residence of Elijah sake, Frances Willard Wang." pi .
Mrs. Chester Marshall of Swamp- been the custom.
will bc 7.45 and the program will leaGrant. Chestnut strett. Rev. F. F. dent of China's W.C.T.U. was read
The
next
meeting
of
the
club
Feb.
Portland
society
was
most
enthusi

St. Bernards parish lias a card
ture Rcckland and Thomaston artists scctt. Mass, is visiting her sister. Mrs. 24. will be the annual open meeting Fowle of Rockport officiating. Mrs by Miss Hastings. Miss Edna Greg
astic
over
the
second
production
of
Elizabeth Doughty in Albany. N. Y
party tomorrow evening at the
each member being privileged to in Fc'.cin was born in Whiting, the ory played two piano Klrct (
Thorndike Grill, with Miss Agne; the Portland Dramatic Guild this
The Rubinstein Club meets Fridav
A report on the legislative hearing
It will be held in daughter of Elijah and Sarah 'Nick
News was received here last night vite one guest.
Flanagan and Miss Mary Johnson in mason, “Thc Royal Family.” which afternoon at 2.15 in the Universalist
erson) Demmons. Interment was in at AugU'la Tiiui d.i; wi
was presented Friday and Saturday vestry, when a miscellaneous program cf the sudden death of Mrs. Fred C the Universalist vestry, and the Sea
charge.
View cemetery, Rockport.
those attending. Mrs. Brewster. Mi
speaker will be Mrs. Edith Cameron
evenings in The Playhouse. Several will be presented, with Mrs. Grace Marden in North Haven.
Edwin French goes to Auburn today Alena Young. Mrs. Evelyn Sherman,
of Union, the wife of an army officer,
dinner
parties
were
given
these
eve
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston mo
Crie as chairman. Dues will be pay
who will tell of her personal experi to attend the funeral of Harry Hatch, Mrs. Clara Emery.
The Wawenock Club met last eve ences in the Philippines. She will, lcrmerly of Camden.
tored to Farmington Saturday for nings a-; social affairs prefacing the able.
play.
One
was
given
by
Miss
Alberta
ning
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Fanny
Nor

the weekend. They were accompan
It must make a worried busine"
use lantern slides as illustrations.
Thc next Ma'onic assembly will bi
Mrs. Raymond H. Pooler (formerly ton. Response to roll call was made There will bc special music.
ied by Mrs. Thurston's sister, Mrs. Rcbinson who is a frequent visitor
man mad when he observes that even
|
held
at
Masonic
hall
Thursday
evein
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
A
of Rcckland) and children of Port with quotations from the wisdom of
Lawrence Trumbull, returning after
1 r.ir.g with the following committee in his stenographer's finger-nails are ln
a week’s visit. Last Friday Mr. and Buffum of this city. Mr. and Mrs. A land are visiting Mrs. Pooler's Abraham Lincoln. The usual routine
Miss Madlene Rogers was hostess charge: Mr. and Mrs. Charles E the red.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
J.
Huston
were
among
the
guests.
mother, Mrs. A. T. Newhall. Camden. ( of current events and question box to the S. T. Club at luncheon and
Mrs. Thurston and Mrs. Trumbull
9tudy was carried out. Miss Minnie bridge at her home on Amesbury street Lord. Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Gross and
wore in Portland where they attended
Elmer
B.
Crcpkett
left
yesterday
Mrs. Emily Greene Is 'pending a Smith presented an excellent paper Friday evening. Honors were won by Mr. and Mr?. Clifford Allen of Rock
a performance of "Children of the
WED.-THURS.
Mccn" given bv the stock company cn a 10-dav business trip to New frw days with her son Raymond on “New Sweden " The meeting of Miss C. Winifred Coughlin. Mrs. Har land.
Mrs. L. W. Hart will entertain the
next week will be with Mrs Lelia old Horrocks and Mrs. Jesse Carroll.
at Jefferson Theatre. They were York. He will also make a brief visit Grtene. Center street.
with
his
brother,
Mark,
in
Lancaster.
Gcod
Cheer
Class
of
the
First
Con

Benner.
4
n.uch impressed by the excellent pro
Her Own Son Branded
Penn.
Mrs. Henry B. Bird Ls visiting her
duction and the artistic scenery.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E Brasier of gregational Church Wednesday eve
Her With Shame!
sister. Mrs. Ernest B. Young, in Bos
Miss Ruth Crouse, cashier of Park Thomaston entertained at supper and ning at her home on. High street.
Tne Brcwr.e Club meeting Friday ton.
The
Friends-In-Council
will
meet
Theatre,
leaves
Saturday
for
Boston
bridge
Saturday,
among
their
guests
Mrs. George W. Smith. Summer evening at the home of Mrs. Osmono
where she will be the guest of Mrs. being Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Comins of Feb. 21. at the home of Mrs. L. O.
street, was hostess to the Cardinal Palmer, had 20 members present. A
Orc s, Mechanic street, with Mrs.
this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Donlin. M—
Club Saturday afternoon.
litter of thanks from Mrs. Susan Charles Staples. Griffin Owens. Oliver Walter Keene over the weekend.
Gross and Mrs. Finlay Calder
Failey, of Bermott, Ark., Negro mis Hazelton of Frankfort. George W.
Mrs. Rcbert Adams who was called hostesses.
The American Legion Auxiliary is
Mrs. Alberta Rose has returned sionary, was read, expressing appre
from Boston and vicinity where she ciation for the box of clothing sent Flethen, Mrs Mabel Ellison and Mr'. to have a Valentine party tomorrow io Thomaston by the illness of her
Mrs. Jennie Harrington, has re
made an extended visit with friends by the club. Thirteen calls on shut- Rcbert McGee of Rockland were afternoon after school at Legion ha'.l. aunt.
turned to Sargentville.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett each member to invite one guest.
WED.-THURS.
ins were reported. The time was de Blethen Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer were voted to missionary and white cross
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Jameson
enter

Charles F. Sweetland of Attleboro.
in Portland for the weekend. Mr. sewing. The meeting of Feb. 24 will
F'.aine. daughter of Mr'. Mildred Mass, returned home yesterday after tained at cards Saturday evening at
Palmer attended a meeting of the be with Miss Edith Bicknell.
1 Achorn. Orange street, celebrated her a few days' vist at thc home of Mrs their home on Pleasant street. There
Colonial Beacon officials at the Eastwere three tables, and prizewinners
6th birthday Wednesday by enter Margaret E. Graves.
land.
were Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey, Carl
taining several little friends in a
Seavey. Mrs Paul Wallis and Lewis
most delightful manner. Games were
The Shakespeare Society met last Cash of Rockport.
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard of Grove strict
I enjoyed under the direction ol evening
at the home of Mrs. Emily
was hostess to the Thimble Club last
Flaint's teacher. Miss Adelaide Traf Stevens. With Mrs. Helena Fales as
evening.
ton. Refreshmenls featured a daintv leader “All's Well That Ends Well"
birthday cake proudly bearing six I
MLs Hazelteen U Watts of Grad :
candles. Many nice gifts were re- ■ presented a comprehensive paper on
4nd Spent It
VI. McLain School, who has been
ceived. Elaines guests were Bar- Critical Momeate of the Ptay^ At
'verv ill. is convalescing at her home
bara Saunders. Nancy Snow. Betty | the meetlng pe„ „ thp rcadlng and
Recklessly
in Clinton, expecting to resume teach
C'Brirn. Winifred Dimick. Richard study of "Elizabeth the Queen." one
ing after the winter vacation.
and Robert Achorn.
cf the outstanding modern plays, will
— And Then
be begun. The characters are as
The TH E Club had supper and
Home Grown
There will be a rehearsal Wed signed thus: Lord Essex, Mrs. Har
cards at. thc homc of Mrs. E. C.
Gave It All
nesday evening at 7 o'clock at ‘
rictte Levensaler; The Fool. Mrs
Boody Jr., last evening.
licme of Mrs. Lilian S. Copping tr. Elizabeth Otis: Captain, Miss Mabel
DAFFODILS
Up For Lovel
prepare for the presentation of “Of F. Lamb: Elizabeth, the Queen. Mrs.
NARCISSUS
In thc series of benefit bridges be
Thee I Sing" which Mrs. Copping Katherine Derry; Sir Walter Raleigh.
ing given by Congregational women
CARNATIONS
will give before the Rubinstein Club Mrs. Grace Lawrence; Lord Francis
Mrs. John G. Snow. Orange street,
COLONIAL BOUQUETS
Friday. March. 3.
Bacon Mrs Ruth Ellingwood: Lord
was a hostess last evening, with two
CINERARIAS
Burghley, Miss Lucy Rhodes; Penelo
tables.
Thc Congregational M’s'ionary pe Gray, Mrs. Clara Rounds; Sir
Society will bc entertained Wednes Robert Cecil. Mrs. Eva Hellier: 1st
Maine Grown
A group of young folks, with
day afterncon by Mrs. C. F. Sr.ow. and 3rd Guards. Mrs. Harriet Frost:
Eleanor Harper as hostess, gave a
Talbot avenue, with Mrs. John I 2nd and 4th Guards. Miss Helen M
charming musicale Fridav evening at
ROSES
Snow as ass sting hostess. The meet York: Marv-Ellcn-Tressa. Mrs. Maud
thc homc of Mrs. E. E. Knight. This
VIOLETS
ing will bc devoted to Bible study, and Comins; Marvel-Couricr-Hcrald. Mrs.
program wns presented: Harmonica
the subject will be "Paul, the Mis Maude Blodgett: Burba'ie-Hemin'’s.
selections. Priscilla, Charlotte and
On Order—
CAROLE LOMBARD
sionary.”
Mrs. Harriet Moor: Prince Henrv,
Gtorgc Staples; piano solo, John
Mrs. Louise Duff: Poins, Miss Alice
Welter Connolly
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Knight; piano, violin and trumpet.
ORCHIDS
Mary Bcmicc Havener and Eleanor
Mr. and Mr?. Waitrr Maurer re Erskine; Falstaff. Mrs. Angelica
Louise Closser Hale
GARDENIAS
Harper: violin solo. Maxine Schelcently entertained a few friends in Glov“r; the Voices, program com
Lyle Talbot
NOW SHOWING
linger; trumpet solos, Marian Harvie
txocultvo Office
honor of Arthur Macc.mbcr's birthdav mittee.
Directed
by
WALTER
LANG
and Eleanor Harper. Tlie delightful
a*,
their
home
ln
Thomaston.
The
HOTEL
MANGER
“
EMPLOYES
’ ENTR ANCL
SILSBY’S
o
9manner in which the young musicians
VINALIIAVEN A ROCKLAND
gentlcmrn present being one-time
NOITH STATION, BOSTON
with
acquitted themselves gave much
FLOWER SHOP
STEAMBOAT CO.
schoolmates, indulged in reminiscen
Pleaie tend------- Recognition Cardt
WARREN WILLIAM
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
pleasure to the several guests. Re371 MAIN ST.
cing of the old schooldays, while the
TODAY
for use by friends ond myself. No
Steamer
leaves Swan s Island at 5 3C
Ireshments rounded out the evening
i
ROCKLAND
women engaged in work and various A M , Stonington
6 25, North llavcn 7.25.
GEORGE
O
BRIEN
obligation.
happily.
\
MAINE
diversions. The guests were Mr. Mu- Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
in
about 9.W.
comber. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smith land
Name“THE GOLDEN WEST”
Return
—
Leaves
Rockland
at
1
w
?.
in.
I am ready to make out your In
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose, Mr:;. Charles Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30, Ston
Street come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele
Whitmore. Mrs. F.tta Sanborn, Mr. ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan s I
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main .street.
and Mrs. Alex Wilson and Mr. ar.d Island about 6 00 P. MH. H. STINSON. I
City
12-tl
Mrs. John Frost of Jefferson.
.
.
130-tf

OCl ETY.

She Had
Millions
To Spend

"I

Va/enfine
Suggestions

Candy, says a noted physician, does
not harm the teeth. Children, there
fore, will no longer refuse to eat It.—
Los Angeles Record.

How You May
Look Prettier
Niw, wonderful MELLO-OLO face
powder hldi tinv lines and wrinkles,
reproduces thc fresh, healthy bloom
of youth. No shiny noses. Stays on
longer, prevents large pores. Spreads
mocthly without that “pasty" flaky
look No irritation because a new
French process makes it the purest
of all fa ■ ■ powd: rs. Buy MELLO-OLO
today. 50c and $1.03; tax free.

Valentine Day
HEART SHAPED

CREAM MINTS
29c lb
GENUINE OLD

ENGLISH

TOFFEE
Now Only

35c lb
A delicious ((infection for Bridge
and Whist Parties

WRAPPED

CREAM CARAMELS
39c lb

Peanut Butter Chips
29c lb
PEANUT DAINTIES
Chocolate Covered Peanut and
Cream Confection

39c lb

TiO MOtf

Ohcnidi

-x rs

PAR-

‘‘Old Homestead”
Asst. Chocolates
only 25c lb. box

CHISHOLM’S
FRESH MADE CANDIES
AND ICE CREAM
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

was. I think, boss blacksmith, and a ]
fine workman he was. It seemed as l
though he could make anything you j
Some Interesting Episodes of wanted out of Iron. I always looked j
for him when I went thcre and how
St. George Life Told By I used to ask questions of him. He |
always told me what I wanted to
Allen
know, and never got put out with me
I think he got pretty much fed up
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
on answering my questions so one
Some of the old timers have Just day he asked me if I would ilk? to j
been telling this week of things that earn feme money, lo I said ''yes,'
happened when they were in their right off. He faid. "Elmer, if you
teens. Here's one about walking will stay home two weeks I wil! give
1 you two dolla.'s." Now that was
to Port Clvde to dances. A big some blow to me to hav? to stay
dance was held there one night and j away that long. However I started
quite a tew walked down to attend in to keep the agreement I siay?d j
It. This dance being a real special away 12 days and that was the best
I could to.
Elmer E. Allen.
one, of course they had to have spe
Tenant's Harbor. Feb. 10.
cial music. The hired orchestia was
A VOTE OF THANKS
composed of Messrs. Doherty, Henderron and Wilson. It came 1 o'clock
Editor of The Cou:ier-Gaz?tte:—
in the morning and the orchestra
As our town meeting is drawing '
having played three or four times all near I would like to take this co- ,
the pieces it knew, was about ex- j portunity of expressing the hope that
hausted, and one of thc members had the year 1933 will bring mere pros- ,
perlty to us all. At we pass through
already gone to sleep, so it quit thrse davs of readjustment and re- 1
playing.
construction many problems of vital
The crowd went home and thc dance importance face us, and it behooves
hall was locked up. The players had all of thc good citizens to do their J
to walk about flve miles to get home part, not only for personal gains but |
As they were walking along one of for the best interest of our town.
I believe that all of our tewnspeo- '
them remarked:
pie arc good loyal citizens, and that
“Where's tfom?"
“I don't know. I thought he was our selectmen have worked hard, and
behind." Bet he is locked in the done their best the past year. Let's j
all give them a vote of thanks. It's |
hall."
Sure enough, on going back there no easy job. and one I would not care
he was. found asleep with his fiddle to have, but someone has the work
to do.
M. J. Harris.
under hls head.
Those were the happy days. Some- j Martinsville. Feb 10.
Coal Tender Roach is shown taking times these dance fiends walked to!
a decided interest <n the words of Thomaston and back to attend
THE TOWN MACHINE
Giaham Salesman Joseph Bowerman. dances being held in a sail-loft j I Dedicated to thc tax payers ot St
Oeorge I
at left, one cf his life-long friends. down on the water front. Twenty The old machine lx full of knock*—
Graham, which pioneered the ad miles was nothing to this crowd if Of course that 1* to be expected.
With bumping thc Ilnanclal rock*.
vanced streamline design now re they wanted to attend a dance.
And vital need* *o long neglected
flected in practically all new cars, ls
Now here is one on me. When 1
being accorded public recognition as was a young boy about 14 years old The steering gear I* out of whack
wish-bone bent, the body rusted:
the style leader.
the State Point quarry was running The
The front seat Is without a back.
full blast. I think Oarrett Coughlin ' And timer need* to be adjusted.
of Rockland was superintendent. 11
IS ON THE BLINK
pistons are no longer round.
used to go there two or three times ’ The
And every sprtng Is ary aud squeaky.
a
week,
as
my
father
worked
there
The
horn makes but a wheezing sound.
Herring
Producers
Down
Sirokrd
And radiator worse than leaky
Ea t Much Discouraged By Situa at that time. Charles Coughlin, son
of the superintendent, had two goats And while we rattle, bang and reel
tion
there and believe me they could do Along the verge of utter ruin.
In answer to our wild appeal
Fishermen bring word in from some butting. These goats were To
use the brakes, there's nothing doing.
frightened when they fired blasts in
Giand Manan that the smoked the quarry. Their refuge was the And so wc go. from bad to worse.
herring business of the island is bad boarding house When someone in They scorn thc brakes and won't reverse:
But press the throttle with their toe.
Cld stock has been worked off at most the quarry would say "Fire!" these Shut their eyes, and let her go!
goats
would
run
for
the
boarding
Allen M Conary.
in - it is factory prices. Some of thc
Tenant's Harbor.
house and go up two flights of stairs
largest operators have left their to the attic and wait until the blast
; mcke houses empty rather than take went off. They were pretty knowing
DR J. H. DAMON
a chance of continued losses. The fellows. The boys used to sing out
"Fire!"
Just
to
see
them
go
for
the
Dentist
quality of large herring caught in boarding house.
Now Located
Grand Manan waters this fall has
My place of visitation when I
I. O. O. F. HALL. BUILDING
.
POSTOFFICE SQ., ROCKLAND
tcn the ‘;ne~- 111 Vtars and those went there was the blacksmith shop
I
used
to
like
to
see
the
tools
sharp

TELEPHONE 1203-W
who too* the gambler’s chance and
and see the oxen shod. Fred
17-26
filled their houses will have a very ened
Snow of this place (now deceased)
rupericr article to dispose of
Notwithstanding the quality of the
gcods, the demand is very light and
ti prices offered for new goods are
so low that few if any are being
hipped An bland resident for 4?
y -ii?. b' th a- a producer and a buyer,
•ays he ha; never seen conditions so
bad a- at me- nt. Something seems
V b- wrong when there is no call for
th- moked herring that In thc past
have brought Grand Manan smokersll kinds of fame and fortune.

WALKED TO DANCES

OUT IN OKLAHOMA

AS MRS. EMERY SAW IT

Drys By No Means Outnum
bered At the Resubmission
Hearing

The

May Day
Mystery

“Uncle Fernando’s" Diary
Gives Us a Most Interest
ing Pen Picture

HEALTHFUL Summer Sunlight

Right in Your Own Home

Throughout the Year

is
JO

Special Terms

*2250

Comfort Ileal ing

in thi

UNIVERSAL

MIAMI. FLORIDA

Tbe most Interesting spot In

thr I Iitern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter months.

HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all activities.
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)

rooms $2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms $5.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe in the ,
Building
Single

1 Ownershlp-Manarement ]
» WILLIAM M. URMEY

Henry Ingraham deceased, drawn by O
H Tripp, ln 1899. together with the
buildings thereon.
For a further description of the same
property see Deed from John N. In
graham to Dennis Hare. Book 81. Page
444
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof said Rockland
Loan & Building Association claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage
In witness whereof, the said Rockland
Loan & Building Association has caused
this instrument to be sealed with Its
corporate seal and signed ln Its corpo
rate name by Harry O. Gurdy. its Sec
retary. thereunto duly authorized, this1
30th day of January In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three.
| Corporate Seal|
ROCKLAND LOAN A BUILDING ASS N
By HARRY O GURDY Secretary.
STATE OF MAINE
Kl • 88
Jan. 30. 1933
Personally appeared the above named
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary and made
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice
of foreclosure, in hls capacity.
EDWARD K GOULD

I 13-T-19

Justice of the Peace

comfort those pains and bring quick relief.
Nothing to fill—nothing to spill. You'll find it a

welcome friend in emergencies.

.

CENTRA
POWE
!

WAS ALL READY

ROACH LIKES THE GRAHAM

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
From Pueblo. Col., to Oklahoma City
is quite a little journey, some 400 or
500 miles in a southeasterly direction.
Here I found a country very unlike
By Octavus Roy Cohen
Colorado. Plenty of wood, water and
vegetation, big ranches and magnifi
Ona of tha best of
cent distances, cliihate hot (Septem
the stories by this
ber) with thousands of acres of cot
famous outhor
ton growing and being harves ed.
Tlie roads were mostly dirt, very
Murder is done on tbe
wide and straight, laid out due east
quiet campus of a large
and west, north and south, on the
Southern University.
original government surveyed land
Around three persons—two
lines, but private or unsurveyed roads
off the main routes between outlying
students, one the most pop
ranches—across lots in any and all
Mrs. Emery’s Report
ular girl in the college, and
directions where ranches were not
Legislative hearings are generally
a professor — is woven a
fenced
of not much interest except to those
web of circumstantial evi
Almost everything grown in tem
concerned with the special bill under
perate climate can be grown here.
dence and incriminating
discussion, but several local White
Fruit of nearly all kinds Watermel
motives.
Ribboners werc pleased to accept
ons in abundance, too big for ship
Miss Margaret McKnight's invitation
A second crime—apparent
ment but delicious—none like them
to accompany her to Augusta Thurs
in our markets.
ly unconnected with the
day for the hearing on the re-subPeanuts (I helped gather a few);
murder—is committed and
mtssion bill before the temperance
both Irish and sweet potatoes: wild
committee in the House of Repre
to solve this is called
acorns, three times the size of ours,
sentatives. The trip was made in
Detective Jim Hanvey, a
in abundance The domestic hogs
Miss McKnight's car. and the party
figure well known to Mr.
like them and gTow fat on them, be
arrived in time for lunch ar.d haa
ing allowed to run at will in the woods
Cohen’s readers and who
the opportunity to meet the Knox
in the fall. It surely is a land of
County legislators and the many
here makes his first ap
plenty.
White Ribbon friends who had come
pearance in a story of serial
Mine host owns 800 acres in one
from all parts of the State The
length. As the clues be
lot, the home ranch, yet he was rent
total attendance was about 1200.
ing land and raising corn and grain
come more numerous and
Representative Scates of West
The “Babe Ruth" of the hcekev
on that. A big oil company had taken
the trail more involved, the
brook. authcr of the bill, was called
world.
John Ross Roach, sta" goali>
an
option
(oil,
gas
or
minerals)
on
upon to present it. but not being lo
sleuthing methods of De
his 800 acres at $1 an acre per year. of the Detroit Red Wings, outstand ng
cated Robinson Verrill. leader of the
tective Hanvey are fol
yet allowing him the right to crop it hockev team m the Unit,d sta.
proponents, proceeded with the read
lowed with increasing zest
and own the product
They drill
'
suffering from *-’v
ing. An hour and a half was al
at any time or place. If oil is found
^da ^.suffering frorn^...,
until thc reader fairly
lowed each side to present its speak
he
has
one-eighth
of
it
without
any
ers. Mr. Verrill spoke at seme length
races ahead in an effort to
outlay on his part, they to buy or sweeping the country with the pre
in favor of the bill and then called
check up on his deductions.
rent thereafter at a given price sentation of the new motor crca’ior
several others. Charles B Day of
Their flowing wells and derricks werc
Houlton. Mrs. Clinton Davis of
It’s thc mark of a winner
in sight a few miles away.
nose and one eye would appear. Then
Portland and Mr. Maloney of the
when a detective story
• • • •
gradually he would come out. sit up
American Legion.
Others were
moves along with the grow
It
may
not
be
generally
known
very much like a squirrel, and bark
called but did not respond to their
ing
tenseness
and
excite

that an oil flowing well kills all vege though to me it was only a tiny
names.
tation. including trees, within a cer squeak. At the least movement on
ment of The May Day Mys
tain radius of it. just how far I did ray part he would disappear in h:
tery. Ingenious, swift and
Rev. Frederick Smith conducted
not learn. I visited a city, a beauti- hole. It Is not known just how they
unusual, it is a yarn to
the opponents’ side, and as his first
ful one. situated on a nearly level r live, as they are not known to go
thrill the most jaded mys
speaker called Mr. Hamlin of Milo.
plain and covering some six miles far from home, and there is no water
While the proponents cf the bill
square. Business was brisk and jn sight for miles around; no mou..tery fan.
usually spoken of as the wets, were
house lots were at a premium. Today tains where I was It was like our
It will run serially in
speaking the applause was sectional
' (three years later) the oil wells and Maine in spots. They have their ou
(hot columni, snd no
coming from groups in the audience,
derricks have crawled up to their very like any country. Thcre is what the
resder should miss ths
but when Mr Hamlin began to pre
doors, and land for homes is at a dis- call sandstorms—a high wind that
opening chsptsn. If
sent the case for the opponents oi
you start it wt know
count The city is doomed so far as brings into the houses a fine gritty
drys. the applause was so loud and
you'll swsit anxiously
homes are concerned. It is built over dust. They have big roaring rivers in
prolonged that he asked them tc
each naw installment.
a great natural oil basin, and nothing flood time, with bridges half a mile
desist, as his time was limited and he
button counts—black, nasty, smelly long and 40 feet high, but the actua
needed it all for what he had to say
stream of water as I saw it then would
oil. soiling everything it touches.
Mr. Hamlin said the proponents
And the fire risk! Only last sea- hardly float a canoe The reri of t'ne
had only made a plea for the rights First chapter starting today son one big flowing well caught fire river bed was a dangerous quagmire
of suffrage and had said nothing
and it took days of peril and the best in past ages the Indians had learned
as to the merits of l.cer.se against
on page four
combined efforts of expert engineers the only safe places to cross, as the-,
prohibition.
As an industrialist,
to subdue the fire and plug the well, had no bridges
having spent 17 years in Boston
Mine host at one time owned a herd
All thts happened right here at the
under the Massachusetts l.rv. consid tion. The times were not normal doors of that city where I visited
of 500 cows, not for dairying, but to
ered a model license law. he saw she said, but due to economic con
But all Oklahoma is not oil. It is raise beef. There was nothing in
the cause and effect of the liquor ditions the people were in a state of a beautiful rolling country, not hilly 1 that for him he decided. The next
traffic in all its ugliness For 12 years unrest ar.d hysteria. The liquor in- but gently rolling. The Jack rabbit is move was several hundred turkey
he traveled through 42 States and terests knew thts to be the fact and claimed to be the swiftest thing on but thc turkey market slumped Ai
three Canadian provinces, and saw were taking an undue advantage legs, with a leap of 30 feet when in present he is raising mixed crop
the working of the liquor traffic She presented a handful of signed action, and about five leaps a second. with good results.
under every kind of license and con- letters from college president*, high There arc 5380 feet in a mile and 60
A few .--mall wild animals are foui<
trol. He told how the Massachusetts school principals and leading busi- seconds in a minute, now figure just herc—jack rabbits, badgers praii:
law operated in Maine, when 8000 ness men. which refuted the state- how fast he can go. The gopher is dogs or gophers ar.d several kiwi
men were being employed in the ments of increased drinking
an interesting little animal. They of squirrels. Gophers are about the
Rev. Mr Pendleton said he could live in families or villages, many, size of our house rat with a hairless
woods. Many of them ware brought
ln from Mas-achusetts in car load speak for 75.000 Baptists in thc State many thousands of them together. pointed two-inch tail. It is said that
lots of 48 When they arrived at the who wanted the prohibitory law re One’ such colony was occupying a horses and cattle avoid gopher land, dots have navigable rivers, a fine sea
terminal, the ratio was one sobe: tained and enforced Rev. A. A 'iarge tract of wild land (several hun having learned it is a place to get coast, beautiful lakes and ponds. Thc
man to all thc rest In every stage ol Heald spoke for the Congregation- dred acres' next to the ranch where broken legs.
great West may be all right to visit
intoxication. Since the prohibitory alists of the State and Rev Mr ________
_____________
One might go writing about the ar.d look at. but give me old Maine
I
was
staying.
They
are
very
shy.
I
law went into effect the ratio has Akers for the Methodists.
went to the'colony but there’was not strange wonderful things there that to live in. It's good enough for
Rev. F. W Barton, president of one in sight. After a time a little Maine does not have, or want, but she
been changed to one drunk to 47
Uncle Fernando.
sober. He claimed the prohibitory the State Christian Endeavor, spoke
law was the greatest boon to in for the thousands of Christian young
dustrialism of any on thc statute people who wanted the law retained
One of the outstanding speakers
books.
was Miss Solveig Heistad of Rock
port. who with three other young
Mrs. Huddleston of Old Town people, had accompanied Rev. Mr
claimed thcre had be:n co call by Fowle to the hearing. As a member
either nartv m the State for a of the High School Student Council
change
..... in the
...prohibitory law. but she protested against the statements
that the agitation was altogether :hat high
pUpHs were drinkfrom outside influences. She had ng. —
• ■benefits of the
They • know the
talked with hotel men in the State prohibitory law and the evils of li
and they -claimed that all of them censed liquor, and for the protection
who wanted to run a decent place of the younger generation who could
and cater to re pec'.abl people were not vote she begged the committee
oppo-ed to any change In tbe tow to mark this bill "ought not to pass."
Mrs. Huddleston compared th?
As to the petitions that have been
amount of drunkenness which she I circulated by both sides, the pro
saw in Ohio with the conditions in ponents made claim to large num
Bangor and Orono under the Maine bers of signatures, but there was
Everybody realizes the importance of stimulating
prohibitory law. where drinking was nothing presented that showed anyneg.igible in comparison. She also where near the amount stated. Tlie
rays of sunshine as an aid to better health. Men,
spoke of conditions observed in Lon opponents, or drys. did not give any j
don.
collective number of signatures. Mr.
women, children—all find it of healthful benefit.
Mrs. Crittenden, president of the Smith presented one lot with more
Main? Federation of Women's Clubs, than 2000 names, and the W.C.T.U. j
Now, through the use of the Westinghouse Sun
said she could speak for 10.000 had sent in many petitions to the
women who had reiterated and re committee More than 500 signalamp the average home can enjoy the benefits of
affirmed their confidence in the tu.es were obtained in Rockland dur
Slate prohibitory law. Mr Crawford. ing the ten days the petitions were
Master of the State Grange, said available.
sunshine's health rays throughout the entire year.
that every Grange in the State had
adopted resolutions upholding thc
Henry Ford has been in service 69
p.ohibitory law
years and this is the first time they '
Jefferson Smith -of the Y.M.C.A. have had to take him back to the '
said that this year in the boys' con shop for repairs.—Tampa Tribune.
ferences 23.000 young men and boys
NOTICE OF FORECLOSVRE
had met together and at no times
for a I imited time only
Whereas. Therese V Withlngton of
had he heard any expressions of de
Rockland
In the County of Knox and
sire to change the law.
State of Mafne. by her mortgage deed
Another prominent witness was dated the 4th dav of January. 1927 and ;
Hon. Gail Laughlin. Representative recorded In the Knox Registry of Deeds. 1
Book 206 Page 273. conveyed to the
and lawyer, who presented a number Rockland
Loan & Building Association,
of delayed petitions bearing several a corporation legally organized and havcas h
hundred names
____ In emphatic tones i lnk lts Place of business at said Rock- ;
she said
Knox
a certain
lot!
she
said tha»
that )-«„■
from her experiences ' land
or
, ofCounty.
land Maine,
wlth the
bulld,ngs
Budget Plan $2.25 down
in thc courts not alone in Maine but thereon situated In Rockland, and
in other states under license law. she bounded and described as follows
Beginning at an Iron bolt on the ex
6 monthly payments $3.65 each
knew the prohibitory law was an ef tension
of Suffolk St., and on the South
fective one and should be retained.
side of a reserve for a street; thence
All thc White Ribboners present
Southerly
by Isaid
of Suffolk St
“
m rrbt
OA i extension
fne(
(84)
feet fr*
to land
land fnrroftrl
formerly
felt a thrill of pride when Mrs. Al elghty-four
owned by 8. L. Hall; thence Westerly by
thea Quimby, president of the Maine said Hall’s land and land belonging to
Hare ninety-four (941 feet to
S IlfIV
W.C.T.U.. called upon the members Dennis
land belonging to W E. Ingraham;
of thc temperance committee to give thence
Northerly by said Ingraham's land
this question their sincere considcra- elghty-four ( 84i feet to a reserve for a
street; thence Easterly by said reserve
Heating Pad
for a street ninety-four (Ml feet to the,
bounds first mentioned, being part of
lots No 50 and 51 on plan of Estate of
Let the soothing heat from this soft electric heating pad

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In all of the news reports that I
have seen of the hearing on the re
submission bill, it appears that about
all the space was given to thc side ol
the proponents and in all fairness to
your readers who like to hear both
sides of a story, I wish to submit to
your paper for publication an ac
count of the hearing as heard by
some of those present.
Clara B Emery.
• » • •

Every-Other-Day
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TO GIVE UP
Life Looks Brighter Since She
Took Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

could hardly walk. I was about ready
to give up when I tried Lydia E. l’inkham'8 vegetable Compound. Since
then I have had three more babies and
1 feel well and strong. I am taking thc
medicine again now at the age of fortythree. 1 am also giving it to my daugh
ter.”—Mrs. .1- S Antle, 2698 Alio
ghany Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
1
Don't go another day without the
help this medicine can give you. Get a
bottle from your nearest drug store
immediately. Take it regularly accord
ing to directions.

Tourists to Italy This Year
They go to Italy in large number*
and stay a long time, judging front
the report Just issued, of tourists to
Italy in 1931. The old catch about
Americans rushing througn a country
in haste and only spending an hour
or a day, evidently does not hold true
of Italy, any more than of some other
countries. In 1931. a total of 1.887.6591
tourists entered Italy and stayed an
average of twelve days in tile resort
visited. Half ol the visitors were
foreigners, chiefly Germans, British
and Americans. The Germans and
British confined their travel to par
ticular sections, but the Americans
traveled everywhere in the peninsula.

